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ABSTRACT
This dissertation describes the development and application of pump-probe 
Ram an spectroscopy using 8 ps laser pulses as a technique for the study of relax­
ation phenomena in the condensed phase. I show three examples of systems studied 
by this technique. First, the dissipation of the heat deposited in the cage of solvent 
molecules surrounding a photodissociated diatomic solute is directly m easured in 
the solvent Raman spectrum. Second, we provide a full characterization of the ex­
cited A ' state of iodine which is formed in solution following photodissociation. 
This work discusses the solvent dependence of the iodine atom recombination pro­
cess and points toward (iodine atom - solvent molecule) complexes as an interm e­
diate species leading to recombination on the A ' state. We measure and rationalize 
the rates for both vibrational relaxation within and electronic relaxation out of the 
A* state. TUrning to a larger system, we measure the chrom ophore-to-protein vibra­
tional relaxation time in deoxyhemoglobin. We learn that mechanical energy finds 
its way out of the heme and into the protein matrix with 2 to 5 ps exponential time 
constant.
Both the study of iodine and deoxyhemoglobin emphasize that measuring the 
dynamics of the Stokes and anti-Stokes transient Raman signals provides a direct 
and powerful method to study vibrational population relaxation. Ram an spectra 
are directly sensitive to vibrational level spacings and populations. As a result, R a­
man bands dynamics can be affected by electronic, vibrational, and conformational
xi
i
processes. Most previous Raman picosecond experiments have lacked the sensi­
tivity necessary to probe the weak, transient anti-Stokes spectrum, which provides 
invaluable information on vibrational population dynamics. We also use a subtrac­
tion procedure to isolate the transient features in the spectrum, making our spectra 
taken at kiloHertz repetition rates very sensitive to small changes in the spectrum. 
This enables us to compare directly the time dependence of changes in tbe Stokes 
spectrum with the time dependence of changes in the anti-Stokes spectrum.
xii
1. INTRODUCTION TO TRANSIENT RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY
The purpose of this dissertation is to discuss the application of a new spec­
troscopic technique to study condensed phase chemical dynamics on the picosec­
ond time scale. The picosecond Raman spectrom eter previously developed in this 
laboratory*1'3^  enables us to practically collect pump-probe Ram an spectra of pi­
cosecond transient species. H ere I describe the use of this technique to study a 
wide variety of phenomena in qualitatively different condensed phase systems. The 
type of data resulting from these experiments has not been collected before. Conse­
quently, part of the fun of this research has been learning what are the spectral sig­
natures of various condensed phase processes in the transient Raman spectrum. To 
my knowledge, the type of features observed in the transient spectra shown in this 
document have no precedents in the Raman literature. Because tim e-dependent 
Raman data have not been practically available on this time scale, we have been in 
a position to perform prototype studies for several classes of molecules. The succes­
sive chapters describe ultrafast vibrational spectroscopy of various excited species 
resulting from the photodissociation reaction of molecular iodine in solution and 
photoexcitation of deoxyhemoglobin. Each example provides the first direct obser­
vation of a very general class of condensed phase relaxation phenomena.
In this introduction, we discuss energy transfer in solution and the need for 
a better condensed phase technique which motivated us to work with picosecond 
Raman spectroscopy. We present some theory and phenomenology of resonant 
Raman scattering. The picosecond Nd: YAG laser system and Raman spectrom eter
1
i
developed in our laboratory are also described. Finally, we discuss schemes for 
creating excited state populations in the condensed phase.
1.1 Experimental Difficulties In Condensed Phase Spectroscopy
In this section, I will outline three challenges facing the experimentalist who 
wants to study ultrafast phenomena in a condensed phase system. First, the produc­
tion of an observable quantity of the desired transient species is usually not trivial. 
Secondly, there are two further difficulties directly related to the rapid collisions 
experienced by the molecules in a liquid environment. I will begin by noting that in 
any physical system, energy is continually being exchanged among the microscopic 
components of that system. In a solution where a molecular solute is dissolved in a 
molecular solvent, the solute-solvent or solvent-solvent energy exchange processes 
include the exchange of electronic, vibrational and rotational energy. Ideally, one 
would like to be able to study directly these energy transfer processes by measuring 
the rate for a molecule in one quantum  state to make the transition to an adja­
cent quantum  state. By definition, the solute—► solvent energy transfer rate is equal 
to the solvent—»solute rate at thermal equilibrium. As a result, there are no net 
changes in the population of the quantum states when averaged over the macro­
scopic sample volume of an experiment.
In order to study solvent-solvent or solute-solvent energy transfer, it is there­
fore necessary to deposit excess energy into the system to create a large ensemble 
of molecules in a nonequilibrium, high energy state. The experiments described
in this dissertation create observable quantities of excited states (which evolve to­
gether in time) by using visible and UV laser pulses to excite electronic transitions 
of molecules in the condensed phase. The systems studied range in size from di­
atomic to macromolecular. Following excitation to an excited electronic state, re­
laxation back to the ground electronic state can occur by many pathways. Each path­
way involves some coupling between solvent and solute molecules by which energy 
transfer can occur. Unfortunately, it is difficult to generate substantial concentra­
tions of excited state molecules. For the iodine experiments discussed in chapters 2 
and 3, we estimate that only a few percent of the iodine molecules in the solution 
are photodissociated. The situation is better for the hemoglobin study reported in 
chapter 4, where 20 to 25% of the molecules are probably excited. This is a fortu­
itous situation in that the Nd:YAG third harmonic wavelength happens to coincide 
with the peak of a deoxyHb absorption band. Due to the existence of multi photon 
effects, laser power cannot be increased indiscriminantly to make up for weaker 
absorbances.
The fundamental steps of energy transfer between molecules in the disordered 
domain of liquids are very difficult to observe experimentally. There exist two prin­
cipal reasons for this. First, relaxation processes become very fast in solution, the 
typical collision frequency*4* in a liquid being «  1013 s_ i . Thus solvent or solute 
molecules in a liquid solution are subjected to constant interaction with the envi­
ronm ent through a variety of interaction potentials. Experiments in the gas phase 
are usually performed under very low pressures precisely to avoid the perturbations
caused by particle-particle encounters. The frequent collisions in a liquid (typically 
every 100 fs) imply that a solute molecule carrying excess energy has many opportu­
nities to transfer some or all of that energy every 100 fs. The result is that electronic, 
vibrational, and rotational energy transfer processes become exceedingly fast com­
pared to the gas phase. Many of the interesting phenomena in the liquid state occur 
on the subnanosecond or subpicosecond time scale.
A second difficulty in studying relaxation processes in the condensed phase are 
the various broadening mechanisms. First, the range of static solvent configurations 
in which a molecule in solution might be found will result in line broadening. This 
type of broadening in which each molecule has slightly different energy levels from 
the next molecule is usually term ed inhomogeneous.(5  ^ We can picture in this case 
that the gap between the potential energy surfaces of the ground and excited elec­
tronic states differs for each microscopic solvent configuration in which molecules 
may be found.<5> This type of broadening is not directly related to dynamical pro­
cesses.
Collision-induced broadening is a severe effect in solution. This broadening 
smears out much of the vibrational structure in absorption and fluorescence spectra. 
Collisions shorten the lifetime of molecular states in solution and lead to broader 
transitions according to A £ A r  ~  ft. Collisions in solution can be inelastic such 
that the molecular quantum state changes (i.e. a change in the quantum  number of 
the wavefunction). Inelastic energy transfer events give rise to Ti population relax­
ation* processes. Ti corresponds to our usual concept of the exponential lifetime of 
the quantum  state. As previously stated, frequent collisions in the condensed phase 
result in fast energy transfer, reducing the Ti lifetimes of molecular quantum states 
relative to gas phase Ti values.
Furthermore, the line broadening problem in solution becomes worse still 
when we consider quasi-elastic collisions which only disturb the phase of the molec­
ular wave functions. These processes wilt also result in broadening. The quasi­
elastic process is called a T 2 process, or a dephasing process. The very fast en­
vironmental fluctuations which cause dephasing broaden the energy levels of each 
molecule by the same am o u n t/5* This type of broadening is therefore referred to as 
homogeneous broadening. Either mechanism will reduce the lifetime of the molec­
ular quantum states and broaden transitions which would be sharp in the gas phase. 
Homogeneous dephasing due to rapid solvent fluctuations is often the most detri­
mental broadening mechanism to the spectroscopist who is attem pting to resolve 
features in an absorption or fluorescence spectrum. As an example, the typical 
100 fs collision interval in a liquid corresponds to a homogeneous broadening of 
50 cm -1 . The spacings between vibrational transitions in the iodine molecule at 
the bottom of the potential well are only 2 to 3 cm -1 ! Clearly this poses a severe 
problem for doing vibrationally-resolved absorption or fluorescence spectroscopy 
in solution.
* I will frequently refer to “vibrational energy relaxation" (VER) in this dissertation. This term is 
used to distinguish T | vibrational population (or energy) relaxation from T? dephasing processes. 
The less specific term “vibrational relaxation” has been frequently applied In the literature to the 
sum of T | and Tj  processes.
1.2 Picosecond TVansient Raman Spectroscopy
O ur approach to studying the details o f energy transfer in solution has been to 
develop the technique of pump-probe transient Ram an spectroscopy on a picosec­
ond time scale using a high repetition rate laser. With this approach, we succeed in 
solving several of the difficulties in condensed phase spectroscopy mentioned above. 
This will become apparent as this section develops. The Raman effect is an inelastic 
scattering process where a molecule either gains or loses a quantum  of vibrational 
or rotational energy upon collision with a photon. The scattered photon then has 
more or less energy by precisely that quantum. The vibrational Raman effect is 
based on the modulation of the molecular polarizability by a specific vibrational 
mode v of the molecule. Hence, a vibration which does not modulate the molecular 
polarizability will be inactive in the Raman spectrum. A vibration which is Raman 
active will appear in the spectrum as a band at frequency u;, which is related to the 
laser frequency a; l  and vibrational transition frequency u ,  by wv =  |w, -w lI*  If the 
quantity -  ujl is positive, this is the case of Stokes Raman scattering. A negative 
value of a;, -  is called anti-Stokes scattering.
Topical cross sections*6* for nonresonant Ram an scattering are on the order of 
10- n  A2. On the other hand, a m oderate visible absorption cross section would be 
on the order of 10-2 A2 (molar extinction coefficient of 103). The difference in cross 
sections clearly illustrates that Ram an spectra are much more difficult to obtain 
than absorption spectra. It would seem that using Raman spectroscopy to observe 
small concentrations of excited state species would be practically impossible. In
fact, it is necessary to take advantage of the significant enhancem ent that is achieved 
when the Raman probe wavelength is in resonance with an electronic transition of 
the molecule. Resonant Raman scattering is typically three orders of magnitude 
stronger than non-resonant R am an /6* Strong resonant enhancem ent is necessary 
to observe the Ram an signal from a low concentration of excited states, which is 
usually sitting on a background of apparatus noise and sample fluorescence.
In spite of the very low cross sections, doing Raman spectroscopy on a picosec­
ond time scale in solution is worth the difficulty. Ram an spectroscopy provides di­
rect information about vibrations, hence structure. A  given Raman shift is directly 
related to a vibrational motion in the molecule. Raman spectroscopy is less sensi­
tive to broadening effects than absorption or fluorescence techniques. This is not 
easy to dem onstrate theoretically. The simplest explanation is that resonant Ra­
man scattering is the emission that occurs prior to dephasing/7* O ne way to think 
about it is to rem em ber that the Ram an scattering process begins and ends in the 
same electronic state. It is in this state that we must conserve energy and it is in this 
state that an actual transition takes place. So dephasing processes for the electronic 
states do not affect Raman or infrared spectra. There are vibrational dephasing 
times in solution, but these are usually an order of magnitude longer than the elec­
tronic dephasing times. The assertion about the vibrational resolution difference 
is more obvious experimentally. An absorption spectrum of deoxyHb is shown in 
Figure 4.2. The visible absorption spectrum shown here is due only to the 73 atom 
heme molecule (a porphyrin ring with an iron atom in the center). The heme is
the functional subunit of hemoglobin. These absorption bands do contain informa­
tion about the vibrational levels of the porphyrin molecule, but that information is 
hopelessly lost in the smooth features of the electronic absorption spectrum. By 
contrast, the ground state Raman bands can be seen in Figures 4.5 and 4.6; vibra­
tional levels are clearly resolved in the Raman spectrum in solution. Therefore, if 
we can use Raman spectroscopy on a picosecond time scale, we have solved one of 
the previously stated difficulties inherent to condensed phase spectroscopy.
We also mentioned the difficulty of studying the very fast processes in solution. 
In fact, laser systems exist which can produce 6 fs pulses at 10 Hz repetition rate. 
However, a key to succesful ultrafast Raman spectroscopy in solution is to use a 
high repetition rate  laser. The laser system used in these experiments*8* was devel­
oped in order to be able to produce picosecond pulses at kiloHertz repetition rates. 
This enables us to get the photon flux at the sample high enough to collect good 
data, without driving nonlinear processes. Most previous experiments have been 
done at 10 to 20 Hz repetition rates. We work at 1 to 2 kHz repetition rates. As 
an illustrative example, consider that 100 mW of average power distributed over 10 
pulses per second results in peak powers which are 100 times as high as if 100 mW 
of average power were distributed over 1000 pulses per second. This is critical be­
cause we need many photons to create substantial quantities of excited state and 
many photons to drive the weak Raman processes. Section 4.10 specifically com­
pares the powers used in our experiment with that used in a previous femtosecond 
Ram an experiment by other w orkers/9* Nonlinear phenomena associated with high
peak powers include both resonant and nonresonant multiphoton absorption and 
artificial broadening*10) mechanisms. High laser repetition rates are the only way 
to deliver the high average power necessary to do a Raman experiment in a feasi­
ble span of time while avoiding nonlinear effects. The weak Ram an signals often 
require many hours of signal averaging. Tfens of H ertz versus kiloHertz repetition 
rates are then the difference between hours of signal averaging to collect one spec­
trum versus weeks of signal averaging to collect one spectrum!
The difficulty of performing vibrational spectroscopy on an ultrafast time scale 
in solution is outweighed by the greater information content of the Ram an spectrum 
as compared to an electronic spectrum. The Raman band position corresponds di­
rectly to a vibrational energy spacing for one of the modes of the molecule, iden­
tifying more specifically the quantum state under observation. M isinterpretation 
of picosecond absorption data has occurred for even the very simplest condensed 
phase system. The example of the iodine photodissociation and geminate recom­
bination reaction is described in section 1.5.1. This reaction was first studied in 
solution by picosecond absorption spectroscopy/11* That experiment observed an 
event (following photodissociation) which lasted for hundreds of picoseconds. For 
several years that hundred picosecond event was interpreted as slow recombina­
tion of the iodine radicals which where produced by photodissociation. Actually 
the hundred picosecond event is slow vibrational relaxation /12* 1 cite this exam­
ple to show that absorption spectroscopy cannot easily discriminate excited elec­
tronic dynamics from either excited vibrational dynamics or from molecular con­
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formational dynamics even for the simplest condensed phase system! On the other 
hand, vibrational spectroscopy automatically identifies vibrations associated with 
specific structures in the molecule. A nother example is found in the spectroscopy 
of deoxyhemoglobin(n) (deoxyHb) performed as part of this dissertation research. 
In the case of deoxyHb, what other workers*14* interpreted as an excited electronic 
state with a 3 ps lifetime is possibly vibrational relaxation in the electronic ground 
state. Section 4.10 discusses this possibility more fully.
1.3 General Comments About Resonant Raman Scattering
Ram an scattering is photon-molecule scattering which is mediated by the vi- 
bronic levels of the molecule. Many treatm ents of Ram an scattering exist in the lit­
erature. I found several to be useful from a phenomenological point of view*4,15"16) 
and others from a theoretical point of view*6,17*19*. The papers of Thomas G. Spiro 
are generally useful in understanding resonant Ram an scattering in large molecules.
Ram an scattering can arise*17* through three different types of intermediate 
states. Non-resonant Ram an scattering occurs when the interm ediate state is purely 
virtual, i.e. every real electronic state is far removed from the energy region acces­
sible by the incident photon. Resonance Raman enhancem ent occurs when the 
incident photon is in resonance with a real electronic transition in the system. For 
the case of resonant Raman scattering, Rousseau and Williams*17* have system­
atically dem onstrated the differences between scattering mediated by bound elec­
tronic states versus scattering mediated by continuum electronic states. In all real 
cases, the Ram an scattering signal at a given frequency u, due to illumination at
laser frequency vi, will have contributions from all possible interm ediate states, 
both real and virtual and both on- resonance and very-far-from-resonance. Prac­
tically, though, resonant Ram an scattering will dom inate the nonresonant part in 
the cases where there is enhancement. In most cases of resonant Raman scattering, 
the resonant enhancem ent will primarily come from one or two excited states.
In the case of resonant Raman scattering, the cross section depends on both 
the energy defect and the vibrational overlap integrals between the initial, inter­
mediate, and final levels. The initial and final levels will be in the same electronic 
state while the interm ediate level will lie in a higher electronic state. In describ­
ing the resonant Raman effect, I will generally follow the treatm ent of Rousseau 
and W illiams^7* for a diatomic molecule. The case of resonant Raman scattering 
for a large molecule is of course more complicated due to the more complex set 
of electronic and vibrational levels involved. However, the general ideas are best 
understood by considering the simplest case.
A schematic diagram of the energetics of resonant Ram an scattering is shown 
in Figure 1.1. In Figure 1.1 the ground state is labeled as So, the lowest singlet 
state. The ground electronic state is spin singlet for most molecules, (An exception 
is molecular oxygen for which the ground state is a triplet, giving rise to its param ­
agnetic properties.) The lowest excited state in a molecule is usually a triplet state, 
but these are optically less accessible since they are spin forbidden for a one photon 
transition. Thus most discussions of laser-initiated transitions deal with the excited 
singlet states, labeled Sfl. In Figure 1.1, the Stokes and anti-Stokes resonant Raman
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Figure 1.1: Energetics of resonant Raman scattering.
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scattering processes are diagramed. Both begin on the v =  0 and v =  1 vibrational 
levels in So and term inate on the u =  1 and u =  0 vibrational levels, respectively. 
These are the fundamental Stokes and anti-Stokes band transitions. The diagram 
illustrates the fact that the Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering which occur at the same 
Raman shift initiate and term inate on opposite pairs of vibrational levels. Figure 1.1 
shows that the vibrational overlap integrals which determ ine the scattering cross- 
section are weighted differently for the Stokes and anti-Stokes cases due to the dif­
ferent values of A E  which enter the denominator in equation 1.2. Thus it is clear 
why the simple Boltzmann factor which determines the Stokes/anti-Stokes ratio in 
the nonresonant case does not apply to the case of resonant Raman scattering.
I do not intend to give a detailed quantum mechanical treatm ent of Raman 
scattering. Such works exist in abundance and several have already been refer­
enced. I will only sketch some aspects which will help us think about the experi­
ments. First, we can think of Raman scattering classically and simplistically as the 
result of molecular vibrations which modulate the polarizability of the molecule. 
Light scattering is the result of harmonic distortion of the electron cloud of a 
molecule by the oscillating electric held of an impinging light wave. The oscillating 
electron charge density of the molecule serves as a source of dipole radiation, giving 
rise to light scattering. If the polarizability of the molecule is also being modulated 
by a molecular vibration at frequency i/0i, then the scattered light will also have 
frequencies vl ±  uoi. Mathematically, this is reflected in the trigonometric identity 
cos(vL)cos(v0 1 ) -  1\cos(vl +  t'oi) +  cos(isL -  I'd))].
l b  begin to think more rigorously about the quantum mechanical Ram an ef­
fect, we follow Yariv(19). For transitions between vibrational levels in a  molecule 
which are caused by radiation, we should consider the perturbation Hamiltonian 
H ' =  —ft ■ E , where ft is the dipole moment of the molecule. The dipole moment of 
a molecule in the presence of an electric field can be decomposed into a perm anent 
part ftp and a part fti which is induced by the electric field. For a vibrating (asym­
metric) molecule, ftp may be expanded in two terms as ftp = ftp +  (dftp/ d x ) 0x. 
H ere x is the normal coordinate of the vibration which we assume to be small so 
that the expansion is valid. The induced dipole moment /*; is a function of the po­
larizability a , which is itself a function of x  for a nonrigid molecule. In this case, 
a (x )  =  a 0 +  (d a /d x )0x, so that /i*(x) =  Then we can write the pertur­
bation Hamiltonian as
« '  =  -  W  + ( ^ ) . X  + W 5 +  ' c ( ^ ) 0XE]E (1.1)
where E  is the electric field component parallel to ft, and JV is the coordinate op­
erator corresponding to x. (In reality, the polarizability is a tensor quantity, but 
including that fact would give no further insight here.)
The first and third terms are simply constants. Any matrix element of these 
terms between vibrational levels of the same electronic state will be zero, due to 
orthogonality of the vibrational eigenfunctions. In fact the third term will only 
be nonzero for the matrix elements between identical states; this is just Rayleigh 
scattering.*171 The second term, having an X  operator, can give rise to infrared ab­
sorption. Matrix elements of the fourth term of equation 1.1 are in fact responsible
for nonresonant Raman scattering. The harmonic approximation is usually good 
for the lower part of a molecular potential well. In this case a single power of X  
results in transitions with selection rule Av =  ±1. That is, there are no overtones 
in nonresonant Ram an scattering.
In the case where the Raman probe frequency u t  is close to an electronic ab­
sorption resonance, the polarizability can no longer be expressed independently 
of the upper electronic state. Intuitively, we can see that an electronic absorption 
event is an extreme case of molecular polarization. The polarization measures the 
ability of the charge cloud of the molecule to distort under an oscillating electric 
field. An electric dipole transition implies a “perm anent” distortion of the electron 
density of the molecule, given by the vector transition dipole moment. So the in­
clusion of resonance implies that the polarizability must be expressed in terms of 
the upper and lower state eigenfunctions, typically by second order perturbation 
theory.*17* When the polarizability is expressed quantum mechanically in this fash­
ion near a resonance, the third term in equation 1.1 dominates the fourth and is 
usually written down as the resonant Raman polarizability.
We write an expression for the polarizability labeled consistently with Fig­
ure 1.1.
where * and /  label the initial and final vibrational levels in the So state, and v 
labels the vibrational levels of the Sn state. A E v gives how far off resonance the 
laser frequency is relative to vibrational level v. T hat is, A E v =  i*sn +
( 1.2 )
V
H ere we let usn ,vv ,vi » and ul be, respectively, the energy in cm - 1  of the S„ state 
minimum, the position within the Sn state of the vlh vibrational level, the position 
of the t lh vibrational level in the So state, and the laser photon energy. T is the 
homogeneous width of the Sn state. The / j ' s  are the electronic transition moments 
evaluated at the x-centroid values of the u «— t and f  *— v vibronic transitions. 
Physically, the x-centroid value is the normal coordinate value at which a particular 
vibronic transition is most likely to occur. The x-centroid for each transition is the 
normalized expectation value of the normal coordinate between the initial and final 
vibrational wavefunctions.
Equation 1.2 applies to the case where we are resonant with one electronic 
state only. An example of calculating the resonant Raman polarizibility tensor ele­
ments is given in chapter five. In that case we are interested in the situation where 
the initial levels are a range of vibrational levels in the iodine ground electronic 
state, the resonant state is the D  excited state, and the probe wavelength is 266 nm 
(«  4 eV photon). Resonance Raman scattering from hemes (iron porphyrins) usu­
ally involves two resonant excited states.(4) Notice that there is no selection rule(17> 
for Au in equation 1.2. The vibrational overlap integrals control which u's will be 
connected by Ram an scattering. Looking ahead a bit, we see that resonant Ram an 
overtones are observed in Figures 3.5 and 3.11 and are important in the conclusions 
of that paper.
Ram an scattering is polarization sensitive if the molecular polarizability is 
anisotropic. In that case, a measure of the depolarization ratio gives information
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about the symmetry of the vibrations involved.**’20* No experiment described in 
this dissertation involves polarization information. This is because we are only in­
terested in using the time-dependent intensity of a Ram an band to study molecular 
structure and vibrational populations. We do not need to concern ourselves with 
characterizing the Raman scattering process for a particular molecule, since this 
information can be found in the literature for the systems we choose to study. The 
only effect of laser polarization in our experiments is to alter the relative intensity of 
one solvent (or solute) Raman band relative to another solvent (or solute) Raman 
band.
1.4 Description of Laser System and Raman Spectrometer
The goal of the work reported in this dissertation has been to develop uses for 
picosecond transient Raman spectroscopy, which has been made possible by previ­
ous laser advances in this laboratory*2'3,8*. A diagram of the apparatus is found in 
Figure 1.2. The laser system*1,8* is based on a high repetition rate, chirped pulse, 
Nd: YAG regenerative amplifier which provides 1 mJ pulses with an 8  ps pulsewidth 
at 1.064 /im. A mode-locked cw Nd:YAG laser (output pulse is 80 ps FW HM ) 
in combination with a single-mode fiber optic is used to produce the seed pulse 
to the regenerative amplifier. Self phase m o d u l a t i o n * 21* jn the fiber broadens the 
bandwidth of the 1.064 /*m laser pulse; the frequency dependent index of refraction 
temporally broadens the pulse so that the longer wavelengths travel at the leading 
edge of the pulse. After amplification, the laser beam is reflected off of a grating
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pair. The grating pair geometry is designed to delay the longer wavelength compo­
nents of the pulse while providing a shorter path length for the shorter wavelength 
components. The net result is the that the different frequencies “pile up on top 
of each other,” giving a more narrow pulse than originally produced by the mode- 
locked laser.*22* The process described above involves broadening the frequency 
bandwidth of the pulse while narrowing the time width, in accordance with the re­
ciprocal relationship A t A V 1 .
The configuration of the laser system reported in the references cited above 
has changed in two ways. A “pulse picker" using a Pockel’s cell and polarization 
sensitive optics has been placed between the fiber and the regenerative amplifier. 
A Pockets cell is an electro-optic device which will rotate the polarization of linearly 
polarized light when a high-voltage pulse is applied. The pulse picker is arranged 
such that the linearly polarized laser pulse which enters the pulse picker will be 
normally lost to a beam dump. A pulse can only escape the pulse picker when high 
voltage is applied to the Pockels cell; in that case, the laser pulse will be reflected 
out of the pulse picker by the polarization sensitive optics to seed the regenerative 
amplifier. Pulse picking is helpful because the repetition rates of the modelocked 
YAG (es 1 0 0  MHz) and the YAG regenerative amplifier (=s 2 kHz) differ.
The second difference is that Q-switching(19* in the regenerative amplifier 
is now accomplished by an acousto-optic modulator; the amplified pulse is still 
switched out of the amplifier cavity by a Pockels cell and polarization sensitive op­
tics. Q-switching refers to the process in which the gain of the cavity is purposely
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and temporarily spoiled in order to give the laser rod time to store up energy. The 
output of a Q-switched laser consists of intense pulses at a repetition rate deter­
mined by the Q-switching frequency. The timing between the pulse picker and the 
Q-switch must be carefully controlled so that the injected seed pulse arrives at the 
cavity just as the Q-switch is opening. As with any state-of-the-art system, this laser 
system needs frequent attention. Therefore, developing an ability to troubleshoot 
and fix the laser and associated timing electronics is necessary for the successful 
graduate student.
The YAG harmonics of 532, 355, and 266 nm have been used in experi­
ments described in this dissertation. Typically, one YAG harmonic is used as the 
pump wavelength, while another is used as the probe. Both the iodine*23"26* and 
deoxyHb*13* experiments were done by pumping with the 532 nm green photons. 
The iodine experiments used probe wavelengths of 355 and 266 nm, while the de* 
oxyHb studies used a probe wavelength at 355 nm only. The laser harmonics are 
generated in KDP, KTP, or BBO crystals. After harmonic generation, the colors 
are separated by a beam splitter which is anti-reflection coated for one wavelength 
but high-re fleet ion coated for the other. Then one color is sent down an optical 
delay line. Referring to Figure 1.2, we see that the delay line is simply a reflec­
tor where we can bounce the beam down and back over a carefully measured dis­
tance. Practically, this is controlled by computer using a stepper m otor to drive a 
lead screw to which the reflector is attached. A travel distance of one mm corre­
sponds to a travel time of 3.33 ps at the speed of light. Thus this simple method
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of controlling the path length traveled by the two pulses is practical for delay times 
from fractions of a picosecond up to several nanoseconds. For delay line distances 
beyond those corresponding to several nanoseconds, beam  divergence becomes a 
prohibitive problem.
Various methods have proven practical for temporally overlapping the pulses 
at various wavelengths. In all of these techniques, the Ram an spectrom eter is used 
to observe a signal which a) depends on the cross correlation of the pum p and probe 
pulses and b) is believed to have a rise time which is practically instantaneous as 
compared to the laser pulsewidth. When using 532 nm as pump and 355 nm or 
266 nm as probe, the timing between pulses can be measured experimentally us­
ing stimulated emission from the laser dye coumarin 500A in methanol. First the 
two beams are overlapped on the coumarin 500A sample which might be in a spin­
ning cell or a flowing liquid jet. This technique consists of pumping the fluores­
cent coumarin dye with the 355 nm or 266 nm pulse and observing the fluorescence 
with the m onochrom ator set at fts4500 nm while the 532 nm beam is blocked. If the 
532 nm beam is then allowed to hit the sample under the condition that each 532 nm 
pulse is arriving at the sample before the 355 nm or 266 nm pulse, then there will be 
no change in the observed fluorescence intensity. If, however, the 532 nm pulses are 
arriving after the 355 nm pump pulses, then the 532 nm photons will stimulate emis­
sion at 532 nm directionally along the path of the incident 532 nm beam. This will 
steal intensity from the previously isotropic fluorescence and result in a reduced flu­
orescence signal. By scanning the time delay between the pulses, the fluorescence
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intensity can be traced out and time zero found. A nother technique we have used is 
to monitor the transient absorbance of the ground state of a molecule at one color 
due to pumping at another color. The monochrom ator is usually set to observe the 
Rayleigh line in this method, since the transient absorbance in the sample will affect 
the intensity of the Rayleigh scattering.
A PDP 11/03L computer is used for data collection, monochromator control, 
delay stage control, and for sensing which laser colors are hitting the sample on 
a given laser shot. All software for data collection and experiment control and 
most software for data analysis were written by Prof. J. B. Hopkins in Fortran and 
assembly language. Some data analysis software was written by the author.
Figure 1.2 also illustrates that the two laser beams which are incident on the 
sample can be mechanically chopped. By chopping the pump and probe beams at 
several hundred Hertz, we can collect four spectra in one sweep of the monochro­
mator: pump-probe, pump-only, probe-only, and background. The pump-probe 
spectrum is collected when both laser beams are incident on the sample (with the 
desired time delay). The probe-only spectrum is the Ram an spectrum observed in 
the vicinity o f the probe wavelength when only the probe wavelength is incident 
on the sample. The pump-only spectrum is the spectrum which is observed in the 
vicinity of the probe wavelength due to the presence of the pump beam  only. The 
background spectrum is for the case where both laser beams are blocked by the 
choppers. The phase of the chopper is sensed by a photodiode which “looks at” a 
small piece o f each chopped beam. This information is used by the com puter to
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sort the emission data from each laser shot into bins corresponding to the color 
combinations mentioned above. Since the chopper will sometimes partially block 
the beams, the com puter sets thresholds for determining whether or not to use the 
data on a given laser shot. If one beam is partially blocked, then data from that 
laser shot is discarded.
The data collected when the pump-probe combination illuminates the sample 
may contain contributions from a) weak Raman spectra of excited states generated 
by the pump pulse b) weak Raman spectra of excited states which were both gener­
ated and probed by the probe pulse, c) strong ground state Ram an bands of solvent 
or solute molecules from the probe pulse, d) fluorescence background from the 
probe pulse, e) fluorescence background from the pump pulse, and f) background 
noise due to the photomultiplier or electronics. The chopping and subtraction (with 
sufficient signal-to-noise) allow us to isolate the weak Raman spectra of excited 
states generated by the pump pulse and detected at the desired time delay by the 
probe pulse.
Most generally, we subtract the pump-only and the probe-only and the back­
ground spectra from the pump-probe spectrum to get the transient spectrum. Fre­
quently, we find that it is not necessary to chop the probe beam  (i.e. it is not neces­
sary to collect the pump-only spectrum). This is particularly true if we pump to the 
red of the Ram an probe wavelength. Pumping to the red of the Raman probe wave­
length is advantageous because this eliminates fluorescence from the pump wave­
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length in the region where we are looking for Ram an scattering.* In those cases, we 
collect two spectra and subtract. The experiments on Cr(CO)$ mentioned in chap­
ter 5 five were perform ed with 266 nm pump and 266 nm probe photons. Those 
experiments clearly required chopping both pump and probe beams.
A pure transient Raman spectrum is obtained by using this difference spec­
trum technique. This is a crucial aspect of the experiment because the transient 
spectrum is isolated from the large signal resulting from unexcited molecules. The 
(pump-probe minus probe-only) spectrum is referred to as the subtracted or tran­
sient spectrum. Any feature appearing beyond the noise level in this spectrum is 
due to a transient species created by the pump photons and is characteristic of the 
time delay between pump and probe pulses. If photoexcitation bleaches a ground 
state Raman band, then the subtraction procedure will yield a negative transient 
band. If the pump photon creates a new Raman band or increases the intensity of 
an existing band, then subtraction will yield a positive transient band. It is often 
useful to describe a transient band by its magnitude relative to the magnitude of 
the corresponding probe-only band.
Notice that the time delay in this type of measurement is determ ined solely by 
the delay time between the arrival of the pump and probe pulses. If that time delay 
is 20 ps, then all Ram an scattering in the subtracted, or transient, spectrum is due to 
molecules which have been relaxing for 20 ps since photoexcitation. Thus we collect 
one time-delay data point per laser shot. If we successively sweep through different
* This statem ent assumes that our pump intensity is below the threshold for significant m ultiphoton 
absorption.
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time delays, then we can m ap out the time-dependence of the Raman intensity for 
a given spectral feature. It is not necessary to have picosecond electronics to study 
picosecond phenomena! Only picosecond laser pulses are necessary.
We typically focus the laser beams to spot diam eters at the sample which range 
from «  400 to 1000 /jm. Beam focusing is critical to the success of an experiment. 
As a rule, we put as much light into the pump beam as possible and focus as tightly 
as possible, being careful not to create a plasma. Tight pump beam focusing is desir­
able because this produces the maximum transient species concentration. Focusing 
the 355 or 266 nm laser spots too tightly can easily result in plasma production in 
the sample. This is evident by the onset of white light emission from the sample. A 
second general principle is that we want the probe beam spot at the sample to be the 
same size as, or a little smaller than, the pump spot. We do this in order to maximize 
the ratio of excited molecules to unexcited molecules in the probe volume.
Good spatial overlap must be achieved for the pump and probe spots. The 
ability to successfully overlap the beams usually takes much practice to develop. 
Then the precise time delay between pulses must be determ ined in order to cali­
brate the optical delay. The delay can be obtained to an accuracy of a few hundred 
picoseconds by carefully measuring the optical paths with fishing line. Then the 
zero of time must be found precisely as described earlier. Data and specific discus­
sions about laser intensities can be found in the reports on individual experiments 
in the following chapters.
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The monochromator for these experiments is a 1 meter, dispersive, double 
monochromator. The dispersed light is imaged onto a photomultiplier tube (PM T) 
at the exit slit. The PMT signal is processed by a gated integrator and stored in 
the computer. The sorting of the data according to which sequence of laser pulses 
was incident on the sample has already been described. Both frequency- and time- 
resolved data are typically collected in many five minute scans and then added up 
by the computer to signal average. Each frequency or time data point typically 
consists of 4000 to 6000 laser shots. The total data collection time for one spectrum 
is typically on the order of hours. Thus we average out shot-to-shot fluctuations 
of the laser pulses in addition to the slower fluctuations in laser power which may 
occur over the course of many minutes.
1.5 Methods for Producing Excited States
Many experiments succeed/fail because of the ability/inability of the experi­
mentalist to trigger a phenomena under conditions suitable to his apparatus. A 
certain technique might be well capable of studying a particular excited state i f  that 
excited state could be produced in high enough concentration. As mentioned ear­
lier in this introduction, the study of very fast phenomena in the condensed phase 
requires that we create many excited states simultaneously such that they will evolve 
in time together. This section describes the two schemes used to produce the ex­
cited states studied in the iodine and deoxyHb experiments reported here.
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1.5.1 Iodine Photodlssoclatlon/Gemlnate Recombination
The solvent cage concept is central to understanding the iodine photodisso­
ciation reaction in solution. For a dilute solute/solvent mixture, we speak of the 
solvent cage as the first few spheres (or shells) of solvent molecules around each 
solute molecule.* The evolution of a photodissociation reaction is drastically mod­
ified by the presence of the solvent cage. The cage effect in a  liquid is responsi­
ble for the possibility of geminate recombination following photodissociation. The 
two iodine radicals (I ) which are produced by the photodissociation of a single I2 
molecule are term ed geminate (twin) radicals, since they are identical and have the 
same parent. Some I- pairs break out of the cage and diffuse through the solution 
until they meet another I- and undergo nongeminate recombination, producing I2 
molecules again. This nongeminate recombination process is analogous to the gas 
phase I2 photodissociation reaction; in this case the only role played by the solvent 
is to force the I- motion to be diffusive instead of free flight. However, a substantial 
fraction of geminate I- pairs are maintained in close proximity by the cage effect 
and quickly undergo geminate recombination with their original partners. The term 
geminate recombination implies that the recombining radicals have not traveled a 
wandering, diffusive path through the liquid before recombining. This is illustrated 
in Figure 1.3.
The geminate recombination process is unique to the condensed phase, having 
no analog in a low pressure photodissocjation experiment. We are only interested
* Either the solvent or solute could be atoms. We deal only with molecules here, but the cage 
concept is just as valid with liquid xenon as solvent.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram of iodine in a solvent cage.
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in those I- which undergo geminate recombination. The interesting question of 
what fraction of photodissociated molecules escape the cage is difficult to  answer 
experimentally. No conclusive experiment has yet been done to measure the ratio 
for geminate recombination versus cage escape.
Specifically, we achieve photodissociation of iodine by pumping at 532 nm 
(18797 cm " 1 = 2.3 eV) into the bound B 2II state, shown as arrow ( 1 ) in Figure 1.4. 
The I?3n  state potential is crossed by a repulsive curve. This provides a channel 
for predissociation of the bound B 2fl state, yielding free iodine radicals I- as shown 
by arrow (2). This process is complete in <  2 ps. As the I* come sliding down the 
repulsive curve, 6300 cm " 1 of energy is translated into kinetic energy of the frag­
ments. However, the intervening solvent cage cuts short this process by absorbing 
the recoil energy, making geminate recombination possible. The disposition of this 
energy by the solvent cage is the subject of the next chapter.
As the caged I- approach each other to re-form a bound molecule, they can 
move along one of several potential curves representing different I2 bound states, 
as shown in Figure 1.4. The nascent 12 can be formed in either the shallow excited 
A' state or the ground X  state, shown respectively as arrows (3) and (4) in Fig­
ure 1.4. There are other more shallow excited states which may also participate in 
the geminate recombination reaction in solution which are not shown in Figure 1.4. 
The mechanism whereby the recombining I- are directed onto one curve instead of 
another is not known. In any case, recombination will leave the nascent I2 molecule 
in a highly excited vibrational level of either the ground or A ' state.
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The critical fact*27'28* for this section is that recombination is complete in 
<  5 ps. Thus the I2 photodissociation/geminate recombination reaction provides a 
source of electronically and highly vibrationally excited molecules. The production 
of these excited species is triggered by the pump laser pulse, so we can generate 
the excited states and then study the relaxation of the excited ensemble. In this 
case, each recombined I2 must transfer «  12,000 cm - 1  (1.5 eV) of energy into the 
solvent.
1.5.2 Internal Conversion Following Electronic Absorption
The study of VER discussed in chapter four utilizes internal conversion from 
an electronically excited state to produce a polyatomic molecule with excess vibra­
tional energy in its electronic ground state Sq. A schematic of the general process 
is illustrated in Figure 1.5. The U V or visible laser photon u i  excites some vibra­
tional level in an excited electronic state, here the first excited singlet state Sj. In 
this diagram, the excited vibrational state in Si undergoes a radiationless transition 
to an isoenergetic quantum state in the So vibrational manifold. This radiationless 
transition is called internal conversion if the electronic states are of the same spin 
multiplicity, as shown in Figure 1.5, or intersystem crossing if the electronic states 
are of different multiplicity.
A typical value for 1 would be >  15,000 cm-1 . The vibrational density of 
states (DOS) in So for an internal energy >  15,000 cm _Iis truly enormous in a 
large molecule. For the 43-atom coumarin 6  dye molecule, the vibrational DOS is 
already as 108 per cm - 1  at only 3000 cm ' 1 internal energy!*29* This high DOS is
soa ivNotxvdaiA
re 1.5: Schematic diagram of the internal conversion process.
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produced by combinations and overtones of the 3N-6 normal vibrations of a poly­
atomic molecule. Figure 1.5 also schematically illustrates that conversion from lev­
els in Si can occur to a range of levels (of width kjjT) in So in the condensed phase 
due to collisional energy exchange with the solvent.
In many large molecules, rapid internal conversion from the vibrational mani­
fold of the excited state to the vibrational manifold of So is facilitated by this enor­
mous DOS in Sq and occurs on the subpicosecond time scale. In chapter 4, we de­
scribe the study of the 73 atom  porphyrin molecule which is found in hemoglobin. 
Femtosecond transient absorption experiments have determ ined that the radiation­
less transition from the excited electronic state back to the vibrational manifold of 
the ground electronic state of the porphyrin in deoxyHb occurs with a 300 fs ex­
ponential time constant.*14* Once a porphyrin molecule has made the transition to 
the electronic ground state, the high vibrational DOS allows rapid redistribution 
of the vibrational energy over all vibrational modes of the ground electronic state. 
Polyatomic molecules which are not as large as porphyrins undergo this internal 
vibrational redistribution within a few picoseconds.*29*
Thus electronically exciting the porphyrin subunit of deoxyHb with a 532 nm 
photon produces a vibrationally hot porphyrin in its electronic ground state within 
a few picoseconds following photoabsorption. We can then use transient Raman 
spectroscopy to study the vibrational relaxation.
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1.6 Superiority of our Raman Technique
O ther workers have made attempts at getting time-resolved information from 
Raman experiments. Many aspects of our transient Raman experiments are quite 
distinct from previous attempts. First, we use two separate laser beams, usually of 
different colors, to perform the separate tasks of first preparing the excited state 
population and then probing the excited state population. With this technique, we 
can collect one spectrum with both pump and probe pulses and background spectra 
with pum p pulse alone and probe pulse alone. Com puter subtraction then yields 
a spectrum which contains only transient features that are a function of the delay 
time between the pump and probe pulses. Many other workers have done picosec­
ond Raman spectroscopy by the inferior method of using one laser pulse to both 
excite and probe the sample. In that technique, one does the experiment with sev­
eral different laser powers. Those Raman bands due to ground state molecules 
will vary linearly in power, while those bands due to excited states should vary 
(roughly) quadratically with laser power. The high-power low-power method, how­
ever, can be complicated by transient absorption effects in the sample where the 
Raman probe light is reabsorbed by various excited states which exist on different 
time scales. Our subtraction technique is also more sensitive because weak features 
can get lost in an unsubtracted spectrum dominated by intense ground state bands.
The most significant fact about our technique can be summed up in the state­
ment that we are able to m easure and correlate transient Stokes and anti-Stokes R a­
man spectra as a function of time. Anti-Stokes Ram an scattering occurs from levels
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which have vibrational quantum number v > 1 . Thus Stokes Ram an scattering pro­
vides information on relatively "lower" v levels, while anti-Stokes Ram an scattering 
provides information on “higher” v levels. Usually “lower” means v =  0 or 1 and 
“higher” means v > 1 . In this way, nonequilibrium vibrational population distribu­
tions can be directly observed. Chapters Three and Four provide examples of the 
use of Stokes and anti-Stokes data in tandem to study vibrational energy relaxation 
in diatomic and macromolecules, respectively. In fact, the work reported in this 
dissertation along with other experiments from this laboratory*13,30) represent the 
development of this technique. In several cases, the application of this technique 
of picosecond transient Stokes/anti-Stokes spectroscopy has resolved controversies 
which existed due to conflicting results obtained by less direct experiments.
2. DIRECT STUDY OF HEATING IN THE SOLVENT CAGE
2.1 Introduction to Solvent Dynamics
The first few spheres of solvent molecules which surround a solute are referred 
to as the solvent cage. The concept of the solvent cage requires that we consider the 
molecular nature of the solvent, as opposed to thinking of the solvent as a contin­
uum heat bath with thermodynamics properties. Both the electrical, collisional, and 
even chemical interactions of the solvent cage molecules with a solute molecule will 
drastically alter some static properties and all dynamical properties of the molecule.
Photochemical or photophysical events in solute molecules can be helped or 
hindered by coupling to the solvent. Solute changes in electric charge, dipole mo­
ment or geometry will directly exert forces and torques on the the solvent cage 
molecules. In this case, the solvent acts as a source of friction for the solute 
molecule. VER of an excited solvent molecule will also perturb the solvent cage 
by local heating. Many workers in ultrafast spectroscopy have developed various 
techniques to study solvent motions which arise as a result of solute-solvent cou­
pling. The transient gratings technique*31'32* is particularly suited to measure the 
motions of molecules.*33* However, that technique is limited by the speed of sound 
in the liquid.*34* For water this intrinsic temporal resolution is 22 ps.*34* The tran­
sient Stokes shift*35’38* technique has been very popular for studying solvent dynam­
ics for a polar solvent around a fluorescent solute with a  significantly large optical 
transition dipole. In that case, the change in dipole moment that occurs upon laser 
excitation of the solute leaves the average solvent structure in a nonequilibrium
36
37
configuration. The shifting of the solute fluorescence spectrum that accompanies 
solvent reorientation is called the dynamic Stokes shift and provides a window for 
timing solvent relaxational motions. This technique is clearly limited to large fluo­
rescent molecules and polar solvents.
The reprint that forms the heart of this chapter presents a direct look at the 
dynamics of energy dissipation for local heating in solution. In particular, the sol­
vent cage absorbs the recoil energy of photodissociated I2 molecules. The basic 
phenomenology was disscussed in section 1.3.1 and illustrated in figure 1.3. The 
heat generated in this process is directly observed in the spectrum of the solvent 
molecules. This is very different from the Stokes shift technique, where changes in 
the solute fluorescence spectrum as a function of time are used to infer information 
about solvent motion. In fact, heating in the solvent due to VER relaxation in the 
photoexcited fluorescent probe molecule is specifically ignored in the analysis of 
these experiments.
Our technique represents an advance in the study of solvent dynamics because 
we observe solvent dynamics in the solvent Raman spectrum. This technique can in 
principle be extended to the study of other systems.
2.2 Reprint
The following pages contain the letter from the American Institute of Physics 
granting permission to re-microfilm and the actual reprint of the paper "Direct
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m easurement solvent cage dynamics following photodissociation of iodine using pi­
cosecond Raman spectroscopy”, Robert Lingle, Jr., Xiaobing Xu, Soo-Chang Yu, 
Y. J. Chang, and J. B. Hopkins, Journal o f Chemical Physics, 92,4628 (1990).
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Direct measurement ot solvent cage dynamics following photodissociation 
of Iodine using picosecond Raman spectroscopy
Robert Lingle, Jr.,"1 Xiaobing Xu. Soo-Chang Yu, Y J. Chang, and J. 0 Hopkins
Department o f  Chemistry. Louisiana Stale  University, Baton Rouge. Louisiana 70MIJ3 
( R eceived 6  N ovem ber 1989; accepted  I February  1990)
Recent advances in iillrafasl laser technology have 
spaw ned great in terest in the  study  of solvent relaxation  and 
its role in chem ical reaction  d y n am ics ,1 "* In th is paper, io­
d ine  in C O * is phot odissocialed at S3 2 run resu lting  in I lie 
im m ediate (<;2 ps) release o f  hJOOcrn 1 o f  energy in to  the
local sol vent en v iro n m en t. ' 1 lie response o r  I lie solvent cage 
to  this excitation  is d irectly  observed by m easuring the time 
dependence of the solvent R am an bands using picosecond 
Rnm an spectroscopy.
1 lie experim ental deta ils o f  the transient R am an apps
aflj® J C hem  Ptiys *3 |7>. I Apr* 1900 0031 96 0 9 /SO/07X63# 0 3 (03  00 rti 1990 American InslHutaol Ptiyalea
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ra tu f*  ’ have been p rev iou ily  d iscussed. T h e  pertinen t ex ­
perim ental deta ils are  given in the figure captions. Follow ing 
pho tod issocia tian , the iodine a to m s undergo  gem inate re­
com bination . T h e  R am an dynam ics o f  vibrational cooling 
on the X  stale  po ten tial are th e  subject o f  a  separate  paper * 
W hen 6300 cm  1 o f  energy is released in to  the solvent as a 
result o f photodissocialion  it is expected th a t I he local so l­
vent cage will be healed  by th e  absorpl ion o f  th is energy The 
effect o f  th is energy on  the  transient R am an  spectrum  c an  be 
seen in Fig. I. Pure tw o color transient R am an spectra  are 
show n in Figs. 1 (A ) and  I ( 0 ) .  By this it is m eant that one 
co lor background  com ponents have been sub tracted  out of 
the  speclrunt. A ny rem aining deviation  from  the baseline 
(e ith e r positive o r negative) is the result o f  som e transient 
species. F o r  exam ple, th e  bands at 103, 203, and 301 cm  1 
a re  th e  fundam ental and  overtones for iodine in the A / A '  
excited electronic sta te  w hich is form ed as a result o f  gem in­
ate recom bination . I f  th e  solvent bands a re  not modified by 
th e  photodissociation  o f  iodine they w ould be expected to  
com pletely  su b tract out o f  th e  spectrum . However, transient 
solvent bands are  clearly  indicated* as the colored-in peaks 
at 227, 324, and 469 cm  ' By com paring  Fig. 1 (A ) and 
I ( B) it can be seen th a t these peaks decay on the lim e scale o r  
the laser pulsew idth. T h e  norm al g round  sta te  solvent R a­
m an spectrum  obtained  by a one co lo r experim ent is show n 
for the purposes o f  com parison in Fig. I ( C ). T he presence of 
th e  transient solvent bands is the result n fa  lineshapc change 
w hich reflects th e  response o f  the local solvent cage to  the 
iodine photodissocialion.
\
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FIO  I ( A | Eure tv o  t o b f  Ir ln lk n l X rm iit ip n lru m  lit I, in {X I, uX- 
Ixincd by iu b tr ic iin | one color background component I fioni n v  1 * 0  cot- 
or spectrum Ttw Sited in p t a t i  arc Ihc lr>niKnl totvtnl bands SpccU azrt 
normalized lo the acdvenl band intensity before lubltsclhm  lo adjuil for 
transient absorption at the probe later wavclen|1h * l im e  delay 0 pa, 
pum p -  ] )2  am, M tyrl/puhc, 0  } mm beam want Prnbr — 114 1 nm IU 
p j/p u ls e  0 J mm beam waist Pulse width rs t i p s ,  repetition tale I IS k I It 
tB l Pure I wo color transient Raman spectrum at time delay m I J p t  (C l 
Normal one color Ram an spectrum of solvent Frequency is in units of 
cm * Dotted lines are drawn at the peak m inim um  of the solvent bands. 
The bands labeled A / A  ' are assi|ned  lo the electronic stales dciignattd  as 
such which are formed a t  a result o f geminate recombination
W hat is the n a tu re  o f  these transien t solvent bands? It 
has been found th a l the in tensities o f  these bands a re  linear in 
iodine concent ration. It is therefore unlikely that they result 
from  some undesired coherent laser phenom enon. T he 
bands are  therefore assigned lo  e ith e r an  l-so lven l com plex 
form ed as an  in term ediate  s tep  in th e  gem inate recom bina­
tion process o r transien t healing  in Ihe solvent Phoiodisso- 
cia led  I a tom s w hich escape Ihe cage survive Tor nano­
seconds in the form  o f a solvent com plex. T he fact lhat Ihe 
transien t bands in Fig I decay to  zero  (as opposed to  a Axed 
value w ith a nanosecond lifetim e) suggests that an l-so lven l 
com plex is not responsible for the transient. However, since 
Ihe q u an tu m  yield o f cage escape is cu rren tly  under dispute"* 
this possibility cannol be ruled out. A lternatively , the tem ­
p eratu re  effect on  the  solvent spectrum  has been investigated 
un d er equ ilib rium  cond itions a n d  Ihe results are qualita tive­
ly Ihe sam e as those observed in Ihe transien t spectrum .
Equilibrium  spectra  a re  show n in Fig. 2. U nder tra n ­
sient conditions, Ihe picosecond laser probes a hot cage and a 
cold bulk solveul spectrum . T his can  be sim ulated  experi­
m entally  by taking the change  in the linesltape on  healing 
iodine in CCI j f Fig 2 ( B ) ] and  su b tract ing off I he change  in 
the lineshape on healing neat solvent (F ig . 2 (A )  |. These 
da ta  a re  show n in Fig 2 (C ). 'Ih e  resu lts are qualitatively  the 
sam e as those in Ihe transien t spectrum  show n in Fig. 1 (A ) 
in th a l all bands shift lo h igher frequency. T his result su p ­
ports Ihe conclusion th a t the  transient observed in Fig. I 
results from  local healing in Ihe solvent cage.
T he expected tem pera tu re  increase can be easily ca lcu ­
lated assum ing 6 solvent m olecules im m ediately su rro u n d ­
ing each solute and considering  th e  heat capacity  Tor C C I, 
together w ith  Ihe energy released on iodine dissociation. 
T his calcu lation  gives a tem p era tu re  jum p o f  100 ’C  lo  
200 *C T he latter represen ts the effect o f add itional energy 
released hy X  s ta le  vibrational cooling It should  be noted 
thal this is an upper lim it since Ihe partition ing  betw een
s
s
UH&N PMftUCHCr
T ill 2 Difference ipeclr* fltMiinnl from norm j  I one color equilibrium 
toiveni R«m*n spectre Frequency i» in unlit of cm 1 (A |
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A / A ' and  X  stale  recom bination  is not accurate ly  known.
G iven what is expected  Tor the energy relaxation  ra le  in 
the bulk solvent, it is rem arkab le  that it is even possible lo 
observe a  hot solvent cage with a 15 p* pu lse  [Til is assum ed 
that th e  energy in the solvent is dissipated  a t a ra te  equal to  
Ihe speed o rso u n d "  in C O , ,  then  a  ra te  o f (0 ,5  p s) ’ w ould 
be expected. T he fact that the solvent cage is observed to  
con ta in  a  significant fraction o r  th is energy on  a picosecond 
tim e scale is an  im portan t consideration  Tor condensed phase 
reaction  dynam ics. T h is result m ay also be a relevant consi­
deration  Tor tin ie -d rpenden t fluorescence m easu iem ents o f 
solvent re laxation  dynam ics.
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2.3 Further Comments on Heat Dissipation In the Solvent Cage
Clearly the rate of heat dissipation indicated by a simple speed of sound cal­
culation is not realistic. This value was calculated as the time required for sound in 
CCI4 to pass the diam eter of a CCI4 molecule (i.e. to leave the first solvation shell). 
The speed-of-sound energy transfer represents the purely radial shock wave that 
goes out from the initial impact of the I- with the cage molecules. Some fraction of 
the energy is transmitted outward from the solvent cage in this fashion. However, 
the initial l-CCU and the subsequent collisions CCI4 -CCI4 collisions are not elastic. 
Actually, we expect that the heat dissipation is will involve diffusive motion of the 
solvent cage molecules, dissipating the heat somewhat more slowly.
The molecular nature of the solvent cage needs to be considered, as is possi­
ble with molecular dynamics (M D) calculations. In fact, an MD simulation (as yet 
unpublished) of I2 in liquid Xe has been done carried by our collaborators Dr. Carl 
Knopf and Dr. Sumnesh Gupta. The purpose of this simulation was to gauge the 
time scale needed to dissipate 6300 cm " 1 of translational energy deposited into the 
solvent cage. The simulation results are not radically different from the speed of 
sound estimate, yielding a time of 1 to 2  ps for the first solvation shell to return to 
room tem perature from an initial “tem perature” of «  1000 K.
The MD calculation does not, however, consider the fact that the newly formed 
I2 molecule undergoes VER over the next hundred picoseconds or so. In fact, it has 
been predicted*39* by theorists and observed*25* in this laboratory that as 5000 cm - 1
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of vibrational energy is lost during the first 10 ps following recombination. This ad­
ditional source of energy may explain why the solvent cage is detectably hot longer 
than the M D simulation predicts.
3. RELAXATION DYNAMICS OF THE l2(A) STATE
3.1 Introduction to the Physical Phenomena
The main part of this chapter is a reprint of a paper(24) from the Journal o f  
Chemical Physics which gives a detailed report of our findings about geminate re­
combination which populates the A ' excited state. The solvent cage concept and its 
effect on the iodine photodissociation reaction have been previously described in 
section 1.5.1. Following photodissociation, some fraction of the I- will recombine 
at the top of the A' potential well, leaving the nascent I2 molecule in a highly ex­
cited vibrational level. VER processes will transfer this excess mechanical energy 
to the solvent on some time scale. Ultimately, the excited electronic state will re­
lax by crossing from the excited state potential curve to the ground electronic state 
potential curve on some time scale. The history of experiments which have studied 
recombination onto the A ' state in both rare-gas matrices and liquids is given in the 
Introduction to the paper.
The following paper is experimentally significant because it represents the first 
complete study of all aspects of an excited electronic state in solution. It has already 
been pointed out that absorption or fluorescence spectroscopies cannot distinguish 
between chemical species when both species absorb or fluoresce at the same wave­
lengths on similar time scales. However, using transient vibrational spectroscopy, 
we are able to distinguish the excited A ' state Ram an signal from the ground X  
state Ram an signal based on their differing vibrational frequencies (106 cm - 1  for 
A ' versus 210 cm - 1  for .Y). Harris and coworkers*40) were not able to study the A'
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geminate recombination or vibrational dynamics with picosecond absorption spec­
troscopy in alkane solvents due to overlapping A ' and X  absorptions. But since 
Ram an spectroscopy provides direct information on vibrations, we have been able 
to map out the solvent dependence of VER within the excited electronic state. The 
formation mechanism, rapid vibrational dynamics, and slower electronic decay of 
the A ' state are all subjects of this paper. In short, this study gives a “life history” 
of the A 'state in solution “from birth to death.”
After the text of the paper, I rigorously justify the three-level model and the 
data manipulations on pages 52 and 53 which yield the data of figures 3.8 and 3.9 and 
Table 11. A full description of the assumptions used in this model and the solution of 
the coupled rate equations is given. Several abbreviations for solute-to-solvent en­
ergy transfer mechanisms used in the paper include V-T (vibration-to-translation), 
V-V (vibration-to-vibration), and V*R (vibration-to-rotation).
3.2 Reprint
The following pages contain the letter from the American Institute of Physics 
granting permission to re-microfilm and the actual reprint o f the paper “Ultrafast 
investigation of condensed phase chemical reaction dynamics using transient vibra­
tional spectroscopy: Gem inate recombination, vibrational energy relaxation, and 
electronic decay of the iodine A' excited state”, Robert Lingle, Jr., Xiaobing Xu, 
Soo-Chang Yu, Huiping Zhu, and J.B. Hopkins, Journal o f Chemical Physics, 93, 
5667(1990).
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Ultrafast Investigation of condensed phase chemical reaction dynamics 
using transient vibrational spectroscopy: Geminate recombination, 
vibrational energy relaxation, and electronic decay of the iodine A  
excited state
R o b e rt Lingle. J r . ,al X iaobing Xu. S o o -C h a n g  Yu, H ulplng Z hu , a n d j  8  H opkins 
Department o f  Chemistry, Luuiiiana State University, ffultin tiunite, Louisiana TBIflJ
(R eceived 27 A pril 1990; accep ted  6  Ju ly  1990)
The reaction dynam ics o f  iodine gem inate  recom bination  on  the excited A ' 'l l ,„  stale  are 
investigated using picosecond transien t R om an spectroscopy. Vibrutionul energy relaxation 
and  the dynam ics o f  gem inate recom bination  are d i te d ly  observed in th e  transien t R am an 
spectrum . G em inate  recom hi nation  rates a rc  significantly slow er for Ihe excited elect runic 
stale  com pared  to th e  g round  e lectronic state . T h is observation  im plies th a t a  fundam entally  
different gem inate recom bination  m echanism  is responsible for th e  fo rm ation  o f  Ihe A ’ ' I I , .  
slate. Evidence is reported  w hich suggests Ihe possible role o f  iodine a to m -so lv en t com plexes 
in th e  reac tion  step  leading from  pholodissncia led  a tom s lo  fo rm ation  of the excited sla te  The 
solvent dependence o f v ibrational energy relaxation  suggests that the ra le  is dom inated  by V -T  
(a n d  possibly V R ) energy relaxation  w hich is also  found to  be significantly slower in the 
excited e lectron ic  sta te  com pared  lo the ground  sta le  In /i-hexane Ihe vibrulional relaxation 
ra le  appears to  be enhanced  by V -V  energy transfer E lectronic relaxation is investigated and  is 
found to be largely the result o f  th e  fo rm ation  an d  decay o f  I, solvent exciplexes.
INTRODUCTION
Elect runic curve crossing  processes in so lu tion  have 
long been recognized as an  im portan t aspect o f  condensed 
phase chem ical reaction  d y n am ics.1-1 In th is paper we p re s­
ent a transien t R atnan  investigation  o f th ree  m ajor aspects of 
the condensed phase gem inate  recom bination  reaction of I, 
on to  Ihe excited e lectron ic  stales illustrated  in Eig. I. In p a r­
ticular, th is paper co ncen tra tes on Ihe solvent dependence of 
gem inate recom bination , vibrational energy relaxation  
( V E R ). and electronic relaxation. Ely ob tain ing  detailed  in ­
form ation  about reaction  dynam ics on po tential energy su r­
faces o f  intrinsically  different shapes is should  be possible In 
develop a com prehensive  understand ing  o f  condensed phase 
reactivity.
The exchange o f  energy betw een v ibrations in a  re ad in g  
i.: .decide c an  greatly  influence the reac tion  ra te  and product 
b ranch ing  ratios. In recent years, there has been great in te r­
est'1 in testing  Ihe fundam ental K R K M  assum ption  of com - 
p le teenergy  random iza tion  for reactions in so lu tion . In fact, 
n o n -R R K M  behavior bus been p red ic ted 1 ’ in som e cases 
In Ihe gas phase, VEK has been widely s tud ied  However, in 
solution it is still not well understood  d u e  lo  experim ental 
difficulties C ondensed phase  VER bus been considered th e ­
oretical) yfe ,u and a nu m b er o f  p red ic tions now exist for Ihe 
ra te  as a function  o f  v ibrational energy gap, energy o r  Ihe 
oscilla to r, and the form  o f  the potential betw een the  m ole­
cule and  the solvent env ironm en t I h e  experim ents d e ­
scribed in th is paper a re  unique in the  respect that VER is 
studied  for I, in an  excited electronic stule and the results 
d irectly  com pared  lo  recent g round sta le  e x p erim en ts"  
where Ihe po tential energy well supports a different freq u en ­
cy oscillator. T hese experim ents a re  a lso  relevant to recent
*1 D ipsrlm cnl of Physics >nd A tuonnm y
studies o f  gem inate reconihinuliou for I, in C O , c lu s te rs"  
since th e  g round e lectron ic  stale  o r  I, and the excited elec­
tron ic  slides in I, a re  qu ite  sim ilar.
G em inate  recom bination  o f  I , on  excited electronic 
sta tes w as first d iscovered  by M yun in ra re  gas m a t r ic e s "  In 
solution, K e lly 1'1 has applied p icosecond transient abso rp ­
tion spectroscopy lo  study the dynam ics o f  iodine photndis- 
sociatinn  and found th a t recom bination  also occurs on  the 
excited electronic sla tes in room  tem pera tu re  fluids. A n in ­
teresting  result was o b tained  in subsequent studies by H arris 
el o f "  w h o  discovered that the rise tim e o f th e  transient 
absorp tion  signal assigned to  the  recom bined excited sta te  
iodine was > It) ps in ch lo rinated  m ethane  solvents. No a t ­
tem pt was m ade lo  ra tionalize  this observation  Prelim inary  
s tu d ie s '1 1 o f  the large solvent dependence o r Ihe electronic 
relu xat ion ra le  have been m ade, how ever, there  is no  concl u- 
sive experim ental da ta  w hich provide a com plete u n d e r­
stand ing  o f  the decay m echanism . T h is  is not surprising  in 
view of the Tucl lhal electronic decay m echanism s are  not 
well understood  even for gas phase collisions between elec­
tronically  excited ulom s and m olecu lar quenchers.
In this puper detailed  spectroscopic inform ation is p re ­
sented about the n a tu re  o f the excited sta te  potential surface 
using transien t R am an  spectroscopy. I’h o toexcila tion  into 
Ihe B  ‘I I , , . .  e lectron ic  stale  at 5J2 nm  results in rap id  pre- 
dissociation. G em inate  recom hi nut ion and VER on Ihe ex ­
cited e lectron ic  stale  is d irectly  observed in Ihe transien t Ra- 
mnn spec trum  as shifts in the  an h arm o n ic  frequencies o f  th e  
" lo ca l” excited v ibrational levels (v ib ratio n al energy gaps). 
T he solvent dependence o f  VER is com pared  to  recent ex ­
perim ental m easurem ents in the g round  X  stale  "  111 Slow 
gem m ate recom bination  is observed suggesting a new in te r­
p re ta tio n  for Ihe fo rm ation  m echanism  o f  the excited state. 
T h e  last section in this paper describes experim ents w hich 
probe Ihe solvent dependence o f  e lectron ic  re laxation  using
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srefiln ltrd  I Itr I 111 _ pol r 111 i.il I*. pli’Mrd n M m v  pniertital I u r is i “■ 
in nnils of cm 1 nn rinm  k a i vp.ualicm  is anus nt A
know ledge about I lie excited sta le  potential in com bination  
with d y n am ics anil solvent isolope elTecls. New iu terp icln - 
tinus for I lie e lectron ic  decay uiechanisrn a re  suggested  fiorn 
these results.
EXPERIM ENT
T h e  experim ental ap p ara tu s has tteen previously de­
scribed in detn il.1,1,11 T h e  laser sy s tem 11 consists o f  a high 
repetition  ra le  (2  kl I z ) ch irped  pulse regenerative am plifier 
which provides I tn i pulses w ith  an 8 ps pulse w idth  at I (Kv4 
p m . A m ode-locked cw N dY A G  laser in com bi nation with a 
single m ode fiber optic is used to  produce the  seed pulse lo 
the regenerative amplifier. I user excitation  occurs in a fice 
(lim ing je t w hich m oves Ihe solu tion  at a  speed sullicieut In 
ensure  thn t no tw o successive pulses in te rrogate  th e  sam e 
region o f  sam ple  R am an sca ttering  is d ispersed  hy mi In ­
stru m en ts  SA UIIXXI douhle  m onoch io run lo r ‘I he signal is 
delected  by a p h o tom ultip lier tube, and  processed by a gated 
in tegrato r.
Iodine is phnlodissocintcd at 5 )2  nui and Ihe transient 
R aiuati sp e rtru m  probed at a different w avelength ( .154 7 
u n i) . T he pu re  transien t R am an spectrum  is ob tained  by 
u s in g s  spectra I differencing technique. T his is accom plished 
by rapidly  chopping  (m echan ically ) the pum p and probe 
lasers and  record ing  Ihe to ta l tw it co lor signal as well as the 
indiv idual one  co lo r background  spectra. Ih e  p u re  transient 
sp ec tru m  is obtained by sub tracting  the  one color b ack ­
g round  co m ponen ts from  the raw  tw o color sp ec tru m  A 
typical exam ple is show n in Fig. 2. R am an frequencies are 
ob tained  by com parison  to  the know n frequencies o f th e  neat 
solvent and  are  believed la  be accu rate  lo +  I cm  1.
D ynam ics a re  ob tained  by varying the op tical delay 
betw een th e  p u m p  an d  probe pulses using a re tro refleclor 
and I m long delay stage. I he tim ing  betw een pulses was 
m easured  experim entally  using stim u la ted  em ission from 
the laser dye C5(X)in m ethanol. I he linearity  o f  th e  m ech an ­
ical delay  stage was checked by m easuring  the transien t R a ­
m an sp ec tru m  o f  the  lowest excited trip le t sta le  of 
| R u f b p y ) , | J ' w hich has ■ decay  lim e1'  o r 580 rts in w ater 
at 25 *C.
Iodine was pu rchased  from  A ldrich and used a! th e  slat-
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\ In* vitlvrnl ti.iml al 2 1T cm  * «  overlapped  w ith ih t  grim  ltd i( a tr  I, h in d  
< >|iiK nl (May htl^ffii pump (57? nm) find proto ( J54 7 nm \ law* h 5(70 
f *  I  r n p K i i f  y n o i (4 a r c  in  c m  1
ed purity  o f W .W  t % . Solvents were purchased from  Al 
d rich  and were o f s|>ectrograde purity . T he concen tra tion  o f 
iodine in so lu tion  varied betw een 0 .5  and 11 m M  M ost d y ­
nam ics were found  lo  be invarian t lo concen tra tion  E xcep­
tions are  noted in Ihe text along with the concen tra tion  c h a r ­
nel eiistic  of particu lar experim ental results.
IDENTITY OF THE TRANSIENT
1 he R am an spectrum  o f iodine in C C I, is show n in Fig. 
2 T he raw  tw o color spectrum  is show n in Fig. 2 (A ) ,  the 
solvent background  in 2 (D ) and  ihe difference (p u re  tra n ­
sient ) spectrum  in 2 (C ). T h is figure illustrates the sensitiv­
ity o r  Ihe spectral differencing techn ique in recovering sm all 
tinusien t signals w hich a re  obscured  from  large g round  sla te  
R am an peaks o rig inating  from  Ihe solvent. It is im portan t to 
note that Ihe transien t R am an  peaks at 204 and  299 cm  1 in 
Fig. 2 (C ) are  nor Ihe result o f  experim ental e rro r in th e  sub ­
trac tio n  p rocedure  R ather, these peaks are bonallde R am an 
ban d s of flic transien t and  are assigned as overtones o r  the 
fu ndam en ta l vibration.
T here  are m any possible transient species w hich can be 
form ed from  photocxcila liou  o f  iodine in solution. T he o b ­
vious possibilities a re  I, ( X  ' I , 1 ), I ,M  ’ 'II„  ), I, <d ' l l „  I, 
IN  l M(| > „ >. I) • 11 < ( l j  )„ . and I solvent. T he transien t 
show n in Fig 2 is assigned lo  th e  A '  ’I I , ,  s ta te  based on 
dynam ic and spectroscopic  argum ents. The l , ( f l ' l l t l . B) 
a n d  l , (  X  ’I,*  ) have gas ph ase”  vibrational frequencies of 
124 and 21.1 cm  respectively .”  T he d a ta  show n here 
w ere obtained at an optical delay o f  500 ps w hich is long
J  C h e m  P h y s  . V n l  9 1 .  N o  8 ,  1 5  O c t o b e r  1 9 9 0
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com pared  lo Ihe  know n lifetim es"' o f  Ihe I, IB  '1IM . __) and 
v ibraltonally  h o t"  “  lj( ,Y  'S f ' ) hi solu tion . It is therefore  
unlikely th a t these e lectron ic  sla tes are responsible for the 
transient observed in Fig. 2. T h e  dynam ics o f  vibrational 
cooling on  Ihe I, (Jf )  sta le  have been previously observed in 
Ihe transien t R am an  spectrum  and have been discussed in a 
separate  p u b lica tio n .15,1 T he lifetim e of the  tiansien l v ib ra­
tional spectrum  show n in Fig. 2 is sim ilar lo Ihe species 
which was tentatively  a s s i g n e d " l o  the  I,  ( A *1 f (1< > and 
lj ( A ' 'II j . } sta tes detected  in earlier picosecond absorp tion  
studies (T ab le  I ). T he i> — 0 -1  v ibrational spacings for these 
stales a re  known in the gas phase to be 9 0 .1 and 104 Je m  
re sp e c tiv e ly ." ’* Since only sm all frequency shifts nre ex-
l
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P i t )  J  P u re  transien t (JilTcrcnce Slnfcrx R dm an r p e d r a  nr fi-hcaatic <>pt( 
ca t J c l iy  betw een pum p  ( J J1  n m ) Anti probe I ISA 1 n m ) l i \c r r  ii  g o e n  in 
u c h  fram e 1 He dm hed  tine i n d i n i n  Ihe h u r l r iq u r n c y  |*rulN «, irf the 
band i i s i |n e d  lo  the  4  ' l i n e  fundam ent a I v ibra tion  i l  later l im n  ( It*) p s ) 
Spectra are  nor m i tiled  to  Ihe one ro to r I , |  round  sta te  hand I not sh o w n ) 
and  rcB ttl ihe  tru e  dynam ical intensity  v a r i i lm n i F requency u n it i n e  in 
cm  1.
peeled for th e  condensed phase analog th e  m ost likely a s­
signm ent o f  the transien t show n in Fig. 2 is th e  <4 ’ slate. T h is 
result is consistent w ith Ihe expecta tion  o f  facile electronic 
curve crossing processes in solu tion . IT th e  .4 'l l , „  sta le  was 
initially form ed, in te rnal conversion should  result in the fast 
p ro d u c tio n  o r  th e  A ' s ta te —as is observed.
It m ight seem  cu rio u s at first th a l there  is no  d ip  in 
signal near 2 14 cm  1 in Figs. 2 a n d  J  due lo  the  dep le tion  of 
the 1 j g round  sta te  hand  T he absence o f  population  b leach­
ing in Ihe spectrum  is sim ply due lo the m agnitude o f the  
transien t H um an spectrum  com pared  to  Ihe fraction o f pop­
ulation rem oved by Ihe pum p laser U nder Ihe laser co n d i­
tions used in these esp erim eu ts about 1% o f  Ihe I, is phnln- 
d isso tlu ted  T he m agnitude o h h e  bleach should  therefore be 
on th is o rder. H ow ever, the Kam un sigmil from  the transien t 
exhibits a very stro n g  resonance enhancem ent, w hereas the 
g round  X  sta le  I ,  baud does not. In fact. Fig. 2 (C ) shows 
that th e  transient signal a t 106 cm  1 is about five lim es the 
m agnitude o f  the en tire  I ,  g ro u n d  state  band ( I  he iodine 
ground  sta te  bund m akes up  about 2 % -3 %  o f  Ihe intensity 
o f  Ihe C O ,  solvent band at 217 cm  ’ These co n sider­
ations indicate that th e  transient bleach o f  the I, ground 
slate  baud  shou ld  be about 500 lim es w eaker com pared  to  
Ihe transien t signal at 106 cm  ' .  This sm all m agnitude of 
signal is not observed t he p u tc  transient R am an spectra 
becom e som ew hat noisier in Ihe region w here solvent bands 
have been su b trac ted  out. H ow ever, th e  sensitivity  o f  Ihe 
m easurem ent docs not change in this region o f  the spectrum
T here  a re  several add itional species w hich  m ight ac ­
count for the transien t show n in Figs. 2 and  3 The possibility 
o f  transien t signals from  I,  I ,  . and  ( I , )„ can  be ru led  out 
for Ihe follow ing reasons. T h e  intensity  o f  the  transient is 
observed lo be roughly linear in concen tra tion  from O  5 lo II 
inM , w hereas the num ber o f  o ligom ers is expected lo  tn- 
creuse a t h igher concentra tions. The stable anionic species 
I , can be form ed by the add ition  o f  K I to  Ihe iodine so lu­
tion. At a concent ra tion  of It) * m M  of K l in isnpropaitol 
the near (IV absorp tion  spectrum  o f ] , at 360 nm  was found 
lo be very intense indicating  an  I ,  concen tra tion  o f  
3 x  10 ’ n iM .” *1 How ever, no  effect was observed on the 
intensity  o f the transien t show n in Fig. 2. It is therefore u n ­
likely that Ihe species we have assigned to  I he ,4 ‘ sla te  results 
from  I, fit add ition , since I ,  is known to  be produced  pho- 
locheinicully!I> 111 from  I t il can also be elim inated as ■ po s­
sibility for the transient observed in Fig. 2
VIBRATIONAL ENERGY RELAXATION
I 'opu ialion  re laxation  from  higher vibrational s la tes  is 
observed us a change in the R am on bond w hich shifts at later 
tim es to  h igher frequencies due to  the anh arm o n ic ity  o f  the 
po tential In  principle, rates o f vibrational re laxation  can  be 
ex tracted  from  the  lim e dependence o f  Ihe R am an  spectrum . 
F or an excited v ibrational level at any given energy in the  
potential, the  R am an frequencies co rrespond  directly  lo  the  
quan ta  o f  energy th a t m ust be lost lo  depopu la te  th e  level. 
However, th is analysis is som ew hat com plica ted  by th e  fact 
that th e  sp ec tru m  from  a single vibrational level is o v er­
lapped w ith th e  spectra  front nearby levels F o r a  fu n d am en ­
tal vibrational frequency o f  106 cm  1, w ith (he A  ' s ta le  an-
J  C h a m  P t i y s  . V tK  9 3 <  N o  t S  O c t o b f t r  I f t f tO
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I ((■ 4 P u rf IrM ntirnl (JilW tH ce tfitO .VfrfAfi Rjinitii tp r t l f d  tn n l i n a u r  
( Ip lu n ld r ln y  hc1*crn  pit nip [512 n m M '^  pn the  4 .154 T nm  1 Ijttrr* n  p n r«  
rn tn<h fram e I he da*h?d line indicate* ihe  tin* I f irq u e w y  pirtilicHi of I Ik  
bum! a**ipned lo  Ihe ,f  ' * ta(r [ iiiid n o ifo lil v ihfnlitm  *l In-lrr lime* 1 Kl) pO  
SfKclra are  n n fm ih re d  lo I h r  rw r <ofat I , gnv im l *(a)r hand f m*l *1n*w n I 
nod rrflerl Ihe l i u r  dynnm io il in lrm ily  variation*. f rrc(jtirm y  h u m s  s i r  intin *
harm onicily , the therm al population  will be 43% , 26% , 
16% . 1 0% ,... hrr thei> =  0. I. 2, 3 ,... leveh. I h can h arm o n i- 
city o r  the  low er levels de te rm ined  in th is work is such I lint 
the  R am an  scattering  from  adjacent levels is only shifted by 
an  average o r  6  cm 1. 3 h r  relative populations and small 
an h an n o n ic ily  com bine to  give a  resulting R am an spectrum  
w hich is characteris lic  o f an  ensem ble o f levels
Figures 3 and 4 show I he Stokes and anti-S tokes spectra 
at various tim e delays billow ing p liolodissocialion o f I , . 3 lie 
R am an  bands in Ihe S lokes spectrum  appear lo shift in fre ­
quency d u rin g  the first 25 ps. 3 his is s  result o f  the rein sat ion 
of Ihe vibrational population  d istrib u tio n  in to  Ihe lowest vi­
b ra tional levels o f th e  A ' e lectron ic  sta le  Ih e  anti-S tokes 
spectrum  does not ap p ear lo exhibit the sam e large freq u en ­
cy shift du rin g  th e  first 25 ps. I his is exactly what is expected 
for Ihe v ibrational spacings de term ined  from  th e  overtone 
spectrum  show n in Pig. 3 .1  he vibrational spacings (energy 
g aps) for the first th ree  vibrnlioim l giips are 106, 94, and  92 
cm  1 for v — O -l, 1-2, and 2-3  levels, respectively Anti- 
Stokes scattering  can  only orig ina te  from  vibrational stales 
w here t>> i. S lokes scattering  can  orig inate from  any v ib ra­
tional level. A pparen tly , th e  v ib rational popu lation  d is tr ib u ­
tion d e te c te d "  at lim e re ro  is centered  at u =  1. A s a result, 
when th e  m axim um  o f  th e  vibrational popu lation  d is tr ib u ­
tion cools in to  v — 0  du rin g  th e  lirst 25 ps, the fundam ental 
of the Stokes R am an  sp ec tru m  appears lo change in frequen­
cy from  96 to  1 US cm  1. 3 hts is very close to  the observed 
vibrational energy g a p s .'1 I h e  an ti-S tokes spectrum  does 
not exhibit the  sam e m agnitude o f frequency change sim ply 
because th e  anti-S tokes R am an  scattering  lakes place p re ­
dom inan tly  from  ii — I at all limes. T he observed anti-
u
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11(1 X I’urr iiaiiM rm  ilif f r irn re  vpo m in i in n hcxnne n»nib Aligned lo 
Ihe A ’ \tn lr fiim hiiiirnliil mul mrM une tihf niton* arc indkiilnJ * irh  vrttd 
line* ynttiilnm  number* m r pivrii lo tndienlr the inirml ami final lt*eh 
involved mi the R am an tinn*iii<tn (N «ne IHjrI the quantum number* lefer 
only in hmiMliom nfipinnlitiji from t< ”  0  midcln nut include hot band Iran 
ititHHi* which tonlrihnle a Miiitoril} component lo the Raman band irtftn*t- 
ly.) Dpiical tk la j hriween pomp I 512 n m | and probe ( JM  T nm I la*er» t* 
2tK) ps Ircqurncy nml* nre in cm 1
Slokes frequency o f  102 cm  1 closely (notches the cxperi- 
m enlnl t1 — I) I energy gap determ ined  from  the  overtone 
S |i e c l r u m .  I his result increases th e  confidence o f th e  in ter­
preta tion  lliiil the observed dynam ics can be a ttribu ted  lo 
vihialiiniid  energy re laxation  II should be poin ted  ou t thal 
there a te  add itional effects which m ight result in th e  fre­
quency changes ohserved in l ; ig. 3 .1  hese include A  - A '  elec- 
Ironic sla te  relaxation, solvent com plex form ation, o r  sol­
vent reorgan ization . H ow ever, if  these processes are 
im portan t sim ilar frequency changes w ould be expected in 
the dynam ics o f the auti-S lokcs spectrum . 3 he fact th a t only 
Ihe Strikes spectrum  appears lo change in frequency, is ■ 
strong  indication  that the in te rp reta tion  of v ibrational ener­
gy relaxation  is c o n  eel
It m ight seem curious thal only vibrational levels near 
th e  bo ttom  of th e  po ten tial a re  observed in the transient Ra­
m an  spectrum  We believe that this is th e  result o f the strong 
vibrational level dependence of the resonance R am an en­
hancem ent In o th er w ords, th e  354,7 nm  probe wavelength 
provides a “ w indow " w hich allows vibrational levels near 
th e  b o ttom  o f  the potential lo  be observed. It m ay also be 
diirtciill to  observe higher vibrational levels sim ply because 
they  have such a sh o rt lifetim e. As the I, m olecule relaxes on 
1he/f ‘ si ale  the w avelength dependent enhancem ent makes il 
difficult to  characterize  ihe tim e dependent vibrational pop­
ulation d istribu tion . H ow ever, it should  be possible lo  deter­
m ine I he  dynam ics o f I he peak o r  the popu lal ion disl r ihutkw 
as il passes th ro u g h  the “observation  w indow ” consisting of 
th e  lower lying v ibrational levels.
3 he approx im ate  ra le  o f VER can  be obtained by dy­
nam ically  m easuring  the  ra tio  o f th e  intensity  o r  Ihe anti- 
Stokes to  Slokes R innan signal. Figures 6 (A )  and 6 (B ) il­
lu stra te  the dynam ics o r  the  R am an spectrum  o b tained  from 
th e  Stokes and anti-S tokes scattering  at the frequency of the 
fundam ental vibration in the A ' e lectronic stale. I h e  anti-
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F i l l  A flyrtdm tcsoflrariirrnf KamiK!i|wrtrUrt1[|fllM4 r t i t r f i i iH / j lT K - n u l  
banal i l  106 am * A n li-S h il« i( i« lfu iii  II lb iw a  in Tiama IA I, Sh ilc i 
tpeclrum  in frame (II). ami 1 he point try |wrrnl lalin frame A/FI is sltown in 
frame (C ). Concenlration ii II n»M in rrheiane. I .a v r  pulse wrJih t* 7 ps 
Pump wavelength 532 urn. penbe wxvelength ir 3)4 7 nm
Stokes spectrum  in Tig 6 ( A )  rises faster (him ihe Strikes 
spectrum  in Fig. 6(11). F igure  6 (C )  is ihe an ti-S to k es/ 
Stokes ra tio  w hich is the  com puted  point by-point ra tio  of 
Fig. 6  fram e A /D . T hese  spectra  probe th e  vibrational pop u ­
lation in the excited levels near th e  b o ttom  o f  Ihe potential 
well w here Ihe energy gap is ~  100 cm  1, T he ra lio  in fram e 
C  qualitatively  illu stra tes Ihe dynam ics o f  Ihe vibrational 
popu lation  w hich rises to  a m axim um  in I J  ps and decays to  
an equilibrium  value in 25 ps T he dynam ics o f  the  arili- 
S lokes/S lokes ra tio  in o th er solvents has been obtained and 
the results a re  show n in Fig. 7. T hese da ta  illu stra te  th e  gen­
eral trend  in population  relaxation. In CC1< and  C H C I, 
there is c lear evidence of a rise and fall in th e  an ti-S to k es/ 
Slokes ra tio  as show n in Figs. 7 ( 0  and  7(11), respectively 
For CM , C l, in F ig 7 (A )  there is a p rom pt rise lo a steady 
stale  value. T he existence <>r a slow rise and  fall in CCI, 
com pared to  a fast rise in C H ,C I ,  can  only be in te rp reted  as 
faster VER in C H ,C I ,.  T he da ta  in Fig. 7 therefore indicate 
that the  trend in VER rate  decreases in the o rder 
Avfill (C H jC T ,) > Av, a (C IIC I, ) > Avl „ ( C C I , ),
In o rd er to  ex tract ap prox im ate  rates o f  V ER  from  these 
da ta  the follow ing analysis was perform ed. Il is assum ed that 
the 334.7 nm  probe w avelength provides an  observation  w in­
dow  w hich allow s levels near the bottom  o r  Ihe potential lo 
be observed. A th ree  level system  is assum ed consisting  of 
Ihe following. ( I ) an  upper level V  w hich is not observed in 
the R am an spec trum . N ote  th a t U  con ta ins excited vibra­
tional levels from  approx im ate ly  c =  5 and upw ards, iodine 
w hich has not yel gem inately  recom bined, a n d  recom bined 
I, trapped  in h igher excited e lectronic stales. (2 )  A m iddle 
level / /  w hich represents an  ensem ble o f  hot excited vibra­
tions near » =  I to  J, ( J )  T h e  co ld  therm ally  equ ilib rated  
ground sta le  v ibrations C  w hich prim arily  represent u -  0.
* •* aXu.
£(0St
a
CHCI;
- 2 0  0 20 40 00 00 100
TIME (p ico sec o n d * )
H O  7 f>ynitfniciofft*e«flJf'$f<>lri/5<ofcr*r»t»c>r<»riHc.'4 fumlamw- 
la lta m Ja t 106 cm ’ in. ( A ) , ( It J C 1 R 1 „  ( C |  CCI4 (.'onceiilri-
luw ii 11 mM I aht jxjIx  whjiti is 7 pi. I 'u m p w iv ek n |iti it 312 nm, pnibc 
w iv rk iiflti it JM  7 nm
1 litse th ree  levels are assum ed to  obey Ihe following k in et­
ics:
A
*1 I N
ti -  e
T he ra te  co n stan ts A and  Avf,„ represent Ihe ra les o f  fo rm a­
tion and V EK, respectively. ( N ote  that A also  con tains VER 
in the upper regions o f (he A ' s la te  potential. AVFH is Tor Ihe 
lower levels observed in th e  R am an spectrum  ) As th erm al 
equilibrium  is approached  th e  population  in H  reaches a 
steady sla te  value. T he auti-S lokes signal a l this la te r tim e 
therefore  represents R am an sca ttering  from  th erm alired  vi­
bra tional levels w hich have (he dynam ics represented  by C. 
These ra te  constan ts can be ex tracted  from  Ihe dynam ics of 
the S lokes and  anti-S tokes dal a if il is assum ed th a t (he spec 
Ira represent Ihe kinetics described by th e  follow ing eq u a­
tions:
u n ti-S lo k es(l) =  f f ( ( )  T fa c t o r x C { l h
Slokes (<) =  C(l>
I  he fa c to r  is obtained from  Ihe d a ta  al long lim es w here 
/ / ( ( )  =  0  T he da ta  in various solvents have been in te rpreted  
in th is way and Ihe results are show n in Figs. 1 and 9. These 
da ta  represent th e  ra te  o f  form ation and  decay o f  th e  hot 
excited vibrational sta les / / .  T h e  curve show n as the solid 
line is a fit lo  the k inetics represen ting  the  solution to  Ihe 
coupled differential equations for / /  w hich is given by the 
equation  H { t ) =  exp( — Af) — exp( — Avt,„ f )  F igure 8 
clearly  show s (hat Ihe rate  o f  VER in a lky lhalide  solvents is 
fastest in  C M , C l, an d  slowest in C l I H r , . T h is is th e  sam e 
qualitative  tren d  determ ined  from  th e  da ta  representing  Ihe
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M O 6 D y n n m k in f trarnirul RartiarMptctrum A ’ 'la te  fundAmental band 
el 1116 cm * f be dale Have been manipulated according let Ihe model At- 
acribed in (he text and repretefitr (ftr dynamic* of tl»e hot vlhrafnmal 
xtaies ii{t) t-  enM -SlokeMO fortor y Sintra 10  The xmonth curve 
through the dele [kkihi r rp rfv n tr  e At In the model t i l t )  — AO
o f f  k ,ml, O. The Fratito ere ei ranged In Ihe order |A )  ( I , , f II)
c u t  i*. i c i t t i |h (D ) c n r i r ,
an ti-S tokes/S tokes ra tios show n in Fig. 7. F o r the a lkane 
solvents show n in Fig, 0  th e  ra te  o f  VER is faster for n* 
he sane  com pared  lo cyclohesane. A pproxim ate  ra le  co n ­
s tan ts  ex tracted  from  these d a ta  are  sum m arized  i n i  able II.
('VIXOIIF-XANri
£(0
-20 0 20 40 60 60
TIME (p lc o a e co n d a )
FlC l.0 Dynamic* o ftran s ien tR em an tp ec liu m T ’ iliirfundam enlalbarvd 
el 105 cm *. The date her been manipulated according to  Ihe model de­
scribed in ihe lexl end rep rn en li Ihe dynamic* of the hot vibrational mates 
/ /( i ) -* e n l i -S ln l in (0  — factor x S ln k n fO  The smooth curve through 
the da te  p un t*  represents s  Ai to (hr model H iD  ■» e*p{ -  l r )  
- exp( - A v m O  The frenies err arranged in ihe order (A )  j* hexane. 
( II) cyctobexane
TARLE II Rate* of formation end decay of Ihe hot vibrational slate* d< 
lee ted in the anti-Slokes end Stokes spectra. These values come from Ihe 
data In Tigs. 9 and 4 which has been Al lo the equation 
I p  l „ |f i p (  -  rA, 1 - e ip l  - ) |  The retulls of Ihe Al* are also
shown in Pigs I  and 9 Numbers are in picosecond*
Solvent Rise lime ( p i VER decay time ( p )
rrheaane 9 7
C ydolifM nr 16 9
c n g c i . 12 3
CHCI, 17 9
CClg II 9
CIIBr* 25 14
GEMINATE RECOMBINATION
1 lie appearance lim e o f  the  A ' S tokes spectrum  is d e ­
layed in all so lvents as sum m arized  in Table II. F igure 10 
show s the r is e lim e s o f th e ^  'S lo k es signal in several solvents 
w ith  the  dye au tocorre la tion  as reference. T h e  question is— 
can  VER a lone account Tor th e  appearance lim e o f  the  cold 
v ibrational levels? A pparen tly , th e  rate  o f  fo rm ation  d e ­
creases in th e  order; rt-hexane > C O *  > cyclohesane 
> C H C I, > C H ,C I ,  > C l i n r , .  T h is tren d  can n o t be ex­
plained on  Ihe basis o f V ER  alone. In o th er w ords, the  ra te  of 
VER is fastest in C H ,C I , and  yel (he appearance tim e is one 
o f  the slowest observed. T he rise tim e o r the Slokes R am an 
signal in C l I , C l, is taken as evidence o f  slow gem inate re ­
com bination , w here this term  is loosely m eant lo  im ply alt 
processes, excluding V ER, w hich lead to  form ation  of (lie ,4 ' 
slate.
Ik fo re  discussing a lternative  m echanism s leading to 
slow  gem inate recom bination  on  the  A  ' stale, we m ust con­
sider ir il is possible in CM , C l, th a t there  is a bottleneck lo 
VER al so m een e ig y  in the A  ' potential. Since it is believed 
that th e  R am an experim ent only probes Ihe lowest levels in 
the po ten tial, Ihe existence o f  a bottleneck to  V ER would 
give the appearance o f  a  slow ra te  o f gem inate recom biua-
■•I
£VITm
V£
IUJDC
600 20-20
TIME (p ie o a a c o n d t)
M O  10 D y iu m in  of lh< S lokrt Raman l i f u l  lor Ihf A ’ fundim w l*! vi­
bration in varkw* solvent* The dye response function i t  plotted M ih t thick 
w ild line Dynaink* in the solvent* n-benane, C C V  and C l l fClt are d r  
noted by the symbol* * . O. and respectively
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lion T h is bo ttleneck  behavior has been p red ic ted * 1 Tor the 
X  state. Follow ing gem inate recom bination  on  Ihe X  s ta le  
the vibrational energy gap varies over Ihe en lire  range of 
frequencies from  0  to  212 cm  1 as population  relaxation  
occurs from  the energy o f  dissocial ion to  I he zero  point in I he 
potential. T h e  bottleneck was predicted  lo  arise from  the 
wide variation  in energy gap w hich causes V ER  by th e  V- 1 
m echanism  to  becom e less efficient for energy gaps g reater 
th an  100 cm  1. A t lower energies, w hen Ihe vibrational cu- 
ergy gap becom es nearly resonant with the  in tram olecu lar 
v ibrations o f  Ihe solvent it is possible for the rale  o f VER to 
increase by V -V  energy transfer. T h is bottleneck behavior 
has never been o b se rv ed "  Tor th e  X  sta le  F u rth e rm o re , for 
Ihe A 's ta le  bo ttlenecks w ould  not be expected  since there  are 
no  V -V  channels accessible in th e  solvent (w ith  the excep­
tion o f  n -hexane). T here  are two obvious ways in w hich 
VER m ight be enhanced  in th e  A  's la te . These include energy 
transfer lo  solvent phonon  m odes and V -R  energy transfer. 
T here  has been som e recent theoretical d e v e lo p m en t"  in 
understand ing  Ihe im portance  o f  these m echanism s. H ow ­
ever, il is not c lear how these considera tions cou ld  lead to  
bo ttlenecks lo  VER. Q ivcn these expecta tions for th e  A ' 
state , th e  rate  o f  VER should  decrease m onolouically  as Ihe 
vibrational energy gap increases T he slow rise tim e o f  the 
Slokes R am an signal in C H ,C lj  therefore suggests that e i­
ther our understand ing  of VER is not adequate  o r that Ihe 
rise lim e is d o m inated  by th e  gem inate recom bination  tim e 
on th e  A  ' s ta te  w hich is g reater than  10 ps in this solvent.
T here  has been som e disagreem ent regarding ihe gem in­
ate recom bination  lim e o f  iodine on the X  s la te  Kelly t t  a t  
have a r g u e d "  that a su b stan tia l fraction  o f  th e  X  s ta le  re ­
com bination  occurs on  a  slow 5 0-100  ps lim e scale Recent 
experim ents by H arris  and co -w o rk ers"  "  strongly su p p o rt 
the conclusion  th a t recom bination  occurs in <2 ps. T his in ­
terp re ta tion  is based on the sim ilarity  o f transien t absorp tion  
spectra  follow ing initial excitation  in to  e ith e r the predisso- 
cialive fl *llu . sla te  o r  repulsive ’I I .  sta le  H ow ever, il 
m ight be argued  th a t Ihe only true  m easure n f the recom bi­
nation tim e is the rise lim e o f  the I (XX) nm  absorp tion  da ta  
w hich probes about halfway down the X  sta le  po ten tia l."  
(T h is is the highest point observed by H arris et a t  in the X  
stale po tential ”  ) T he absorp tion  rise tim es vary from  
between 4 and  16 ps bu t a lw ays scale directly  with Ihe ra te  o f 
V ER— th at is, th e  fast rise tim es o ccu r in th e  solvents with 
the fast VER rates. H arris  a rg u e s"  M th a t the  rise lim es are  
therefore largely de term ined  by the ra te  o f V ER  and are  not 
dom inated  by the gem inate  recnm binulion tim e. In th is p a ­
per il is found that the rise tim es o f gem inate recom bination  
on Ihe A ‘ sta te  scale in th e  opposite d irec tion  o f the V ER 
rates. Evidently , V ER  a lone can n o t account for Ihe a p p ea r­
ance tim e of the A  ’ stale . T h is experim ental observation  is 
fundam entally  different from  th a t previously report 
e d "  "  "  "  for the X  s ta te  where VER is thought to  co m ­
pletely dom inate  th e  rise tim e. T he A ’ sta te  result is the first 
inform ation about the solvent dependence o f  gem inate re ­
com bination  in iodine.
W ec an  only speculate as lo  the n a tu re  o f  the form ation 
m echanism s w hich  w ould  cause  Ihe appearance  o f slow  g e­
m inate recom bination  for th e  A ’ stale. They include: ( I )
se?3
in itial recom bination  o n to  the h igher energy weakly bound 
A  ’110 m and A  *11 stales followed by slow electronic re­
laxa tion  in to  Ihe A 's ta te , (2 )  slow B  ’I I ,, . , ,  predissociation , 
and  (3 )  com plex form ation  f 1 -S I-solvent — l , ( d  ')  
so lven t). T he first tw o  m echanism s involve e lectronic 
curve crossing processes w hich a re  th ough t lo be dependent 
on  the  n a tu re  o f  th e  collision betw een I ,  and  so lv e n t."  ** 
Recent s im u la tio n s’* have show n that th e  ra te  o f  e lectron ic  
relaxutton is viscosity dependent w ith faster rales in th e  low ­
er viscous media. In th is case, it m ight be expected th a t e lec­
tron ic  relaxation  w ould be fastest in C H t C lj ( q  =  0.412 
c l’ ) "  and  slowest in C O .  ( t; =  0  9 6 9 c P > 11 due  to  the low ­
er viscosity o f C l I , C l,.  H ow ever, the opposite tren d  is o b ­
served suggesting that iodine a tom  solvent com plexes m ight 
a lso  be im portan t in th e  fo rm ation  of the  A  ' state. Il should  
be no ted  I lint electronic re laxation  processes are not yet well 
understood  in solution so it is difficult to  m ake a definitive 
sta tem en t a t th is lime. H ow ever, il is in teresting  to  note that 
Ihe observed gem inate  recom bination  tim e d irectly  c o rre ­
lates with the stren g th  o f  I he I-so lvent in teraction . H lh c ra te  
of gem inate recom bination  is lim ited by the  tim e required  lo 
break the  bond betw een Ihe iodine a tom  and th e  solvent then 
th e  rales should  scale as rt-hexane 
>  C C I, > C H C I, > C H jC I , . T he ch lo rinated  solvents rank  
in th is o rder due lo t  lie s tro n g  electron  w ithdraw ing  cap ab ili­
ties o f  the  o th er ch lo rin e  a tom s in Ihe m olecule T he e lectron  
w ithdraw ing  pow er o f th ree  ch lorines in C C I, has th e  effecl 
o f  reducing th e  streng th  o f  lire in teraction  between th e  re ­
m aining ch lorine  cum plexed to  th e  iodine atom . T h is I rend 
in reactiv ity  cm  relates exactly  w ith th e  experim entally  o b ­
served gem inate recom bination  limes.
E xperim ental evidence"1 for Dr a to m  solvent com plexes 
has been recently ob tained  using transien t abso rp tion  spec­
troscopy  follow ing form ation  of Br a to m s by pulse radioty- 
sis. Com plexes w ith d ib ron tom ethane, b rom oform , an d  car- 
bon letruhrom ide were observed .1" I h e  stabilities o f  the  
com plexes decreased as the num ber o f  b rom ine a to m s in the 
solvent m olecule increased It w as suggested '"  that c o m ­
plexes o f halogen atom s with a lky lhatide  sol vents fo rm  three  
electron  bonds as opposed In I lie charge transfer in te rac tions 
typically  observed for halogen a tom s with arom atic  m ole­
cules. T h is result w ould appear lo  support the suggested 
bonding  stren g th s o r I solvent com plexes and  fu rth e r su b ­
stan tia tes the possibility th a t these com plexes are im p o rtan t 
in gem inate recom bination  on  Ihe A  ' state . A dd itiona l ex­
perim ents are now in progress to  investigate the fo rm ation  
m echanism  o r  Ihe I , ( d  ')  sla te  in m ore detail.
ELECTRONIC DECAY
T he solvent dependence o f  the A 1 sla te  lifetim e was in i­
tially  investigated by Kelly el a /V  using transien t a b so rp ­
tion  spectroscopy T hey d e te rm in ed 1'  th a t the lifetim e was 
strongly  solvent dependent ranging from  1(10 ps in h y d ro c ar­
bon solvents to  27QOps in ch lo rinated  hydrocarbon  solvents 
In o rd er lo explain this observation , Kelly postu lated  that 
th e  decay m echanism  o f  Ihe A ’ sta le  is therm ally  activated  
dissociation and subsequent gem inate  recom bination  on  the  
X  s ta le  F u rth e rm o re , in o rd e r to  explain  lire large solvent
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dependence o f  th e  decay ra te  il w as proposed th a t ihe well 
dep th  was significantly p e rtu rbed  by the solvent. In the ex­
perim ents described below , we have investigated these d y ­
nam ics in m o rcd e la il using Iransient v ib rational sp ec trosco ­
py. W ith th is m ethod , it is possible to  o b ta in  direcl 
spectroscopic in form a I ion ab o u t th e  ,4 ' po tential. Using this 
know ledge in tandem  with add itional m easurem ents o f the 
dependence of Ihe A ' s ta le  lifetim e on  tem p era tu re  and so l­
vent, we propose a m ore de ta iled  m echanism  o r  electronic 
re iasation .
T he barrier height to dissociation can  be investignled by 
evaluating  Ihe solvent dependence  o r th e  vibrational fre ­
quency ( o r ,) and an h arm o n ic ily  (nr, x , ). A ssum ing  th a t the 
A ' s la te  can  be approx im ated  as a M orse po ten tia l, the d isso­
cia tion  energy is given by D , -- a i j / 4 « ,x r . For electronic 
sta les d issociating  in to  g round  sla te  a tom s th is  equation  will 
generally  give a D , w hich is an  upper lim it lo  the actual 
value. T he reason Tor th is is th a l the M orse po ten tial is not 
very accu rate  near d issociation  and generally  overestim ates 
th e  dissociation lim it.11 O f course, as Ihe num ber o r  know n 
vibrational levels becom es no appreciable am oun t o f  Ihe to ­
tal n u m b er in th e  po ten tial, Ihe accuracy w ith w hich Ihe 
d issociation  lim it can  be o b ta ined  increases. F o r exam ple, 
th e  gas phase A  ’s ta led isso c ia tio n  lim it can be obtained w ith ­
in 14%  by considering  only Ihe lirsl overtone  and  9 %  by 
considering  the first tw o overtones. 1 lie d issociation  en er­
gies qu o ted  in this paper have been nblained by using a 
n irg e -S p o n er e x tra p o la tio n '1 Trout Ihe second and th ird  
o vertones In the a rg u m en ts m ade below it is im portan t lo 
establish  the lower lim it o f Ihe dissociation energy. Since Ihe 
spectroscopic  values can be h ig h ’1 hy as m uch  as 25%  we 
have taken 25%  of Ihe experim ental values as the  lower limit 
in the  dissociation energy.
For th e  solvents discussed in th is paper Ihe largest range 
in A ' sta te  lifetim es is bet ween ft-hexane a n d  C O ,  where the 
lifetim e changes from  95 to  2843 ps, respectively. If the so l­
vent dependence on the  lifetim e is largely d u e  to  changes in 
th e  well d ep th  o f th e  po tential, Ihe effect on the  spec troscop­
ic co n stan ts  will be m ost c learly  observed for these two so l­
vents. T he R am an spectrum  Tor n-hexane and C C I, is show n 
in Figs. 5 and 11, respectively. T he positions o f  I he overtones 
a re  ind icated  in the figures T h e  d issociation energies o b ­
tained  Trom these da ta  are 2 14J and  1482cm  1 fo ru -h ex an e  
an d  CCI*, respectively. A pparen tly , the solvent p e rtu rb a ­
tion  on  the A ' s ta le  po tential is relatively sm all. Il is im p o r­
tant to  note th a t the  experim ental A ' s ta led isso c ia tio n  e n e r­
gy is fo rger in n-hexane th an  C C I, and yet the  lifetim e is 
shorter  for n-hexane co m pared  lo C C I,. T h e  conclusion  
h o rn  th is result is th a t th e  decay  m echanism  responsible for 
A ' s ta te  e lectron ic  re laxation  is nor d o m inated  by therm al 
dissociation.
T h ere  is add itional experim ental inform al ion w hich 
su p p o rts  th is conclusion. IT therm ally  activated  d issociation 
was th e  p rim ary  decay m echanism  then  the tem p era tu re  d e ­
pendence o f  Ihe lifetim e sh o u ld  be approx im ate ly  d e te r­
m ined by an  A rrhen ius-like  equation . T h e  tem p era tu re  d e ­
p endence o f  the A  ' e lectronic sla te  lifetim e is show n in Figs. 
12 an d  13 in rr-hcxane and  C C I , , respectively. T he tem p era ­
tu re  dependence o f  th e  lifetim e does not fit the behavior pre-
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the A ' Mile fund■ rt»rtHal and overtone vibrMKmi » rt indicated with vnlkd 
line* Q m iiium  nuiMhrM a rr §ivrn to indicate Ihe initial and linsl Irvdi 
involved in the Raman Irantitkm  (N n lr that Ihe quantum number* refer 
only lo Irantiliontoriginaling from J* -  O artddo nol include hot baud Iran- 
si bom  which contribute a niiw jnly component In 1 he Raman h*od in tim i­
ty I Optical delay between pomp (5)3 nm ) and probe ( JM  7 nm) later* h 
501) ps I rcqueivy Hiiitv are in cm 1
dieted  by th e  A rrhen ius equation. U sing the higher tem p era ­
tu re  d a ta , the  expected lifetim e al th e  lower tem pera ture  is 
p lo tted  assum ing A rrh en iu s behavior. T his m odel was ca l­
cula ted  using the well dep ths estim ated  from  th e  R am an 
spectroscopic data. F igure  13 illu stra tes th a t while I he C C I, 
d a ta  alm ost follows A rrh en iu s behavior, th e  n-hexane data  
in Fig. 12 d e a r ly  docs not. It is im po rtan t to  point out again 
th a t Ihe b a rrie r heights used in Ihis calcu la tion  (7 5 %  o f  the 
spectroscopic values) a re  lower lim its lo  Ihe tru e  d issocia­
tion energy. If  the well d ep th  were actually  deeper, then the
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Arrhenius behavior mpeeled wlren corrected for ihe temperature depen­
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calculated  tem pera tu re  dependence o f  the lifetim e w ould d e ­
viate even m ore  from  th e  experim ental da ta .
Sceats e i a l .1* have considered  the tem p era tu re  dep en ­
dence o f Ihe A ‘ sla te  lifetim e theoretically  assum ing therm al 
dissociation decay pathw ay. 1 hey have found  th a l Ihe vis­
cosity o f  the so lu tion  is also im portan t in de term in ing  the  
lifetime due  to  its effect on  th e  n a tu re  o f  th e  collision an d  
m ass tran sp o rt la th e  dissocial ion limit. T ak ing  these  consid - 
era!ions in to  effect they have de term ined  th a t a therm ally  
act ivaied d issociation  process w ould be described by an A rr- 
henius equation  modified by Ihe viscosity ( r/):
k  =  M  /q ) e x p (  -  E , / R T )
This result is also  p lo tted  in I'igs 12 and 13 using tem p era ­
tu re-dependent viscosities for n -h csan e  and C C I,. T he 
agreem ent w ith the  experim ental da ta  is even w orse when 
viscosity effects are  considered. In fact, to  account Tor the  
weak tem p era tu re  dependence observed for n-hexane, the  
bar rier height lo  d issocial ion w ould have to  be =  377 c m 1 
which is extrem ely  low com pared  lo the  spectroscopic esti­
mate. It is hard  to  im agine th a t tunneling  lo the X  stale  from  
tt — 3 in th e  A ' s ta le  occurs al an  appreciable rule. T herefore, 
the tem p era tu re  dependence o f th e  lifetim e strongly sup ­
ports Ihe conclusion  that th e /f  1 s ta le  decay in n-hexane is no t 
dom inated  by therm ally  activated  dissociation.
T he tem p era tu re  dependence o f  the  A ' sta le  lifetim e is 
not m eant to  be a  critica l test o r  th e  Dawes and Sceats m o d ­
e l.1* We have used th is m odel only In consider the possible 
side effects o f viscosit y on I he tem pera tu  re dependence o r  t he 
A  ’ sta le  lifetim e. A dm itted ly , th is is a c ru d e  calculation . In 
fact, it has been show n th a l high frequency frictional effects 
are  often m uch  less th an  those expected front zero  frequency 
viscosity .”  It is therefore likely th a l the  D aw es and Sceats 
m o d e l1* provides an  estim ate  o f  the  m axim um  viscosity ef­
fect possibleonlhe>4 's ta le  lifetim e. I h e  point we arc  m aking 
is that th e  effects o f  viscosity do  not con trad ic t the  conclu-
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sion m ade from  the tem pera ture-dependent lifetim es— 
nam ely, th a l the decay channel in n-hexane is no t therm ally  
activated  dissociation over a  2143 cm  1 barrier.
A dditional experim ents have been perform ed to  investi­
gate  a lte rn a tiv e  m echanism s for th e  A ' s ta te  decay. T w o  a l­
ternatives have been considered. T h e  l in t  it 
A  ' *11 -* X  ‘X,1 in tersystem  crossing. T he second a lte rn a ­
tive is e lectronic relaxation  th ro u g h  I, solvent com plexes— 
a solvent quench ing  m echanism .
In principle, the  solvent can  influence th e  ra le  o f  in te r­
system  crossing  to  the X  s ta le  by increasing the sp in -o rb it 
coupling ( th e  external heavy a tom  effect) o r  by sh ifting  the 
relative positions o f  the  e lectronic states in a  way that 
changes the  F ra n ck -C o n d o n  factor connecting  the  initial 
and final slates. P o ten tia l shifts can  o ccu r for bo th  the A ' 
s ta te  and Ihe up p er regions o f  th e  X  sta te  as discussed by 
H rn sk in an d  Derne.*0 W e have investigated the fo rm er possi­
bility by calcu la ting  the F ran ck -C o n d o n  factors b e tw e e n ^  ' 
and  X  s ta te  vibrational levels. It is assum ed that the  energy 
defect betw een levels can be ignored as far as th e  ra te  c o n ­
stan t is concerned  In o th er w ords il is assum ed that the  rale 
can  be p red ic ted  by a typical Ferm i golden ru le expression 
an d  is d irec tly  re la ted  to  the F ran ck -C o n d o n  factor. T h is is a 
reasonable approxim ation  for iodine since the  density  o f  vi­
b ra tio n a l levels is sm all com pared  lo  the  m agnitude o f  the 
coupling betw een th e  A ' and  X  stales. F o r each vibrational 
level n ear the bo ttom  of Ihe A ' s ta le  well, the F ran ck -C o n - 
don facto r is calculated  by averaging over all X  v ibrational 
levels w ithin the  energy range k t  T. T h e  gas phase R K R  po­
ten tial is used for the X  sta le  and a modified L ennard-Jones 
po ten tial is used for the A  ' slate. T he L ennard-Jones p o ten ­
tial was fit to the gas phase  R K R  A ' s ta te  po tential. In  this 
way the  sol vent dependence o f t  lie A  ' potential and d issocia­
tion  energy ( w hich was de term ined  from  the R am an  spec­
tru m ) cou ld  be sim ulated by adjusting  Ihe a ttrac tiv e  term  o f 
the  L ennard-Jones potential.
D ie  deta ils o f lh e  calcu lation  are  given in Ihe A ppendix.
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FIQ H  Potential* u v d  In Ihe French -Condon eatculaliem uf the vthen- 
lional overlap* between Ihe 4  1 attd-Estate T h e d  ’ potential* which are plot- 
led with d u h e d  line* Indicate the wort! c u e  limit obtained from the spec. 
Iroscnpic analysis In the lest Potentials plot led a* solid lines are Ihe RKR 
potential] for the A ' and X  electronic stales Energy is in units o f tm  1; 
inter n uchal separation is in units o f k.
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Figure  14 show s (he relative position* o f  the  electronic Mate* 
used in the  calculation*. It is found  th a t Ihe calculated  
F ran ck -C o n d o n  factor* are exceeding sm all ~  10 "* for all 
positions o f t  he A  ' p o ten tia l as it is sh ifted  from  Ihe gas phase 
position th rough  th e  lim iting values de term ined  spectro ­
scopically in n -hexane an d  C C I ,. T h is result is easy lo visual­
ize in tu itively  T he wave functions for liip /f 's la te  a re  peaked 
near (he cen ter o f  the po ten tial, w hile those  o f  Ihe X  sta te  
have m ost o f  the am plitude  al the classical tu rn in g  points 
T his result suggests that il is difficult to  ra tionalize  the fnclnr 
o r 3 0 change  in A ’ lifetim e from  solvent shifts in Ihe position 
o f  Ihe A  ' potential. A gain , it is in ip o tlan l to  note that Ihe 
po tentials used in th is calcu la tion  a re  only approxim ate  
H ow ever, these experim entally  de term ined  poten tials are 
believed to  be Ihe "w orst cases" possible for the solvent sh ift­
ed po tentials
T h e  consideration* discussed th u s far d o  not account for 
the  sol vent dependence t d t  he A  's ta te  lifetime. We now co n ­
sider th e  possibility o f solvent quenching, f igure 15 show* a 
Stern  Volrner plot o f th e  inverse lifetim e as a  I unction or 
cyclohexane in C C I ,. I liese da ta  support a  solvent qu en ch ­
ing m echanism  for A  ' s ta le  deactivation . T h e  straight line 
portion  o f  Ihe curve represents a III to  th e  equation
— An + A ,Icyc lnhexane] w ith a  slope equal lo Ihe 
quench ing  la te  constan t =  i . 4 x  I f f M  1 s 1 andA„ (he 
ra le  constan t in neat C C I,. T his result is in te rp reted  asd illu - 
siou lim ited kinetics w hich reduces lo a sa lu ia led  nondilTn- 
sion lim ited process at h igher cyclohexane co n ce n tra tio n s ."  
1 liese da ta  indicate th a t the quenching ntT lit d  's ta le  lifetime 
can  occur by diffusion of a  single ryclnhcxant’ m olecule 
w hich form s a solvent exciplcx. I his in te rp re ta tio n  is in c o n ­
trast lo  Ihe p tevious understand ing  th a t the  lifetim e was d e ­
term ined  by Ihe average local solvent env ironm ent
T he solvent com plex m echanism  is fu rth e r esem plilied 
by the lifetim es o f th e  d cu leraled  solvents listed in T able I. 
For cyclohexane there  is a factor o f 2 23 increase in lifetime
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on deu teration . tn  C H C I, there  is a factor o f 1.6 increase in 
lifetim e Tor the deu te ra ted  analog. T h is result strongly  su p ­
ports the solvent com plex decay m echanism  and suggests 
th a l th e  de ta iled  n a tu re  o f the solvent norm al co ord ina te  is 
im portan t in determ in ing  the  relaxation  rale. A ccord ing  to 
rad  in I ion I ess Irnnxiliou theory*1 Ihe accepting  m odes in the  
p roduct slnte will he high frequency vibrations since these 
m odes m inim ize Ihe change in  q u an tu m  num ber necessary 
in m aking th e  transition  to  tire p roduct stale. T he overall 
tren d  in the A ’ s ta te  life lim e CC14 > C IX T , > C H C I, 
=  C H IIr, > C l I, C l, > I I , ,  -cyclohexane > ty c lo h esan e  > n- 
hexauc, can  now he viewed in a sim ple m anner. As (he n o r­
m al m ode s tru c tu re  o f Ihe solvent com plex is replaced by 
h igher frequency vibrations I lie decay  process becom es m ore 
efficient and  the lifetim e decreases.
DISCUSSION
fu (hi* section we c o m p ete  Ihe A ' state  dynam ics to  ex ­
perim ental m easurem ents Tor I, in o th er potential sta tes and 
lo th e  p red ic tions o f  cu rren t theo re tical m odels.
VER In d lI te ra n t e le c t ro n ic  s ta le *
It is in tn rs lin g  to  com pare Ihe ra les o f  VF.R observed 
for th e /f  ’ sta le  with those of the  E s ta te  lo deter m ine how  Ihe 
detailed  na tu re  o f Ihe potential influences the  decay process. 
Recent picosecond Hum an stu d ies"-'*  have show n that the 
X  s ta te  cools very qu ickly  in the upper regions o r  th e  p o ten ­
tial resulting in a  population  d istribu tion  which is penked at 
levels w hich  have n characteris tic  energy gap o f  150 cm  1 
w ithin Ihe first ft p* follow ing recom bination. In fact, these 
stud ies o bserved1' '* no  population  at all in v ibrational levels 
with an energy gap n ear 106 cm  ' w hich is ch aracteris tic  of 
Ihe A ' s ta le  frequency. Il w ould appear th a t th e  X  and A  ‘ 
electronic stales have enorm ously  different rates o f VRR.
T his d isparity  in the decay ra le  can he esp la in ed  by the  
theoretical m odel o f Nesbitt and H ynes.*■’ T he dom inan t 
m echanism  o f  V FR is predicted to  he V -T  energy transfer 
w hen Ihe energy gap is sm all ~  lOOcm 1. U nder these con­
ditions, (he decay ra le  is a function  o f the energy gap and  Ihe 
phnse averaged kinetic energy in the  oscillator. A sim ple 
form ula was proposed '1'’ w hich rela tes energy transfer A £  lo 
th e  frequency nr (A ) o f the oscillator and the q u an tu m  n u m ­
ber t>;
-  A A V rutA lJfU  t 1/ 2 ) .
T his equation  is valid Tor any form  o f  Ihe potential and 
should  apply to  bo th  Ihe X  and th e  A ' states. T he energy 
transfer efficiency predicted  by th is equation  for bo th  elec­
tron ic  sta tes has been p lo tted  in Fig. 16 as a  function  o f the 
“ local" o scilla to r frequency w hich describes the vibrational 
energy gap. T he energy levels were obtained horn  th e  gas 
phase R K R  poten tials F igure 16 illustra tes why th e  decay 
ra les for a com m on "lo ca l"  o scilla to r frequency a re  so differ­
ent tn these tw o electronic stale*. In the  A  1 sta te  th e  vttw*- 
tioua l energy gap  is 106 cm  1 for th e  lowest tw o  vibrational
level*. In the X stale the local vibiitioml frequency de­
creases to 106 cm  1 n ear » -  64. T h ere  is m uch m ore k inet­
ic energy assoc in led with th is X  s ta le  oscillator com pared  to 
sim itar frequency oscilla to rs in th e  A ' stale. T h is resu lts in
J  Chrtm Thy* , Vol 93, No 0. 15 O clolwr 1990
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FIO. 16. Pre4ici«l c l lk i tn c y o l l iK lk  cncriy  tram fcr lo lo lv tn t m  a func­
tion of I he local vibrxlionxt rrvcryy yap Tot the X  and A ' eke Ironic ilaica. 
Ih e  c u rv a  are na rm allttd  10 reprrw nl Ihe relative tHcicnciea for energy 
lianafer in H im *  laro t  lee Iron re tla le i
m uch faster rales o f  decay for Ihe X  s ta te  v ibrations sim ply 
because Ihe X  sta le  o scilla lo r has m ore energy to  give up  and 
in teracts m ore strongly  w ith Ihe snlvenl as a resull o f  Ihe 
larger am plitude vibration.
Recent ex p erim en ta l1'  and theo re tical”  considerations 
o f V ER in Ihe I, ( T )  sta le  suggest th a l V -R  energy transfer 
is also an  im p o rtan t energy exchange m echanism . It is not 
clear to  what extent V -R  re laxation  co n trib u tes lo  VEK on 
Ihe A  's ta le  and we do not suggest that V -T  alone is responsi­
ble for A ' stale  relaxation . In co m paring  the ra le  o f VER 
between th e T a n d d  's ta le  il is reasonable  to  expect that bo th  
V -T  and  V -R  relaxation  m echanism s increase with ihe 
quan tum  num ber o f  the  I ,  v ibration.
T here  is ano th e r in teresting  aspect o r  th is d a ta  which 
m ust be considered. T h e  V ER  ra tes in th e  A 4 s la le  were 
found lo be extrem ely  solvent dependent. Except for n-hex- 
ane, there  are no in tram o lecu la r solvent v ibrations which 
can con tribu te  lo energy transfer by a  V-V  m echanism . It 
was show n in various so lvents I hat Ihe rate  o r  VEK d e­
creased in th e  o rder C H ,C l ,  > n -hexane > cyclohexane 
rv C H C I, ~rCC1, > C l I B r , . T h e  general aspects o f th is I rend 
appear to  be accounted  for by a m ass dependence. F o r V -T  
(and  V -R ) energy transfer the  ligh ter and faster m oving 
solvent m olecules are  m ore efficient in converting  Ihe 1, v i­
brational quan ta  in to  transla tiona l energy. In add ition , the 
collision potential betw een I II is likely lo b e  m ore repulsive 
than  betw een l-C t. A s a resull, th e  h igher frequency co m p o ­
nents in the  force for the I II in teraction  cause VER lo  be 
m ore efficient in C H , C l, com pared  lo C C I, ,44 F o r  n-hexane 
the ra te  o f V ER  is considerably  faster than  th a l in cyclohex­
ane as show n in Fig. 9. T his m ay ind icate  th e  im portance  of 
V-V  energy tran sfer to  Ihe 101 cm  1 v ibration  in n -hex­
ane.4) T his general conclusion concern ing  V -T  (arid  V -R ) 
transfer has also been reached4* for the  solvent dependence 
of X  s ta te  VER in th e  ch lo rinated  hydrocarbons. O n  Ihe X  
state  add itional effects due to  V -V  energy tran sfer to  th e  1 17 
cm 1 vibration in C C I, a rc  possible. H ow ever, th is is not 
likely to  be im p o rtan t for th e /f  1 s ta le  due  to  the large energy 
m ism atch w ith Ihe 106 cm  1 fundam ental vibration.
I t  is in te resting  to com pare  th e  VER relaxation results 
for th e /f  's la te  w ith those  o f  L ineberger H a t. F o r I,' in C O , 
c lusters.'*  In ra re  gas m atrices th is anion has a  g round  elec­
tro n ic  sta le  w ith  a  fundam ental frequency4* o f  about 114 
cm  “ ' and  is therefore  sim ilar to  th e  I ,  {A  ' )  po ten tial. Line- 
bcrger has determined** th a t follow ing gem inate recom bi­
nation , Ihe appearance lim e or th e  co ld  I ,  g round  v ibration­
al levels is on  th e  o rd er o f  10 ps for I,- (C O , ) , t . The 
appearance  lim e is m uch raster than  that observed for the 
appearance  tim e of the v ibrationally  co ld  n eu tra l I ,  (T )  state  
in solut ion. "  '** T h is result w as in te rp reted  as a  com bination  
o f  tw o m echanism s: th e  large am ount o f energy lost from  
C O , ejection and  faster V ER in the  anion co m pared  to  the  
n eu tra l. A lthough  it is possible for the dynam ics o f th e  anion 
lo  be greatly  influenced by th e  existence o f  the  negative 
charge.**'4* it is a lso  possible for th e  shape o f  I he po tential to  
affect Ihe dynam ics. T he observed 10 ps appearance  tim e1* 
for the  anion is q u ite  sim ilar to  th a t observed here for the 
n eu tra l I, ( d  ')  slate . T he result suggests an  a lte rna tive  ex ­
p lanation  for th e  dynam ics observed for th e  anion. T h a t is, 
Ihe fast appearance  tim e represen ts th e  com bined gem inate 
recom bination  and  V ER  dynam ics w hich apparen tly  a re  
m ore influenced by Ihe n a tu re  o f th e  po tential than  the exis­
tence of I he charge.
E le c tro n ic  re la x a tio n
T he tem p era tu re  and solvent quench ing  m easurem ents 
o f  electronic re laxation  determ ined  in th is paper have show n 
th a t th e  decay m echanism  is not dom inated  by an  activated 
d issociation  process. F ran ck -C o n d o n  density  calcu lations 
w ere perform ed to  determ ine if  a shift o f th e  A ' s ta te  po ten­
tial energy su rface  within the Itm ili im posed by the spectro­
scopic m easurem ents  could account Tor Ihe observed elec­
tro n ic  decay. T hese calcu la tions ind icate  th a t this 
m echanism  alone cannot explain Ihe observed relaxation 
rates.
A n o th er m echanism  w hich m ust be considered is sol­
vent effects on th e  up p er41 region o f th e  T  sta le  potential 
w hich  shifts the  -V sta le  in a m anner that increases the inter- 
action  w ith the A  ' stale. A lthough  Ihe gas phase  po tentials 
d o  not ap p ear lo exhibit m uch sensitivity  to  solvation in Ihe 
lower regions o f  Ihe po ten tial, they  m ay be extrem ely  sensi­
tive lo  solvation in th e  up p er regions o f th e  potential near the 
dissociation point. T here  is no  available spectroscopic in fo r­
m ation  on Ihe X  s ta le  in so lu tion  at 10 000 cm  * above the 
zero  point th a t can  be utilized lo  d irectly  address th is c o n ­
cern . H ow ever, there  is k inetic inform ation in the isotope 
resu lts w hich can  be used to  investigale th is possibility. It is 
reasonable to  assum e that isotopic substitu tion  in the solvent 
sh o u ld  not s tro n g ly  affect the I ,  (JO  solvent in teraction . A sa  
resu lt, isotopic su b stitu tio n  in Ihe solvent w ould  nor be ex­
pected  lo have a m ajor effect on  Ihe A ' s ta te  lifetim e if the  
decay  m echanism  was d o m inated  by solvent effects on  the 
a ttrac tiv e  wall o f  the X  s la le  po ten tial. T he Tact th a t large 
iso tope effects (fac to r o f  1) on  the  lifetim e were observed 
strong ly  argues against th is possibility. T h e  collective ex ­
perim ental resu lts therefore suggest th a t t h e d  ' s la te  decays 
th ro u g h  fo rm ation  of solvent exciplexca.
E xperim ental evidence4* for the com plex quenching
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m echanism  on Ihe I ,  (A  *) e lectron ic  sla te  has been obtained 
in (he gas phase. Relatively inert gases such as l ie ,  A r, and 
N ] quench Ihe A  ' s ta te  by therm al deactivation . H ow ever, 
m ore  strongly  in teracting  colliders such as S F , and I ,  show 
a very weak tem pera tu re  dependence suggesting41 th a t deac­
tivation  is th rough  d issociation  o f I, S F , com plexes
T heoretical p red ic tions o f  collision*I effects on  E — V 
electronic re lasa tio n  are difficult to  make***1 because Ihe 
ra te  constan t c ritically  depends on  Ihe cu rv a lu re  o r  th e  po­
ten tial and  the  in teraction  streng th  in Ihe region where Ihe 
curves cross. H ow ever, Tor e lectronically  excited atom s a 
general trend  has been observed*’ in Ihe quench ing  ra le  w ith 
m olecules as the quench ing  species. T he ra le  is strongly cor- 
re la ted 10 to  th e  change in vibrational q u an tu m  num ber and 
I herefore  th e  v ib rations I frequency o f  the oscillator receiving 
the  energy. T h is result indicates that h igher frequency oscil­
la to rs  a re  b e tte r quenchers. T h e  sam e trend  is p red ic ted  the- 
n re tica lly ,1""*1 a lth o u g h  there  is not com plete agreem ent on 
the  details o f  the m echanism .
For the 1 ')  sta te  the  solvent dependence o f e lec­
tro n ic  relaxation is a lso strong ly  co rre la ted  lo  the norm al 
m ode frequencies in the  so lven t. 1 his result suggests t hat 1 he 
relaxation  m echanism  m ay be sim ilar lo lh a t  o f  a tom s w here 
a "co llisio n " o r exciptcx betw een ! , ( / ( ' )  and th e  solvent is 
form ed. D uring  e lectronic re laxation  Ihe m ost efficient 
channels a re  those th a t involve high frequency m odes in the 
Solvent.
It is in teresting  lo  note th a t th e  b a rrie r height estim ated 
from  the tem pera tu re  dependence o r  th e  electronic decay 
ra te  agrees with w hat is expected for th e  E -V  relaxation  
m echanism  suggested in th is paper. O ne way to  p ictu re  the 
E -V  re laxation  pathw ay is to  consider the A ' s la le  lo be 
low ered in energy (w ith  respect to  X )  by one q u an ta  o r  (he 
solvent accep ting  m ode. It is reasonable lo p resum e that 
curve  crossing from  Ihe ^ ' l o T  sla le  takes place a l the ou ter 
tu rn in g  point. A ccord ing  lo  this p icture, in the I, solvent 
com  plex the  ba rrier height bet ween th e  b o ttom  of th e  A ‘sla te  
an d  Ihe crossing  point betw een th e /f  'a n d  X  slates is ap p ro x i­
m ately  425 cm  ’ for Ihe C -H  s tre tch  in n-hexane. 1 he b a r­
rier height suggested from  the tem p era tu re  dependence is 
430 cm  1 w hich is in reasonable  agreem ent w ith  th e  (425 
cm  1 1 b a rrie r expected Tor th e  E -V  relaxation . It is im p o r­
tan t lo realize that this result is only suggestive since the 
tem p era tu re  dependence m ay be a  com bination  of art ac tiv a ­
tion  facto r and a  p robability  Tor tran sfer in Ihe activated  
region. In add ition , we have considered  only one  q u an ta  
tran s itio n s involving solvent vibrations. 1 his sim plification 
w ould  cause the calcu la ted  b a rrie r for E -V  re laxation  lo  be 
h ig h er than  actual. F o r C C I, the  b a rrie r  height Tor A  ' sta le  
decay  in the solvent com plex is 1404 cm  1 and th e  ex p eri­
m ental value from  th e  tem p era tu re  dependence 6*0 cm  1 
H ere  again, Ihe tem p era tu re  dependence is consisten t w ith 
Ihe p roposed E -V  re laxation  m echanism  if  m ultip le  tran s i­
tions in Ihe solvent v ib ia lion  are  considered.
SUMMARY
In this paper we have investigated gem inate recom bina­
tion . v ib rational energy decay, an d  e lectron ic  re laxation  o f 
Ihe iodine excited e lectron ic  slale . Spectroscopic a rg u m en ts
w ere given w hich identify the  transien t vibrational spectrum  
as th e  I) (A  ' ’IIi„  ) state . V ER was m easured  and found to  
be signilicantly slow er th an  in Ihe g round  X  e lectronic stale. 
Slow V E R w as a lt ributed  to  the  low er am plitude  vibrational 
m otion  and lower k inetic energy for th e /f  ' sta te  oscillators. 
T h is result is qualitatively  in agreem ent with th e  expected 
pow er law scaling o f  VER ra le  w ith vibrational q uan tum  
num ber.
ih e  solvent dependence o f  V ER  was show n to  be largely 
dependent on the m ass o r the  solvent w ith slow er relaxation 
o ccurring  in the  heavier (m o re  v iscous) solvents T h is result 
is consistent wit It cu rren t expectations for relaxation by a V- 
T  (a n d  possibly V -R ) m echanism . n -H exane was found to 
b e a n  exception to  th is trend  and th is result m ay indicate the 
im portance  o r  V -V  energy transfer in th a t solvent.
I he ra te  o f  form ation o f  the  A ' s ta le  was found lo be 
inconsistent w ith  th e  solvent dependence o f  V ER  In o ther 
w ords, the appearance  tim e or the cold  v ib rational levels of 
th e  A ‘ slale  is not de term ined  by the ra te  o f  VER. T h is ind i­
cates that VER alone cannot account for th e  observed a p ­
pearance tim e of th e /f  ’ state. T h is is an  im portan t resu ll and 
suggests that Ihe m echanism  of gem inate recom bination  on 
th e /f  ’ sta le  m ay be fundam en ta lly  different than I h a t o f  the 
X  state . Two m echanism s were suggested to  account for this 
observation . T hese  include e lectron ic  trap p in g  on higher ly­
ing excited elect ronic states an d  a react ion in te rm ed iate  step 
involving l-so lven l com plexes. A lthough  n e ither m echa­
nism  can be ruled ou t, the solvent dependence has the  same 
trend  as th a l expected for th e  solvent com plex route. The 
observed tren d  for Ihe rate  o f gem inate recom bination , that 
is n-hexane > C C I, > C H C I , > C H J C IJ , corre lates directly 
with the bonding  s tren g th  of Ihe I - solvent com plex.
T h e  m echanism  o f  electronic decay  was investigated. 
Spectroscopic estim ates o f the potential welt dep th  in tan ­
dem  with tem p era tu re  m easurem ents o f the A " sta te  lifetime 
ind ica te  th a t Ihe lifetim e shorten ing  observed in a lkane sol­
vents canno t be explained by sim ple therm nl dissociation. 
F ran ck -C o n d o n  calcu la tions o f the overlap  betw een A  ' and 
X  s la le  v ib rational levels ind ica te  th a t  the solvent cannot 
sh in  t he potent ials enough to  al low A  ' -• T in  ter system  cross­
ing to  accoun t for th e  solvent dependence o f the lifetime. 
T h is calcu la tion  was perform ed  for po ten tia ls determ ined  by 
spectroscopic  analysis o r  the vibrational overtones Experi­
m ents w ere perform ed in m ixed solvents w hich indicate that 
Ihe excited sta te  is quenched  by a com plex with a lkane sol­
vents w hich proceeds a t a  diffusion lim ited rate. F u rth e r ex­
perim ents in d eu tera ted  sol vents proved t hat I he lifel im e was 
extrem ely  sensitive to  th e  n a tu re  o f th e  vibrational m odes in 
th e  solvent. T hese resu lts suggest th a t e lectronic decay  oc­
c u rs  th ro u g h  fo rm ation  o f  exciplexes w ith th e  solvent. F u r­
therm ore, the  rate  o f  re laxation  is related to  the frequency of 
th e  solvent accep ting  m ode w ith th e  m ore efficient energy 
decay  pa thw ays involving h igher frequency oscilla to rs in the 
solvent.
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APPENDIX: FRANCK-CONDON CALCULATION
T h e  po ten tia ls used in calcu la ting  F ran ck -C o n d o n  fac­
tors (F C F s )  include both tabu lated  values frnm  gas phase 
Spectroscopic d a ta  and analy tical approxim ations. T he X  
slate cu rve  was taken from  the  tu rn in g  points calcu la ted  by 
Coxon*1 and ihe  A ' sla le  gas phase  curve front Tellinghui- 
sen 11 A cursory  inspeclion o r  Ihe gns phase polentials re ­
veals I hat th e  F C F s for in lersyslem  crossing from  A " to  ,T 
should be sm all; m ost o f th e  p robability  am plitude for the 
upper X  level s is  near th e  classics 11 tim in g  points, while all o f  
the  .4 ' v ib rational am plil ude lies n ear the  cenl er o f I he X  wel I. 
However, solvent p e rtu rb a tio n s o f th e  *4 ’we! I could  conceiv­
ably bring  it in to  be tte r F ranck  C ondon  overlap with the X  
well
In this w ork several lim its w ere estim ated  for the solvent 
effect on th e  A  'w e ll. A na lysis o f  resonance R am an overlones 
indicate that th e  I j  A ' well dep ths m ay be as shallow  as 2143 
cm 1 in n-hexane and  1482 cm ’ in CCI,,. If Ihe solvent 
a ttractive  forces on th e  I a tom s result in a less lightly  bound 
excited sta te , a concom itan t increase in  iu te rnuctear sep a ra ­
tion w ould be expected. A lim it was placed on  this bond 
lengthening m echanism  by considering  an I, po tential w ith 
explicitly a ttrac tiv e  and repulsive term s of Ihe well-know n 
form
V{r)  =  a / r *  -  c /r *.
The param eters were first chosen tn  approx im ate  the spec­
troscopic gas phase A ’ curve. A nalytic  expressions were de ­
rived for Ihe well d ep th  D, and  th e  equ ilib rium  in te ru u d ea r 
separation  in te rm s o f  the values a, b, r ,  and d  T hen Ihe 
a ttractive  part o f  Ihe 1-1 po tential was reduced by low ering 
the vrdue o f th e  r  param eter until the well d ep th  equaled Ihe 
value indicated  by R am an overtone  analysis. T hus varying 
£>, by reducing Ihe a ttrac tiv e  stren g th  r  au tom atica lly  a d ­
justed  in a  physically m eaningful way.
T he gas phase  curve is best approx im ated  by an 1 1-8 
po tential as show n in F'ig. 14. Low ering th e  a ttrac tiv e  part of 
Ihe iodine in tram olecu lar potential lo  th e  worst case limit 
(7 3 %  o f  th e  spectroscopic  value) such that /) ,  =  1112 
cm 1 yields =  3 27 A, co m pared  to  the gas phase value 
r,H =  3.06 A ”  Using a 12-6 potentiu l yields essentially Ihe 
sam e result.
O nce lim its were set fo r solvent effects on r , F C F s 
were calculated  w ith M orse poten tials o f Ihe form
F (r )  =  £),.{ 1 -  exp( H '  -  %  I ) ) ’•
T he M orse po tential shape p a ram ete r b  was chosen lo  rep ro ­
duce th e  energy levels ob tained  from  picosecond R am an 
spectroscopy (re fe r to  tex t)  P a ram ete rs  for the  various 
cases were: case  ( I )  0 r =  IM 2  cm  A =  3.213,
(■„, =  3.06; and  case (2 )  0 ,  =  1112 cm \  6 = 3 .2 1 3 ,  
r  =  3.27.
T he v ibrational wave functions were calcu la ted  by n u ­
m erically solving Ihe Schrrklinger equation  w ith a  p rogram
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im plem enting  Ihe N um erov-C oo ley  m ethod  w ith R ich a rd ­
son** ex trapo la tion . All in terpo lation  and num erical in te ­
gration  rou tines were taken  from  N um erica l Recipes "  C a l­
cu la tions were carried  ou t on  a D E C  M icroV ax 11 com puter.
D ue lo  Ihe = 1 0 0  cm  1 energy gap a t the  b o ttom  o f th e  
A  ' well, several levels a re  appreciably  populated  a t room  
tem pera tu re: roughly 4 3 %  in v =  0, 26%  in o =  I, and  16%  
in v  =  2. T he F C F s rep o rted  here  represent averages over 
Ihe F C F s for transitions betw een these b o ttom  levels o f  Ihe 
A  ’ well and th e  nearby v ibrational levels w ithin T  in Ihe 
upper region o f  Ihe X  well. It is well know n that individual 
overlap  in tegrals depend critically  upon  the  accuracy o f  Ihe 
po ten tial curves used.** In this case Ihe choice o f well depth 
for A ' a lso critica lly  affects the exact value of calcu la ted  F C F  
since th is determ ines w hich vibrational levels in X  a re  "n ear 
en o u g h " in energy for crossing  lo  tak e  place in solution. 
H ow ever, by averaging over a  set o f  transitions for nearby 
levels,* ’ reasonable p red ic tions can be m ade about F ranck  
C ondon  transition  s tren g th s betw een the X  s la le  and  th e  va r­
ious A ' s la te  wells considered.
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3.3 Analysis of the Model for Vibrational Decay
A three level system is used on page 52 to analyze the time dependence of the 
Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman scattering at wavelengths which correspond to A ' 
vibrational transitions. Based on this mode], the Stokes and anti-Stokes data of 
figures 3.8 and 3.9 are fit to dynamics of the form
H( t )  =  exp(-fcf) -  exp(-JfcvEnf)- (3.1)
The curves of figures 3.8 and 3.9 were produced by subtracting the Stokes from the 
anti-Stokes curves with normalization factors. In the paper, we did not demonstrate 
that subtracting the Stokes dynamics from the anti-Stokes dynamics has any physical 
meaning. However in this section, we solve the rate equations for the system and 
show that the data subtraction and the energy level model used in the text provide 
well-characterized information about relaxation dynamics in the iodine A'  state in 
solution.
3.3.1 Rate Constants Between Closely Spaced Levels
Before we model the full system, we need to know how to take into consider­
ation the fact that some levels in our model are closely spaced in energy relative 
to koT .  Suppose we are trying to model the dynamics of two vibrational levels 
with energy spacing A E  ss 100 cm -1, whereas k g T  ~  2 0 0 cm " 1 at T  =300 K. The 
Boltzmann population in the v  =  1 level for the condition of thermal equilibrium 
at room tem perature is 60% of the population in the t> =  0 level. This means that 
vibrational relaxation will not result in all population draining into the v = 0  level.
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Rather, molecules in the lower vibrational levels will be constantly changing their 
vibrational quantum  number up and down by one, as they receive or give up energy 
to the solvent heat bath. Thus for two levels which are closely spaced such that 
A E  «  fc/jT, there will be rate constants for both the up and down transitions. The
relative magnitude of the rate constants will enforce the Boltzmann distribution.
Consider the following two level system. Let T(t) be the time dependent popu­
lation in the "top” level, and B(t) be the time-dependent population in the "bottom ” 
level. The coupled rate equations are
^  =  + (3.2)
^  =  +fc,T -  k2B  (3.3)at
Regardless of the initial conditions, at long times we insist that the populations 
T(t) and B(t) obey the Boltzmann distribution. As t — ► oo, equations 3.2 and 3.3 
become
^ < ‘=oo> =  -fc IT(i=co} +  k2B(,=oc) (3.4)
and
dD
( f — o o )  =  T (<—o o )  — k ’2 Z ?(  ( =  o o ) .  ( 3 . 5 )
at
Either equation yields the conclusion that
h  =  k ^ x p i - b E i k o T )  (3.6)
X J ( t  =  o o )
This result will be needed to set up the differential equations for the larger system 
of levels. For convenience, we let a = e ~ ^ Ef kal \  so that =  afcj.
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3.3.2 Four Level Model lor the Hot li(A ) State
We wish to mimic accurately vibrational relaxation within an electronic state 
which is also relaxing. We mode) the excited electronic state as two vibrational 
levels, one “hot” labeled H  and one “cold” labeled C.  The hot vibrational state is 
populated from above by a “upper” state labeled U. Both the hot and cold levels, 
H  and C, are allowed to drain into a fourth level X .  This system of levels and rate 
constants is shown in the figure 3.17.
This derivation differs from the three-level model in the paper because here 
we include a fourth level X  which represents the X  ground electronic state. In the 
paper on page 52, the anti-Stokes dynamics signal is equal to 77(f) plus a factor times 
the Stokes dynamics. In that case, H{t)  represents purely vibrational dynamics; 
the influence of the electronic decay on the anti-Stokes curve is put in “by hand" 
through adding a factor times the Stokes dynamics. In this derivation, we include 
electronic decay in the basic description of the system, using four levels instead of 
three. In this case, H(t)  directly corresponds to the anti-Stokes signal. In both the 
paper and in this derivation, C[t)  is precisely the dynamics of the Stokes Ram an 
signal. The notation k t here corresponds to k in the paper. In this derivation, kj  
corresponds to kvhr in the paper.
In this model, it has been assumed that the Stokes signal provides an observa­
tion “window” to view population in the lowest vibrational level, which is labeled 
C  for cold. It is similarly assumed that the anti-Stokes signal provides a window on 
the population in the lowest excited levels, which are labeled H . The levels labeled
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Figure 3.17: Model for A' dynamics. The system of four levels and five rate
constants that is needed to mimic the relaxation processes in an 
electronically excited state which is also vibrationally excited.
U are not observed in the data. These levels include the highest excited vibrational 
states of A \  possibly higher electronic states which relax into A \  and the free I- 
before recombination. The vibrational energy gaps in the A ' state are spaced by 
«  100 cm ' 1 so that A E  ss k^ T .  Thus the H  and C  levels in the model are con­
nected by rate constants with the relationship Jfc3 =  a k 2 as derived in the previous 
section.
The coupled rate equations which describe the populations of levels U , H , and 
C  are
§ - - w  w
~  =  + k t U -  k2H  +  k3C  -  k t H  (3.8)
= +k2H  — k3C  — kAC. (3.9)
We are not interested in the time dependence of A'(f). Equation 3.7 can be solved 
by inspection. T hat solution is fed into equations 3.8 and 3.9 to yield a system of 
coupled, linear differential equations in two variables:
—  +  (*s +  Jfc4)H -  k3C  =  fcil/0 e x p ( - M )  (3.10)dt
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Such a system of coupled differential equations is solved most straightfor­
wardly by rewriting them in matrix fo rm /41) The general form is
^ u f  Au =  f, (3.12)
at
where
H ( t y A = ki  4- k4 -fc3 , and f = it] I/o exp(-fcif)C ( t ) m — k2 k3 + k4 0
Following the standard method, we first find the solution for the homogeneous 
equation with f  = 0. Then we include the exponential driving term and find the 
general solution. The general solutions for H{t)  and C (f) involve exponentially ris­
ing and decaying terms with coefficients which are complicated algebraic functions 
of the rate constants and integration constants. The exact expressions for the co­
efficients are not instructive. We only need to be concerned with the sign of the 
coefficient for each exponential term, for the sign determ ines whether that term 
represents a rise or decay in population for that energy level. Both H(t)  and C ( t ) 
comprise three terms: exp(-fc |(), exp[-(Jt2 + k 3 +  fc4)(], and exp(-fc4(). The crucial 
fact is that both levels have the same exponential pieces in the time dependence, differ­
ing only in the coefficients. The signs of each term can be deduced from physical 
arguments. The population in both levels should rise due to the decay from the up­
per level t/(f). Thus the sign before the exp\~  Jfcjf] term should be negative in both 
cases. The population in either level can escape the A ' state on a one-way trip to 
the ground electronic state via the k4 route. Thus the sign in front o f the exp[-fc4 f] 
term must be positive in both cases. The rate constants k2 and k3 represent the
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effects of vibrational energy relaxation. Thus the term ex p [ - ( * 2  +  k3 +  *4 )f] rep­
resents population moving from level H  to level C; therefore the signs of this term 
should be positive in H(t)  and negative in C( t ).
Now we can write the final solutions to the rate equations showing each ex­
ponential time dependence and the signs of the coefficients. The interpretation of 
the equations is clarified by replacing k3 by a k 2 as shown previously, where a  is a 
Boltzmann factor describing the equilibrium population ratio between two closely 
spaced levels.
H( t)  =  +  ( + )c-IO+«)*» + *d* +  { + ) e - ^ 1 (3.13)
C{t) = (~)e~kit + +  ( + )e“ *41 (3.14)
H(t)  and C(f) are intended to model the dynamics of the anti-Stokes and 
Stokes Raman signals of the I2 A ' state, respectively. In fact, the anti-Stokes curves 
of figures 3.6A and 3.7 clearly illustrate the biexponential decay of these dynamics 
as given by equation 3.13. Now it is trivial to justify the manipulations in the A'
paper as shown on pages 52 and 53 which produced the curves of figures 8  and 9.
In that case we normalized to the magnitude of the long time component and sub­
tracted the Stokes curve from the anti-Stokes curve. This is exactly the procedure of 
normalizing to the magnitude of the Jb4 exponential decay term. Upon subtraction, 
the resulting curve has the remaining two time dependences represented by the first
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and second terms of equations 3.13 and 3.14. Thus the curves in figures 8  and 9 of 
the A ' paper must have rise times of and decay times of {(1 +  a )k2 4 - fc*]"1.
The relaxation rate k2 in the model of figure 3.17 is the desired vibrational 
population relaxation rate Icver- In the paper, it is assumed that the decay times 
obtained by nonlinear least squares fit to the dynamics in figures 3.8 and 3.9 are 
equal to the VER times in the A 1 state in various solvents. In fact we see that this 
is an approximation based on the fact that the solvent-dependent electronic decay 
rate  k4 is in all cases at least a factor o f ten less than the m easured decay time. 
The values of k4 are measured by the long time component of the Stokes dynamics 
for each solvent; these values have been listed on page 50 in Thble I. We also see 
that the value obtained from the fit to the dynamics is actually ( 1  4  a ) k 2, not k2 
itself. Since 1 +  a  fa 1.5 for the lower vibrational levels of the A ' state, our VER 
times in Thble II are low by this factor. The VER decay times in Thble II are not 
to be construed as actual level-to-level relaxation rates, but as overall indications 
of the solvent dependence of the time-scale of VER for the A ' state. Thus the data 
m anipulation leading to the curves of figures 3.8 and 3.9 and the interpretation of 
the measured decay times have been rigorously justified.
4. STUDY OP“VER IN A HEME PROTEIN
4.1 Background on Hemoglobin
We would like to learn whether our pump-probe Ram an technique is versatile 
enough to study widely differing chemical systems. The work described thus far in 
chapters 2 and 3 have illustrated that picosecond transient Ram an spectroscopy is a 
valuable tool for the study of electronic*24), vibrational*24'25) and thermal*26) energy 
dissipation for diatomic I2 in a liquid solution. Our study of the photodissociation 
reaction of Cr(CO)$ in solution*30,42), which is referenced in chapter 5, has shown 
that the picosecond transient Raman technique is also capable of probing the re­
laxation dynamics of polyatomic molecules in solution. In this chapter, we turn our 
attention to the study of deoxyhemoglobin. This protein is a prototype of many 
biological macromolecules where a non polypeptide chrom ophore is bound as the 
active site within a protein.
Basic information about protein structure and function can be found in the 
biochemistry textbook by Stryer*43>, which is very readable. The subgroup of 
atom s within a molecule which is responsible for the absorption of visible light 
(and hence color) is called the chromophore. The chrom ophore contained in 
hemoglobin, myoglobin, and the cytochromes is iron protoporphyrin IX, called the 
heme. The heme unit has several absorption bands in the visible and near-UV (see 
section 4.3.3). A protein is composed of a sequence of amino acids which are linked 
by peptide bonds. The twenty amino acids found in natural proteins are based on 
this tem plate: NH 2 -CHR-COOH. The side chain represented by R gives the amino
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acid its individual characteristics. The peptide bond is formed when the N H 2 amino 
group of one amino acid reacts with the COO H carboxyl group of another amino 
acid to yield a partially double bonded OC-NH plus a water molecule. The protein 
is thus referred to as a polypeptide chain. Polypeptides usually absorb at wave­
lengths shorter than 300 nm. Any absorbance to the red of 300 nm in a protein will 
usually depend on the presence of a chrom ophore such as the heme. These chro- 
mophores are usually present as prosthetic, or helping, groups which are critical to 
the functionality of the protein.
In fact the central iron atom of the heme is the oxygen-binding site in the globin 
proteins. A schematic of a myoglobin molecule is shown in Figure 4.1. This drawing 
does not include the R side chains of the amino acid residues. Myoglobin consists 
of 153 amino acids and has dimensions 45 x 35 x 25 A. Hemoglobin, which is the 
subject of the study to be presented here, is a tetram er composed of four myoglobin­
like subunits. A hemoglobin subunit has 146 amino acids in its polypeptide chain 
and has a three dimensional structure which is extremely similar to myoglobin. The 
largely planar heme chromophore is outlined in heavy dark lines. The units which 
bond directly to a transition metal ion are referred to as ligands. Fe(II) can support 
six ligands. The four pyrrole rings surround the central iron atoms. The single 
nitrogen atom  of each pyrrole ring is the point of coordination with the +  2  oxidation 
state iron. The fifth ligand position of the iron is filled by a covalent bond with a 
histidine, which is the only strong bond between the chrom ophore and the protein.
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Figure 4.1: M olecular graphics plot or myoglobin. The boldface part with
the Fe atom  in the center is the heme, or the Fe(II) protopor­
phyrin IX chromophore. The rest of the plot is the protein back­
bone, which has no side chains shown. The heme subunit con­
tains 73 atoms. This drawing was made with the program Macro- 
Model v2.5 using data from the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank.
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The sixth ligand position is reserved for reversibly binding a small molecule such as 
oxygen.
The rem ainder of this chapter is largely taken from a paper which was accepted 
during the preparation of this dissertation. The material is reprinted with permis­
sion from “Picosecond Raman Study of Energy Flow in a Photoexcited Hem e Pro­
tein,” Robert Lingle, Jr., Xiaobing Xu, Huiping Zhu, and J. B. Hopkins, Journal 
o f  Physical Chemistry, 95, 9320 (1991); copyright 1991 American Chemical Society. 
The permission letter from the American Chemical Society is found on page 74.
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This study contributes to a major effort over the previous two decades to ap­
ply laser spectroscopy in the study of ligand binding by heme pro teins/44*45* Many 
spectroscopic techniques have been employed to study heme protein photochem­
ical and conformational changes on various time scales. The ultimate goat of ul­
trafast laser studies of heme proteins is to elucidate the molecular mechanism of 
cooperative ligand binding in hem oglobin/44* Photodeligation (removal of a ligand 
through photoabsorption) of ligated heme proteins provides a way of forcing a sig­
nificant number of porphyrin binding sites to shed their ligands at the same time. 
Monitoring the structural changes in the protein should yield detailed information 
about how an oxygen bound to one site in the hemoglobin tetram er can lower the 
barrier to oxygen binding at a different site in the protein (this is the cooperativity 
effect). However, the validity of applying conclusions from a laser study to actual 
heme protein function in nature depends on our ability to deconvolve the nonphysi- 
ological effects introduced by the experimental technique. Mechanical excitation in 
the chrom ophore is clearly a side effect of photodeligation experiments and could 
a lter structural dynamics and/or distort electronic absorption spectra. This is espe­
cially true in the first few picoseconds.
4.2 Rationale for these Experiments
Understanding the flow of vibrational energy in a protein-bound porphyrin 
chrom ophore is of both practical and fundamental significance. A spectroscopist
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must account for the effect of vibrational energy relaxation (VER)* in order to in­
terpret correctly ultrafast emission or absorption data. The abundance of pico- 
and femtosecond spectroscopy of heme proteins in the last decade underscores 
the need to understand vibrational population relaxation in these systems. VER 
data in protein-chrom ophore systems may also help explain the dynamics of elec­
tron transfer in photosynthetic reaction centers. The initial electron transfer step 
in these m em brane-bound proteins begins with absorption of a photon by a Mg- 
porphyrin.<43) The rate of vibrational relaxation following photoexcitation in these 
systems is likely similar to the electron transfer rate and thus may be influencing the 
dynamics. M easurem ents of vibrational cooling are also of fundamental interest 
to test com puter simulations of energy flow in macromolecules. O ur experimen­
tal work applies picosecond Raman spectroscopy to study photoexcited deoxyhe­
moglobin (deoxyHb). We directly m easure the time scale for vibrational cooling of 
the porphyrin chrom ophore following absorption of a green photon.
This study is designed to investigate the dissipation of residual vibrational en­
ergy under the simplest conditions. Photolysis of ligated heme proteins can give 
rise to conformational changes in both the heme chromophore, the local protein 
monomer, and the quaternary structure of the hemoglobin tetram er. The choice 
of studying deoxyHb allows comparison with other workers while eliminating many
* Dlott*46’ reserves the term VER Tor a transition from vibrational level to vibrational level in the 
molecule. Dlotl then refers to the total process whereby the molecule rids itself of excess me­
chanical energy as vibrational cooling Using this terminology, vibrational cooling involves many 
steps of VER which have the overall effect of transporting energy from the excited molecule to 
the heat bath. While recognizing this distinction, we often use the term VER to refer to either of 
the processes described above.
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spectral complications due to these conformational dynamics. Since there is no 
ligand, only electronic and vibrational relaxation processes occur in photoexcited 
deoxy hemes.
Picosecond Raman spectroscopy is the ideal technique for the study of VER. 
T\vo color pump-probe Raman spectroscopy is very sensitive to small changes in the 
Stokes and anti-Stokes Ram an spectra caused by the presence of the pump pulse. 
Stokes and anti-Stokes bands come in pairs.* For a given vibrational mode, Stokes 
Raman data provide population information on the vibrationless level while anti- 
Stokes data yield population information for the low-lying excited vibrations. A 
vibrationally hot heme should have Stokes Raman bands which are weaker than 
those of an unexcited heme. Similarly, the anti-Stokes bands of a vibrationally hot 
heme will be more intense than those of an unexcited heme. In the transient (hot - 
cold) spectrum, the population changes result in a negative Stokes transient band 
together with a positive anti-Stokes transient band. For a given mode this is the 
unambiguous spectral signature of VER. This example illustrates how excess vibra­
tional energy can clearly be distinguished from conformational changes. If a con­
formational change in a molecule eliminates a certain vibrational mode, then both 
the Stokes and anti-Stokes bands for that mode must appear as negative features 
in the transient spectrum of the photoexcited species. In picosecond Ram an spec­
troscopy, only vibrational excitation will produce a negative transient on a Stokes 
band and a positive transient on the corresponding anti-Stokes band.
* see introduction for further explanation
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Previous work from our group*24,30,42) has dem onstrated the above assertion 
that transient Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman data provide an unambiguous spec­
tral signature of VER in small and medium size molecules. O ur picosecond tran­
sient Raman technique also has the advantage of resolving the differing vibrational 
dynamics of individual modes.*24) In this chapter, we present specific dynamical 
information for a high-frequency porphyrin skeletal mode, a low-frequency skele­
tal mode, and a high-frequency vinyl side chain mode. The vinyl modes have 
been a subject of interest because the side chain orientations are fixed by specific 
globin contacts. Thus these modes may provide information on the heme-pocket 
interaction.*47-48) We are able to specifically m onitor the vibrational dynamics of 
vinyl modes and to compare the dynamics of vinyl modes with the dynamics of por­
phyrin skeletal modes.
There have been many recent experiments which indirectly measure VER 
in the condensed phase.*49-50) These experiments have greatly increased our un­
derstanding of condensed phase photophysics. However, direct studies of vibra­
tionally excited states in solution remain few in number. Interm olecular transfer 
of vibrational energy from large photoexcited molecules to the solvent has been 
investigated*29) by the detection of excess fluorescence. Data from that type of ex­
perim ent provide indirect information about VER. For large fluorescent molecules, 
these experiments have yielded time constants in the range of 9 to 11 psfor mechan­
ical energy transfer to the solvent.
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Recent direct experiments have shown that VHR in condensed phase media 
cannot be assumed to be so fast as to be negligible when interpreting electronic ab­
sorption spectra. Well-known studies of I2 vibrational relaxation in solution*12,28* 
have shown that a low frequency oscillator can retain its vibrational energy in the 
condensed phase for long times on the order of hundreds of picoseconds. This 
is reasonably well understood and was in fact predicted by theory.*39* Picosec­
ond Ram an studies of the polyatomic molecule Cr(CO)* in solution prove that 
the Cr(CO)s photoproduct loses the majority of its vibrational energy on a 20 to 
50 ps time scale*42*, while retaining some vibrational energy in bottleneck states for 
200 ps.*30* The recent observation that a polyatomic molecule can retain mechanical 
energy in solution on this time scale has been somewhat surprising.
However, it is not at all clear how to extend our knowledge of VER times in gas, 
solution, and molecular crystal phases to the case of a protein-bound chromophore. 
The rate of VER in a protein-bound porphyrin provides information about cou­
pling between the heme and the protein matrix. Genberg et al.*34* assert that the 
heme-pocket interaction effectively models a heme in liquid solution. A compar­
ison has been made between heme-prolein coupling and chromophore-molecular 
crystal coupling.*46* Molecular dynamics (M D) simulations*51* have modeled the 
vibrational cooling process based on the current understanding of this coupling. 
These ideas need to be tested by definitive experimental study of the time scale of 
VER.
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Several noteworthy Raman studies of heme protein cooling have been carried 
out on the picosecond and femtosecond time scale. The pioneering work of Petrich 
et al.<9> used femtosecond pump-probe Ram an spectroscopy to study shifts in the 
oxidation state m arker band of a ligated hemoglobin. Conclusions about vibrational 
cooling in the low frequency modes of the porphyrin were drawn from an analysis of 
these shifts. However, that study did not attem pt to observe anti-Stokes scattering 
and remains an indirect measurement, relying on the applicability of a theoretical 
interpretation of the band shifts. In fact, their interpretation of the observed band 
shifts has been recently questioned by Schomacker and C ham pion/S2) Alden et 
al.<J<?) suggest that nonlinear broadening due to probe peak powers in excess of 
1011 W/cm2 may invalidate the interpretation of Petrich et a l / 9>
This chapter reports the results of a picosecond transient Raman study of de­
oxyHb designed to detect hot vibrations following visible excitation of the chro­
mophore. The dynamics of both Stokes and anti-Stokes vibrational spectra have 
been obtained to measure unambiguously the dynamics of VER. We directly ob­
serve hot vibrations in photoexcited deoxyHb which decay with a time constant of 
2 to 5 ps. The anti-Stokes data for different modes enable us to estim ate the por­
phyrin internal tem perature at time zero.
i
4.3 Experimental
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4.3.f Particular« of this Experiment
The experimental apparatus has been previously described in section 1.4. We 
have studied deoxyHb by exciting at 532 nm and probing at 355 nm. The pure 
transient Ram an spectrum is produced by subtracting the background probe-only 
components from the spectrum obtained with the pump-probe s e q u e n c e /^  We 
do not record the pump-only spectrum, because the m onochrom ator is scanning 
wavelengths which are «9000 cm - ‘to the blue of the 532 nm pump pulses. No R a­
man scattering of the green pump pulses is possible at these near-UV observation 
wavelengths. In fact, no background signal is observed from 532 nm pump pulses.
In the deoxyHb experiments, laser excitation occurs in an o-ring sealed spin­
ning cell. The spinning cell prevents multiple probing of the same sample spot. 
Collinear pump and probe laser pulses enter through a suprasil window, and the 
Raman scattering is collected through the same window at sa 135" with respect to 
the laser pulse direction. The cell was tested for air-tightness by certifying that no 
leakage occurred when the fully loaded cell was placed under vacuum. The position 
of the vA oxidation state marker band is sensitive to the ligation state of the heme. 
The position of this band was also used to check for oxygen leakage into the cell. 
We observed no shifting of this band over a period of two days.
Large (2 mm) m onochromator slits were used for increased throughput of 
light. The instrument response function as m easured by the width of the 354.7 nm 
Rayleigh line is then 16 cm ~‘ and is well approximated by a Gaussian function. The
width of the 982 cm - 1  sulfate band is instrument-limited at as 16 cm -1 . The width 
of the deoxyHb Ram an band fit to a Gaussian function is ps23 cm-1 . Deconvo­
lution of the instrument resolution from the vA band width yields a true uA width of 
csl6.5 cm-1 . The typical scan time for dynamics data at a single Ram an frequency 
is three hours. The typical scan time for an anti-Stokes frequency spectrum at one 
time delay is 12 hours. In all cases, these data are recorded by taking repetitive 
scans of 5 to 10 minute duration and adding the results using a computer. Dynam­
ics are obtained by varying the optical delay between the pump and probe pulses 
as discussed previously. The difference spectrum technique discussed previously is 
used for both frequency-resolved and time-resolved data .
4.3.2 Sample Preparation
Hemoglobin samples were prepared from both fresh and five-day old human 
red cells. No difference in the absorption spectra were noted for samples prepared 
from the five day old cells versus the fresh cells. The red cells were washed in 
0.85% NaCl solution four times to remove anti-coagulants and centrifuged to re­
move residual organic material. The red cells were then lysed in distilled water 
and centrifuged to remove cell membrane ghosts. The resulting hemoglobin solu­
tion was dialyzed in distilled water for at least 24 hours. Lastly the hemoglobin was 
passed through a mixed-bed ion-exchange resin (Bio-Rad AG501-X8) two or three 
times, yielding a final heme concentration of 3 mM. No peak due to methemoglobin 
(m etHb) could be detected in the visible absorption spectrum.
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Oxyhemoglobin (oxyHb) was stored in liquid nitrogen until needed. A  UV-vis 
absorption spectrum of oxyHb is shown in figure 4.2A. We used a 100 mM sodium 
phosphate buffer solution at pH 7.5. Deoxygenation was accomplished by stirring 
an oxyHb sample in an argon environment for at least four hours. A UV-vis absorp­
tion spectrum of deoxyHb is also shown in figure 4.2A. The final deoxyHb sample 
was prepared by diluting the heme concentration to 1 .5 mM with buffer and loading 
the spinning cell in the argon environment.
Na2SO« was used in one experiment to calibrate transient absorbance in the 
sample. Sample degradation results if the l^ S O *  concentration is near saturation. 
Due to the high absorbance of the heme solution, it is necessary to keep the heme 
concentration low in order to see the sulfate non-resonant Raman band. The con­
centrations necesssary to bring out the sulfate band were 100 fiM  heme, 100 mM 
sodium phosphate buffer, and 150 mM Na2S (V
The sample was checked for cumulative effects due to long exposure of the 
sample to laser radiation. Figure 4.2B shows two absorption spectra of deoxyHb. 
The solid curve is a spectrum of freshly deoxygenated deoxyHb. The dotted curve 
is the absorption spectrum of the same sample taken after 24 hours of pump-probe 
laser spectroscopy. The spectra are virtually identical. The position of the u4 band 
is sensitive to the oxidation state of the heme. Oxidation of ferrous deoxyHb to 
ferric m etHb is easily detected as a shift to higher frequency of the u4 band position 
from 1359 cm - 1  to 1375 cm” 1. Oxidation of the iron atom  is also accompanied by 
a threefold increase in v4 band intensity. Therefore the position and intensity of
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Figure 4.2: Effect of Photolysis on Absorbtion Spectrum. A) Static absorp­
tion spectrum of deoxyHb (solid curve) overlaid with the spec­
trum of oxyHb (dotted curve). B) Static absorption spectra of 
deoxyHb before (solid curve) and after (dotted curve) 24 hours of 
laser excitation.
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the 1/4 band were used as checks to assure that these data come from deoxyHb and 
not metHb.
4.3.3 Laser Power* and Nonlinear Artifact*
We excite deoxyHb with the YAG second harmonic (532 nm) and probe the 
Raman spectrum of the excited sample a t the third harmonic wavelength (355 nm). 
This pump photon energy falls in the deoxyHb Q absorption band which peaks at 
555 nm and has a millimolar extinction coefficient of 8.5 at 532 nm. Using a pump 
beam radius of «250  /im and a pump intensity of 6 x l0 13 photons/pulse, we esti­
mate that we photoexcite 20-25% of the heme chromophores in the probe volume. 
We excite deoxyHb at 532 nm with 2 kHz repetition rate and an average power of 
50 mW. Thus we deliver 25 /iJ in an 8  ps pulse over a spot of radius rj250 //m for a 
peak intensity of less than 5x  10’ W/cm2 at the pump wavelength.
The probe wavelength of this experiment is 355 nm. This wavelength is near 
the maximum of the N absorption band which has its origin in the it tt* tran­
sitions of the porphyrin ring (fmAf =  32.5).(53* Our probe intensity is somewhat 
smaller than our pump intensity at approximately 2x 109 W/cm2. Hochstrasser and 
Johnson*44* assert that the peak power density should be less than « 3 x  1010 W/cm2 
to avoid photodamage. Both the pump and probe peak power densities used in this 
experiment are below this limit.
The B or Soret band absorption peaks at 430 nm with a millimolar extinction 
coefficient of 133.*54* Recently Alden et al. found power-dependent broadening
of the ua resonant Ram an band in deoxyHb for excitation within the Soret absorp­
tion b a n d /10) That phenomenon has been explained as nonlinear Rabi broadening. 
Theoretical analysis*10* indicates that the nonlinear artifact requires both the very 
intense resonance of the Soret transition and the high resonant Raman scattering 
cross section of uA in particular. Thus other high-frequency modes in that study 
did not exhibit significant broadening.*10* Alden et al. found that as the probe laser 
power was increased from ss 108 W/cm2 to > 109 W/cm2, the width of the vA band 
broadened, primarily on the low frequency side of the band. The apparent thresh­
old for the nonlinear broadening of Alden et a), can be scaled upward to account 
for the lower extinction coefficient in the N absorption band. Alden et al. detect 
broadening of vA at a laser fluence of 5x 108 W/cm2 at a probe laser wavelength of 
416 nm. The extinction coefficient of deoxyHb at 416 nm is 2.7 times higher than 
at 355 nm. Therefore we multiply the above laser fluence by 2.7 to estimate the 
corresponding power density at which we might expect to see nonlinear broaden­
ing with 355nm pulses. In this simple estimate, we expect nonlinear effects using 
355 nm excitation at psIO9 W/cm2. The probe laser power in our work is approx­
imately twice this value. Nevertheless, we observe no broadening. O ur u4 band 
width of ss 16.5 cm - 1  is equal to the u4 width measured by Alden et al. for laser 
powers in the linear range. Apparently the threshold for nonlinear broadening in 
the N absorption band is significantly higher than our simple scaling estim ate would 
indicate.
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Several additional arguments indicate that nonlinear artifacts do not interfere 
with the results presented in this chapter. The subtraction procedure will remove 
all probe-only features from the transient spectrum, whether those are linear or 
nonlinear effects. The bands in the transient spectra of these experiments are due 
strictly to changes in the 355 nm Ram an spectrum caused by the absorption of a 
532 nm pum p photon. Furtherm ore, the dynamics spectra of figures 4.3 and 4.4 
monitor these changes as a function of delay time between 532 nm pump and 355 nm 
probe pulses. The time dependence of these transient Raman signals is due strictly 
to the delay tim e between pump and probe pulses, so that broadening of a Raman 
band by the 355 nm peak power can have no effect on the dynamics. We specifically 
note that Alden et at. studied the effect of spatially and temporally overlapping ss 
It)10 W/cm2 532 nm pulses with «  10* W/cm2 436 nm probe pulses to determ ine 
if the broadening could be induced by simultaneous excitation in the Q  absorption 
band. The very intense 532 nm pulse had no influence on the bandwidth of u4 
probed at 436 nm. Thus we can be confident that our 532 nm pump pulses (which 
are a factor of 2 less intense than those tested in Alden et al.) do not contribute any 
nonlinear artifact to either the raw pump-probe spectra or to the transient spectra.
Multiple absorption effects are seen in photoacoustic spectroscopy if >25% 
of the sample is photoexcited/55} O ur estim ate of 20-25% photoexcitation of the 
sample indicates that the transient species in our experiment are predominantly 
singly-excited heme chromophores.
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Figure 4.3: Complementary dynamics of deoxyllb v2 mode. The Stokes and
anti-Stokes transient Raman intensity at 1563 cm ' 1 is plotted as 
a function of delay time between pump and probe pulses. This 
position corresponds approximately to the u2 band is referred to 
as such. A) The transient Stokes Ram an intensity for v2. These 
dynamics are assigned to the recovery of population in the vi- 
brationless level in the ground electronic state. B) The transient 
anti-Stokes Ram an intensity for the u2 band. These dynamics are 
assigned to population movement through the lowest excited vi­
brational levels of v 2 on the ground electronic surface. The cir­
cles are the experimental data points. The solid line is the fit to 
the dynamics. This fit includes a single exponential rise time con­
stant, a single exponential decay time constant, and convolution 
with the laser pulse. The deconvolved decay time constant is 2 to 
5 ps for both dynamics.
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Figure 4.3: Complementary dynamics of deoxyHb v2 mode.
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Figure 4.4: DewtyHb anti-Stokes dynamics. A) Anti-Stokes dynamics of the
1/7 band of deoxyHb at -672 cm-1 . B) Anti-Stokes dynamics at 
-1424 cm - 1  of the 6 ,  (= C H 2 ) symmetric scissoring mode of the 
vinyl side chains at -1424 cm-1 . C) Anti-Stokes dynamics at - 
1563 cm ' 1 (primarily i/2). The circles are the experimental data 
points. The solid lines are the fits to the dynamics. Each fit in­
cludes a single exponential rise time constant, a single exponential 
decay time constant, and convolution with the laser pulse. Within 
the S/N of these data, the three curves are identical. With decon­
volution of the laser pulse width, all three curves have rise time 
constants of 0  to 2  ps; all three decay with the time constant 2  to 
5 ps.
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Figure 4,4: DeoxyHb anti<Stokes dynamics.
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4.4 Analysis of Raman Spectra
The ground state and transient Raman spectra are assigned and discussed in 
detail in this section. A summary of these transient features and their interpre­
tations are provided immediately prior to the DISCUSSION section. Absolute 
Stokes band positions were calibrated against the laser Rayleigh line at 354.7 nm 
and agree very well with literature values. Anti-Stokes band positions were read 
directly from the monochromator.
4.4.1 Assignment of Unexcited Stokes Bands
Figures 4.5A and 4.6A show the ground state Raman bands observed by prob­
ing at 355 nm. The spectrum shown in figure 4.5A has two features which are also 
present in the spectrum of the suprasil window and buffer solution without de­
oxyHb. These quartz bands are the steeply sloping background on the left edge 
of the spectrum and the broad band peaked at «790  cm-1 . The band at 672 cm - 1  
is assigned to the 1/7 band of deoxyHb and the band at 755 cm - 1  is assigned to 
the i/j6 band of deoxyH b/56'57) Friedman and co-workers*57) also see the ^32 band 
at 790 cm -1 . We cannot resolve this band from the broad silica band centered at 
790 cm - 1  in the Stokes spectrum; however we do observe the positive transient of 
this mode in the anti-Stokes spectrum, which is mentioned below.
Figure 4.6A displays the resonant Raman bands of deoxyHb between 1240 
and 1640 cm -1 . These are the well-studied oxidation state and core size marker 
bands. Prom inent in the spectrum is the v4 oxidation state marker band centered 
at 1359 cm -1 . The position of this feature is sensitive to the tt electron density on
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Figure 4.5: Low frequency Stokes Raman spectra. A) Stokes Raman spec­
trum of unexcited deoxyHb probed at 355 nm. The v7 and 
bands are located at 672 cm - 1  and 755 cm -1 . The broad fea­
ture centered at 790 cm - 1  is due to the suprasil quartz window. 
B) TVansient spectrum at time zero. All bands in this spectrum 
are due to the effect of the 532 nm pump pulse. DeoxyHb tran­
sient bands are negative due to removal of population from the 
vibrationless level of the ground electronic state by the optical ex­
citation. The quartz window bands are absent in the subtracted 
spectrum. The unexcited spectrum of frame A) and the pump- 
probe spectrum of frame B) were obtained by summing many 
single scans. Each sweep of the m onochrom ator recorded both 
pump-probe and probe-only spectra using mechanical chopping of 
the pump beam. The transient spectrum has been smoothed with 
a five-point Fourier transform filter. Frequency units are cm -1 .
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Figure 4.5: Low frequency Stokes Raman spectra.
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the tetrapyrrole ring, which is determ ined by the oxidation state of the iron atom.*58* 
The low value of the i/4 Raman shift in this spectrum corroborates that we are in­
deed studying ferrous deoxyHb as opposed to ferric metHb. The broad feature 
with the largest intensity is likely a superposition of many bands.*9,59* Ttoo bands 
which can be individually resolved are the core sensitive markers u2 a t 1569 cm - 1  
and ^3 7  at 1593 cm -1 .*60* The i/u mode at «1545 cm - 1  and a vinyl C = C  stretch 
at «1620 cm - 1  are also evident in this group of bands.*60* These Ram an shifts are 
necessarily approximate since we cannot fit this congested part of the spectrum. 
Another core marker u3 is seen at 1475 c m "1.*60* The weak band at 1390 cm - 1  is 
assigned to the skeletal mode v2o and/or
The relatively strong band at 1430 cm - 1  in figure 4.6 corresponds to a sym­
metric scissoring mode of the terminal = CH 2 on the two vinyl substituent groups of 
protoporphyrin IX, the heme variety found in biological systems,*43* In the absence 
of strong electronic interactions with another chromophore, the vinyl C = C  absorp­
tion would peak at «  180 nm.*61* However as a side chain on a porphyrin ring, the 
vinyl group double bond w orbitals conjugate into the delocalized porphyrin rr sys­
tem  resulting in resonant Raman enhancem ent for modes which otherwise would 
not appear in the spectrum. Another example is the vinyl C - C  stretching mode 
at 1620 cm - 1  which appears as a shoulder on the congested band from 1500 to 
1640 cm-1 .
Figure 4.7A shows a Stokes Raman spectrum of deoxyHb plus Na2SO*. Band 
assignments are given in the figure caption. The deoxyHb bands at 1119 cm " 1 and
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Figure 4.6: High frequency Stokes Raman spectra. A) The 355 nm probe-
only spectrum of unexcited deoxyHb. The mode assignments are 
printed on the figure for clarity. The u4 band at 1359cm-1 , v2o 
and/or v2g a t 1390 cm-1 , at 1475 cm -1 , v 2 at 1569 cm -1 , 
and 1^37 at 1593 cm - 1  are skeletal modes of the porphyrin ring. 
The strong band at 1430 cm - 1  is a symmetric scissoring vibra­
tion of the vinyl group = C H 2 - B) Time-zero transient spectrum 
of deoxyHb following absorption of a 532 nm photon. All Raman 
bands shown in frame A) display negative transients in frame B), 
indicating that 532 nm excitation bleaches ground state deoxyHb 
bands. The depletion is « 6 % when measured as a percentage of 
the band intensities in frame A). The transient spectrum has been 
smoothed with a three-point Fourier transform filter. Frequency 
units are cm -1 .
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Figure 4.6: High frequency Stokes Raman spectra.
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1175 cm -1 involve Cb-substituent stretches and are among those heme bands most 
strongly perturbed by heme-protein coupling.*48* The band at 1119cm -1 is probably 
the t/ 4 4  band observed at 1117 cm -1 in deoxymyoglobin (deoxyMb).*48* This band 
is primarily a Q,-vinyl stretch. The t/ 4 4  mode is inactive in the resonant Raman 
spectra of protein-free complexes but has been observed in the resonant Raman 
spectra of metmyoglobin and deoxyMb. Ram an activity in the myoglobins is likely 
induced by a symmetry-lowering effect of the myoglobin pocket.*48* The 1/44 band 
was not previously observed*48* in hemoglobin (m etH b fluoride) when probing with 
excitation into the Soret or Q bands. Our experiment probes in the N absorption 
band and looks at a ferrous five-coordinate heme. Either of these differences may 
explain the appearance of this band in our spectrum.
4.4.2 Assignment of Unexcited Anti-Stokes Bands
Figures 4.8A and 4.9A show resonant Raman scattering in the anti-Stokes 
region. These bands all have counterparts in the Stokes region of the spectrum. 
Clearly these bands correspond to the same vibrational modes and are assigned as 
such.
4.4.3 Transient Spectra at Fixed Time Delay
All transient bands for deoxyHb have corresponding bands in the probe-only 
spectrum. The Stokes spectrum of figure 4.5 shows negative transients correspond­
ing to all ground state Raman bands in the lower frequency region when the 532
99
Figure 4.7: DeoxyHb Stokes Raman spectra with sulfate. The 355 nm Stokes 
Raman spectra of deoxyHb with NaiSO* added to m easure tran­
sient absorption which might result from 532 nm excitation. A) 
The unexcited spectrum. The most prom inent feature is the 
982 cm-1 Raman band of the sulfate ion. The broad feature 
from 1020 to 1090 c m "1 is due to scattering from the quartz win­
dow. All features to higher frequency are due to Raman scatter­
ing from deoxyHb: v i 4  at 1119 cm "1, v3a at 1175 cm "1, possibly 
U13 at 1225 cm-1 , at 1359 c m "1, u2g at 1390 c m "1, the vinyl 
side chain 6 ,  (= C H i) at 1430 cm-1 , and u3 at 1475 cm "1. B)
The transient spectrum at time zero. The vertical dashed lines 
are provided to mark corresponding features in frames A) and 
B). The deoxyHb bands marked with dashed lines visibly deplete. 
For example, the negative transients o f 1 /4  and 1 /3  shown in frame 
B) are 6 to 7% of the band height in frame A). The sulfate ion 
Ram an band shows no measurable transient feature. This indi­
cates that heme Raman band transients are due to pure vibra­
tional dynamics, not transient absorption. The transient spectrum 
has been smoothed with a five-point Fourier transform filter. Fre­
quency units are cm "1.
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Figure 4.7: DeoxyHb Stokes Raman spectra with sulfate.
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Figure 4.8: DeoxyHb low frequency anti-Stokes Raman spectrum. A ) Anti-
Stokes spectrum of unexcited deoxyHb probed at 355 nm. These 
bands correspond directly to at 671 cm -1 , v\& at 755 c m "1, 
and the quartz bands assigned in figure 4.5A. The assignments are 
thus identical with those of the Stokes spectrum and are labeled 
as such in the figure. B) Time zero anti-Stokes transient spec­
trum taken simultaneously with frame A). All deoxyHb Raman 
modes observed in the unexcited spectrum show positive tran­
sients. The quartz band is absent in the transient spectrum. The 
transient feature at 790 to 800 cm -1 corresponds to v3 2  which is 
obscured in the probe-only spectrum due to the quartz band. The 
transient a t the i/7 position is «17%  of the unexcited band height 
in frame A). The positive transients are interpreted as vibrational 
heating on the ground electronic surface due to photoexcitation 
at 532 nm. The transient spectrum has been smoothed with a 
three-point Fourier transform filter. Frequency units are cm -1 .
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Figure 4.8: DeoxyHb low frequency anti-Stokes Raman spectrum.
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Figure 4.9: DeoxyHb high frequency anti-Stokes spectrum. A) Anti-Stokes
spectrum of unexcited deoxyHb probed at 355 nm. These bands 
correspond directly to the , vinyl mode, i/3, and the con­
glomeration band assigned in figure 4.6A. The assignments are 
thus identical with those of the Stokes spectrum and are labeled 
as such in the figure. B) Time zero anti-Stokes transient spec­
trum taken simultaneously with frame A). The transient differ­
ence spectrum of frame B) is the result of subtracting out the un­
excited probe-only Raman features of frame A) from the (532 nm 
pump +  355 nm probe) spectrum (not shown). All deoxyHb Ra­
man modes observed in the unexcited spectrum show positive 
transients. The transient at the u4 position is f«43% of the un­
excited band height in frame A). The positive transients are in­
terpreted as excess vibrational energy on the ground electronic 
surface. Both the unexcited and transient spectra have been 
smoothed with a three-point Fourier transform filter. Frequency 
units are cm -1 .
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Figure 4.9: DeoxyHb high frequency anti-Stokes spectrum.
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and 355 nm pulses are temporally overlapped. The anti-Stokes spectrum in fig­
ure 4.8 shows positive transient features a t time zero for the same lower frequency 
region as figure 4.5. The magnitudes of the negative Stokes transient bands shown 
in figure 4.5B are about 6 % relative to the corresponding bands in the probe-only 
spectrum. The positive anti-Stokes transient on uj shown in figure 4.8B, however, 
is i=sl7% of the corresponding unexcited band intensity shown in figure 4.8A. The 
prominent quartz band centered at 790 cm - 1  in figures 4.5A and 4.8A is absent in 
the transient spectra due to the subtraction procedure.
The Stokes and anti-Stokes transient spectra for the higher frequency region 
are shown in figures 4.6B and 4.9B. The pattern of transient features in this fre­
quency region is the same as that in the lower frequency region. The negative 
Stokes transient bands are 8 % of the unexcited Stokes band heights. The positive 
anti-Stokes transients are about 40% of the unexcited anti-Stokes band intensities.
4.4.4 Dynamics Spectra of Specific Raman Bands
In order to determine precisely the time scale for the transient features ob­
served in the frequency scans, we have monitored specific Ram an band transient 
signals while varying the time delay between pump and probe pulses. Figure 4.3 
shows the complementary dynamics of the Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering at 
1563 cm -1 . This position is within the broad overlapping feature centered at 
1584 cm " 1 shown in figure 4.6 and is approximately at the position of t'j. The 
laser pulse width can be deconvolved from the experimentally m easured decay 
curve to yield the molecular response time. The m easured dynamics are only
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slightly wider than our laser pulse. The data were fit with curves of the form 
ci - e x p ( - fc r,«<) +  exp(—Ar e^ca**)] +  ci* Within our uncertainty, both the neg­
ative Stokes transient and the positive anti-Stokes transient develop with 0  to 2  ps 
time constant, and both features decay with 2  to 5 ps time constant. Although the 
dynamics are well modeled by exponential functions, we would be very hesitant to 
attach any significance to this observation. When the dynamics being measured are 
shorter than the laser pulse width, then variations in the tem poral profile of the 
pulse will strongly affect the shape of the rise and fall.
4.5 Interpretation
4.5.1 Absorption Effects on the Raman Spectrum
Transient changes in the optical density of the solution can affect the tran ­
sient Raman spectrum. We have checked for and eliminated this possibility by 
the looking for a transient feature associated with the sulfate ion Raman band. 
The picosecond Ram an data presented above show that all heme Stokes Raman 
bands are negative in the transient spectrum due to photoexcitation, while all heme 
anti-Stokes Raman bands show positive transients due to photoexcitation. These 
transient bands correspond to the known vibrations of the ground electronic state 
of deoxyHb. Ram an bands in the ground electronic state could change intensity 
due to a simple transient absorbance change in the sample. 'Transient absorption 
might arise from an electronically excited minority species such as those seen in 
model porphyrins*62"63* or from vibrational heating. The Ram an probe light and/or
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the Ram an scattered light might be more strongly or less strongly absorbed by the 
sample after 532 nm photoexcitation.
T he data of figure 4.7 show that picosecond transient absorption effects in this 
wavelength region are not responsible for the transient Raman bands of figures 4.5, 
4.6, 4.8, and 4.9. The intensity of 355 nm Raman scattering from the sulfate ion 
could only change under 532 nm excitation due to transient absorption in deoxyHb. 
A  time zero transient spectrum including the 982 cm - 1  sulfate band is shown in 
Figure 4.7B. The spectrum is somewhat noisy due to the low heme concentration 
necessary to bring out the sulfate band (see Sample Preparation section). Nonethe­
less the following observation is clearly made. No transient band can be seen in 
the spectrum at the sulfate band position. Within the signal-to-noise (S/N) of the 
scan, any transient feature at the sulfate band position in figure 4.7B is limited to 
±0.7%  of the probe-only unexcited sulfate band of figure 4.7A. In contrast, the neg­
ative transient of the heme band in figure 4.7B is 6.3% of the unexcited band 
intensity in figure 4.7A. This is a factor of nine greater than the limit set for the 
sulfate band. The positive deoxyHb transient Raman bands in the high frequency 
anti-Stokes region are ss40% of the unexcited anti-Stokes band heights. Any pi­
cosecond absorbance change in the sample is therefore too small to account for the 
prom inent negative transients due to bleaching of the heme bands at 1359 cm -1, 
1430 cm -1 , and 1475 cm ' 1 in figure 4.7. Negative transients on the smaller heme 
bands are less obvious at this S/N level but still discernible in the spectrum.
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We have also checked the tem perature dependence of the static absorption 
spectrum of deoxyHb. The change in 355 nm absorbance at 15 K above room tem ­
perature is «0.2% . The protein pocket is much less significantly heated in a picosec­
ond laser experiment compared to a static absorption experiment. Therefore this 
m easurement does not exactly mimic the picosecond experiment. It does suggest, 
however, that the 355 nm region is not so sensitive to tem perature.
4.5.2 Transient Heating In the Heme
Having eliminated transient absorption as the explanation for the data of fig­
ures 4.5, 4.6, 4.8, and 4.9, the Raman transients are assigned to vibrationally hot 
deoxyHb in the ground electronic state. The complementary negative Stokes tran­
sient bands and positive anti-Stokes transient bands shown in figures 4 . 1 0  and 4.11 
are the required spectral signature of hot vibrations. These transient bands are plot­
ted together in figures 4.10 and 4.11 to emphasize the striking opposite behavior of 
the Stokes and anti-Stokes transient bands.
A positive transient feature indicates that a vibrational mode is more populated 
following photoexcitation than in the unexcited molecule. A negative feature indi­
cates that population has been removed from a vibrational level by the pump pho­
ton. O ur subtraction procedure removes all contribution of Stokes and anti-Stokes 
scattering from levels thermally populated at room tem perature. Clearly, negative 
Stokes transient bands indicate removal of population from the lowest vibrational 
levels. Similarly, positive anti-Stokes transient bands indicate that levels with v > 0  
are more populated following photoexcitation than they were at room tem perature.
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Figure 4.10: Low frequency transient spectra. A) Transient Stokes Raman
spectrum at time zero of deoxyHb. B) Transient anti-Stokes R a­
man spectrum at time zero of deoxyHb. These scans illustrate 
the opposite and complementary behavior of the transient Stokes 
and anti-Stokes Raman spectra. This is a clear and unambigu­
ous indication of vibrational heating in the ground electronic state 
over the time scale of the 8  ps laser pulses. Both the unexcited 
and transient spectra have been smoothed with a six-point Fourier 
transform fitter. The band labels on the figure mark the positions 
of the modes contributing to the transient spectra. Frequency 
units are c m "1.
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Figure 4.11: High frequency transient spectra. A) H ansient Stokes Ram an
spectrum at time zero. B) Transient anti-Stokes Ram an spectrum 
at time zero. These scans emphasize the complementary nature 
of the transient Stokes and anti-Stokes data which is the spectral 
signature of vibrational heating. Both the unexcited and transient 
spectra have been smoothed with a four-point Fourier transform 
filter. The band labels on the figure mark the positions of the 
modes contributing to the transient spectra. Frequency units are 
c m "1.
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Negative transient Stokes Raman bands complemented by positive tran­
sient anti-Stokes Raman bands provide direct and strong evidence o f  excess vibrational 
energy in the chromophore. This unambiguous spectral signature of VER is not sub­
ject to complications arising from structural rearrangem ents or the unknown res­
onant Ram an enhancements in the chromophore. The resulting picture is clear. 
Internal conversion from the electronically excited state leaves the heme in a highly 
excited vibrational state of the 5T2 ground electronic state. Vibrational cooling then 
proceeds until the porphyrin reaches thermal equilibrium with the protein pocket. 
The cooling process in the ground state is observed in our spectra without refer­
ence to the indirect analyses which have been necessary in previous ultrafast Raman 
experiments.*9’57*
4.5.3 Dynamics of Individual Raman Bands
The data of figure 4.3 beautifully illustrate the complementary nature of tran­
sient Stokes and anti-Stokes dynamics data as a probe of VER. The bleaching of 
the high frequency v2 Stokes Raman band represents the instantaneous removal of 
population from the vibrationless level of the ground electronic state by the absorp­
tion of a green laser photon, exciting the upper electronic state. The rapid rise of 
the transient anti-Stokes signal indicates that excited vibrations in the intermediate 
levels of the ground electronic state are populated very rapidly following photoexci­
tation. Figure 4.12 illustrates that the rise of the v2 anti-Stokes signal is coincident 
with the experimental rise time of the apparatus. Anti-Stokes scattering from the 
v 2 mode also appears promptly. Such rapid appearance ( < 2  ps) of population in
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the lower vibrational levels is consistent with rapid cooling following an electronic 
relaxation known to occur with 300 fs time constant.*14*
The recovery of the depleted v2 Stokes Ram an signal indicates that the vibra- 
tionless level in this mode completely refills with a 2 to 5 ps time constant. The 
recovery of the depleted u2 Stokes transient signal and the simultaneous decay of 
the positive v2 anti-Stokes transient signal is the spectral signature of VER. Fig­
ure 4.4 shows the dynamics of the anti-Stokes transient signal at three Ram an band 
positions. Figure 4.4A shows the rise and fall of the transient anti-Stokes signal at 
the position of iv7; figure 4.4B shows the same dynamics at the position of a sym­
metric scissoring mode of the terminal = C H 2 on the two vinyl substituent groups; 
figure 4.4C plots the dynamics of v2 as previously discussed. Within the uncertainty 
of the data all three spectra are identical. Therefore the cooling dynamics of the v2 
skeletal mode, the in-plane i/ 7 ring deformation mode, and the 6 ,  side chain mode 
are identical within the time resolution of this experiment.
4.5.4 Temperature Estimate Following Photoexcitation at 532 nm
In non-resonant Raman scattering, tem perature can be directly computed 
from the Stokes/anti-Stokes ratio assuming Boltzmann statistics. For resonance 
Raman scattering this is not the case because the resonance enhancem ent can be 
different for Stokes and anti-Stokes bands. However, it is possible to factor out the 
mode- dependent resonance enhancem ent by the following method which utilizes 
only transient anti-Stokes data. We can extract a quantitative estim ate of heme 
tem perature by comparing the anti-Stokes transient intensity of a band in the low
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Figure 4.12: DeoxyHb anti-Stokes rise times. The circles are individual data
points for the experimental rise time of the apparatus. Stim­
ulated emission in coumarin 500A laser dye was used for this 
purpose. The solid line is the experimental curve for the rise of 
the deoxyHb anti-Stokes transient signal of v2 at -1563 cm -1. 
The dashed line is the experimental curve for the rise and de­
cay of the deoxyHb vinyl group anti-Stokes transient signal at 
-1424 cm -1 . These data show the rise times of several spectra 
overlapped to illustrate that they rise together. All rise times are 
0  to 2  ps when the laser pulse is deconvolved out of the curve.
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frequency region to the anti-Stokes transient intensity for a band in the high fre­
quency region. The purpose of this tem perature estim ate is not to confirm the con­
clusion that the heme is hot on our 8  ps time scale. This conclusion is firm from the 
complementary Stokes and anti-Stokes dynamics. Rather, we estimate the tem per­
ature in order to gain insight into how much the heme has cooled on an 8  ps time 
scale. The question of whether or not we are justified in assigning a tem perature to 
the heme is treated under the DISCUSSION section.
Anti-Stokes Ram an scattering can only occur for vibrational levels v > 1 . In 
this tem perature estimate, we assume that the anti-Stokes signal provides a window 
to look at population moving through the v = 1 level of a particular mode, neglect­
ing possible anti-Stokes scattering from v > 1. The height H n of an anti-Stokes 
band for mode n is given by H„ oc Pn x ct„. H ere Pn represents the population in 
v = 1 of mode n , while a„ stands for the resonant Ram an enhancem ent of mode 
n at the probe wavelength. For the unexcited anti-Stokes intensity H n of given R a­
man band, Pn is given by the Boltzmann population in v =  1 of mode n at room 
tem perature.
The tem perature calculation is based on the observation that the unknown ern 
for mode n is factored out by taking the ratio of excited anti-Stokes band height to 
unexcited anti-Stokes band height. The quantity H*/H„  is therefore independent 
of resonant Raman enhancem ent and is equal to the v = 1 population ratio in mode 
n  for the two tem peratures.
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The i/ 4 mode of deoxyHb lies 1359 cm - 1  in energy above the zero point, while 
lies at 671 cm ’ 1. The time-zero transient anti-Stokes 1/4 band at 1359 cm - 1  
is 43% of the unexcited anti-Stokes band height. For the 1/7 anti-Stokes band 
at 671 cm -1 , the time-zero transient is 15% of the unexcited band height. In the 
notation used above, H 4 / H 4  = 1.43 and H f /H j  = 1.15.
We assume that the excess heat is distributed statistically among all modes on 
the time scale of our experiment. This assumption is justified in the DISCUSSION 
section of this chapter. Application of the Boltzmann distribution for the v =  1 
level of two vibrations of different energy yields the equation
H X / H 4 E 4 ~ E j ,  1________
Hj/Hi  e x p t  h  \ T room ThJ  J -
Let it be emphasized again that the band height ratios in this equation are not an 
attem pt to relate Stokes to anti-Stokes intensities. Rather H * / H n represents the 
ratio of a (532 nm-pump + 355 nm-probe) anti-Stokes band height to a 355 nm- 
probe only anti-Stokes band height at the same Raman shift. In this way, the reso­
nant Raman enhancem ent is factored out.
An accurate tem perature estimate requires that the data be corrected for the 
day-to-day variations in laser power and alignment of pump and probe beams. 
Time-zero transient spectra in the 1260-1640 cm - 1  Stokes region were taken in 
conjunction with each experiment. The ground state and transient Ram an band in­
tensities in these test spectra allow us to factor experimental conditions out of the 
data before calculating the tem perature. We also need to correct for the fact that
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we photoexcite only 2 0  to 25% of the hemes in the sample volume. This is accom­
plished by scaling the transient signal upward by a factor of four for the purposes 
of the tem perature estimate. This method provides an approximate but useful esti­
mate of the (Boltzmann) tem perature of the photoexcited heme averaged over the 
duration of the convolution of our 8  ps pump and 8  ps probe pulses.
Assuming a Boltzmann distribution of excess vibrational energy yields a vibra­
tional tem perature best estim ate o f 36 K above room tem perature averaged over 
our 8  ps pulse at time zero. The initial tem perature before energy exchange with 
the protein is «  460 K above room temperature.*51* If we consider the worst-case 
error due to the noise level of the data, the estim ated tem perature jum p we ob­
serve could be as low as 12 K or as high as 63 K. In any case, we conclude that we 
are seeing the latter stages of cooling in our 8  ps time resolution.
4.5.5 Band Shifts
Raman band shifts to lower frequency upon photoexcitation have been re­
ported by Petrich et al.*9* for photolysis of carbonylhemoglobin. We observe shifting 
of some deoxyHb Ram an bands at time zero.
4.5.5.1 Modified Subtraction Procedure
It is difficult to see small shifts in band position directly in figures 4.5 and 4.6. A 
modification to the normal subtraction procedure makes such shifts clearly visible. 
If the influence of the 532 nm pump pulse in these experiments is simply to make 
ground state bands grow or shrink, then the transient features in the subtracted
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spectra will have the same shape as the unexcited Ram an bands. But the effect of 
the 532 nm excite pulse may also be to broaden or shift a band, relative to its shape 
and position in the unexcited spectrum. All transient spectra previously shown are 
subtracted directly without any other data manipulation. However, we can multiply 
the unexcited spectra by various constant factors before subtraction. If the bands 
simply grow or shrink upon excitation, then a factor should be possible which will 
force transients to the baseline within the noise. If this is not possible, then the 
532 nm pump pulse also induced a shift or broadening in the Ram an bands shapes, 
in addition to the primary effect of changing the band intensities. This procedure 
emphasizes small frequency shifts.
The transient spectrum of figure 4.6 is produced by directly subtracting the 
probe-only spectrum from the pump-probe spectrum. The spectrum of figure 4.13 
is produced from the same data as figure 4.6, except that the probe-only spectrum 
is multiplied by 0.94 prior to subtraction. These data are interpreted below for the 
porphyrin skeletal modes and the vinyl modes.
4.5.S.2 Interpretation of High Frequency Band Shifts
All deoxyHb Ram an bands in the high frequency region of the spectrum of 
Figure 4.13 shift to lower frequency upon photoexcitation. The shifting of individ­
ual bands in the congested region from 1500 to 1640 cm - 1  is not discernible due to 
overlap of several bands. Such shifting in photoexcited carbonylhemoglobin (car­
bonyl Hb) has been interpreted*9* in terms of anharm onic coupling to vibrationally 
excited lower frequency modes in the femtosecond Stokes Raman experiment of
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Figure 4.13: Stokes frequency spectrum  showing shifting. A) 355 nm probe-
only spectrum of the high frequency region for deoxyHb. B) 
Transient spectrum obtained by subtracting with a correction fac­
tor: transien t  =  ( pump-probe) — fa c to r  x (probe~only). This 
illustrates that the transient features of figure 4.6 are not sim­
ply due to depletion, but also to a shifting to slightly lower fre­
quency. The positive and negative features of frame B) are not 
noise. Note that each Ram an band in frame A) has a correspond­
ing feature in frame B) which goes positive on the left side of the 
frame A) band and negative near the center of the correspond­
ing frame A) band position. The shifting in the congested region 
between 1500 and 1650 cm - 1  is not as simple due to the overlap­
ping bands in this region. The shifting is assigned to anharmonic 
coupling of these high frequency modes to hot lower-frequency vi­
brations. The transient spectrum has been smoothed with a three- 
point Fourier transform filter. Frequency units are cm -1 .
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Figure 4.13; Stokes frequency spectrum showing shifting.
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Petrich et al. However, Czernuszewicz et al.t64) have shown that heme Raman 
bands are not expected to be so tem perature sensitive. Anharmonic coupling to 
lower frequency hot vibrations should account for part of the shifting, but the mag- 
nitudes of the observed band shifts indicate that additional mechanisms are likely 
involved. We have not attem pted to obtain the necessary S/N to study these band 
shifts. We do note that the shifting behavior is readily discernible on all high fre­
quency bands in Figure 4.13 with apparently similar magnitude of shift. The 
mode at 672 cm - 1  does not shift within the limit of our S/N. The key point to no­
tice is that whatever mechanisms control the band shifting seem to couple to the 
vinyl scissoring mode as well as to the porphyrin skeletal modes.
4.6 Summary of *TYanslent Raman Data
The following items summarize the transient spectra obtained by subtracting 
the one color probe-only spectra from the two color pump-probe Ram an spectra. 
The features compiled below are due to photoexcited hemes only. Each feature is 
discussed fully in the previous sections.
1. Every deoxyHb Stokes Raman band studied shows a negative transient band 
at time zero. This indicates removal of vibrational population from the vibra- 
tionless level of the ground electronic state.
2. We detect positive anti-Stokes bands in the time zero transient spectrum at the 
positions of three ground state Ram an bands between 650 and 800 cm - 'and 
at the positions of the high-frequency modes between 1260 and 1640 c m '1.
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These positive anti-Stokes transient bands indicate hot vibrations in the low- 
lying levels of the ground electronic state.
3. No transient is observed at the position of the 982 cm " 1 sulfate band at time 
zero. Considering the noise level, any transient on the sulfate band must be 
less than ±  0.7% of the band height in the probe-only spectrum. Heme bands 
in the same spectrum show negative transients which are more than 6 % of 
the band height in the probe-only spectrum. This indicates that the dynamics 
observed in the transient Raman spectrum are not due to transient absorption, 
but rather to pure vibrational dynamics.
4. Time-delay scans which track the dynamics on a specific Raman band were 
taken at several Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman shift positions. After decon­
volution of the laser pulsewidths, we find that all transient features appear 
promptly and decay with a time constant of 2 to 5 ps. These data show that 
hot vibrations detected in the i/ 7 mode, the vinyl mode, and the i/ 2 mode of 
the heme cool with 2  to 5 ps time constant. The dynamics of these modes are 
identical within our time resolution.
5. We observe shifting to lower frequency for Stokes Raman bands between 1260 
and 1640 c m "1. No such shift is observed for bands between 650 and 800 cm - 1  
within our S/N. S/N on anti-Stokes transient bands is inadequate to comment 
on possible shifting. Shifted Stokes transient bands are believed to arise from 
anharmonic coupling to excited low-frequency vibrations.
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4.7 Discussion
4.7.1 Evidence lor Boltzmann Distribution
The picosecond Ram an data reported in this chapter provide evidence that 
we observe hemes with Boltzmann-distributed internal energies on the time scale 
of our 8  ps laser pulses. The primary internal conversion event back to the elec­
tronic ground state occurs with a time constant of 300 f s /14> O ne case in which 
the heme vibrational modes might not be in thermal equilibrium with themselves 
is if intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR) is not rapid enough to statis­
tically redistribute the internal energy on an 8  ps time scale. Experiments have 
suggested that IVR times in condensed phase media are less than 1 ps for several 
large molecules which are smaller in size than isolated hemes / 291 Theoretical dis­
cussions of heme protein cooling suggest that heme IVR following photoexcitation 
should be complete in 1 ps(51) or a few picoseconds(4<). It is reasonable to believe 
that dissipative IVR produces a thermal distribution over heme internal modes on 
a much shorter time scale than our 8  ps laser pulse.
The other case where Boltzmann statistics would not be applicable is if there 
are some uncoupled modes where vibrational energy can hang up long after most 
modes have cooled to room tem perature. However, the picosecond Raman data 
show positive anti-Stokes transient bands at the position of I'm, r>3 2, a vinyl 
mode, 1/ 3 ,  u 2 ,  and t/37. Actually, every unexcited heme Raman band in our spectrum 
has a positive feature in the anti-Stokes transient spectrum. It seems quite unrea­
sonable to suppose that all of the bands that are active when probed at 355 nm
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coincidentally happen to be bottleneck modes which trap  mechanical energy. Fur­
therm ore, we have already observed from Figure 4.4 that i>7, the 6M vinyl mode, 
and vi in the congested region all undergo VER at the same rate. Clearly these 
hot modes are not relaxing independently with individual rates. R ather they seem 
to be strongly coupled to a common heat bath. Finally, previous Ram an experi­
ments have suggested that many high-frequency porphyrin skeletal modes are an- 
harmonically coupled to low frequency modes. Anharmonic coupling of u4 to hot 
low-frequency modes is responsible for at least part of the tim e-dependent shifts ob­
served by Petrich et al.(9* Asher and Murtaugh*65) have dem onstrated that several 
of the very bands shown in our spectra are anharmonically coupled to low-frequency 
porphyrin modes in Ni-octaethylporphyrin (NiOEP). Thus the modes we are study­
ing not expected to be places for vibrational energy to hang up.
Ultimately the question of whether the internal energy in the heme is Boltz­
mann distributed on the time scale we observe is difficult to answer without m ea­
suring population data for all of the modes in the molecule. Clearly this is beyond 
the ability of any one spectroscopic technique. An objection to assuming Boltz­
mann statistics could be raised on the grounds that the vibrational modes observed 
in resonant Ram an spectra tend to be the same ones which are involved in opti­
cal transitions. This is due to the fact that both electronic absorption and resonant 
Ram an scattering require good Franck-Condon overlap between upper and lower 
vibrational wave functions. Thus our argument that IVR is complete within a few
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picoseconds might not be true if the Franck-Condon modes are very loosely cou­
pled to the non-Franck-Condon modes. That possibility, however, does not change 
the conclusion that the modes which we can see are in equilibrium with each other, 
based on similar decay dynamics on our time scale. In any case, if the IVR rate is 
faster than the heme-to-pocket cooling rate (which is faster than our pulse width), 
then our assumption of thermal equilibrium is within reason. If the IVR rate were 
actually slower than the cooling rate, then those non-Franck-Condon modes would 
play only a minor role in the dynamics. We conclude that an assumption of Boltz­
mann statistics is the most reasonable basis for interpreting the data, and we are 
justified in assigning a tem perature to the heme.
4.7.2 Present Theory and Simulation of Heme Cooling
Hem e protein cooling has been qualitatively compared to the cooling of the Si 
state of photoexcited pentacene(PTC) in a naphthalene molecular crystal h o s t/46* 
Picosecond coherent stimulated Ram an scattering data for vibrational cooling of 
the PTC/naphthalene molecular crystal66* are adequately explained by theories 
of VER in which the guest molecule is coupled to the phonon spectrum of the 
crystal h o s t/44,67-68* Picosecond coherent anti-Stokes Ram an scattering m easure­
ments by Dlott and coworkers have shown that the anharmonic coupling and den­
sities of states are similar for crystalline proteins and amino acids as compared to 
naph tha lene/46* Dlott estimates a cooling rate for the protein-bound porphyrin that 
is 25% faster than that observed in PTC/naphthalene, based on the lower threshold 
for rapid IVR in the larger porphyrin chromophore. The threshold for fast IVR in
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porphyrin can be estim ated at »*700 cm-1 , based on supersonic free je t m easure­
ments of phthalocyanine by Levy and coworkers.*w* Dlott estimates a time con­
stant for VER in hemoglobin of s=»20 ps, following an initial few picoseconds of fast 
IVR.*46*
Henry et al.*51* have simulated the cooling process in laser excited heme pro­
teins using classical molecular dynamics. The mechanical relaxation of both de- 
oxymyoglobin (deoxyMb) and cytochrome c (cyt c) were studied following the sim­
ulated absorption of both 530 and 350 nm photons. In the simulated systems, the 
kinetic tem perature of the heme drops with two exponential time constants. The 
faster relaxation time in both proteins occurs with time constant 1 to 4 ps, while 
the slower relaxation time constant is 20 ps in cyt c and 40 ps in deoxyMb. The 
conclusion drawn from these simulations is that the pathway for mechanical en­
ergy transfer out of the heme consists of the many van der Waals contacts with the 
hydrophobic interior of the pocket. The fast component is attributed to continu­
ous channeling of vibrational energy to highly efficient relaxation modes during the 
early time when rapid IVR is operative. The slow component is thought to be as­
sociated m ore nearly with the individual mode relaxation time constants after the 
vibrational energy has thermalized.
4.8 Experimental Results Show Faster Cooling
The above predictions can be tested by the picosecond Raman experiments on 
deoxyHb presented in this chapter. The Dlott work*46* directly references cooling 
in hemoglobin, while the M D calculation*51* addresses cooling in deoxyMb. This
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poses no problem for comparison, though, because the cooling times in deoxyHb 
and deoxyMb should not differ significantly. The chromophore in hemoglobin and 
myoglobin is identical, specifically protoporphyrin IX.*43* Furtherm ore, myoglobin 
and the a  and chains of hemoglobin have strikingly similar three dimensional 
structures, even though the amino acid sequences for the three polypeptide chains 
vaty significantly.*43* The only covalent link between the heme and the protein 
in both cases is the proximal histidine located at the central iron atom 's fifth lig­
and position. Thus the myoglobin simulation is directly applicable to the case of 
hemoglobin. The data presented in this chapter warrant comments on three theo­
retical expectations.
1. Within our 8 ps pulsewidth, we observe only one time scale of cooling. The 
cooling is best fit by a (deconvolved) 2 to 5 ps decay constant. A time constant 
of 2 to  5 ps is approximately that of thcfast component predicted by Henry e ta l. 
Approximately 50% of the chromophore mechanical energy in the myoglobin 
simulation*51* decays with the slower time constant o f 40 ps. In the simulation 
that 40 ps component represents a kinetic tem perature drop from as 425 K 
back down to room tem perature at 300 K, According to our tem perature esti­
mate, the heme vibrational tem perature averaged over our 8 ps pulse is w36 K 
above room tem perature. With the current S/N we can say that after 20 ps the 
heme internal tem perature is within 5 K of room tem perature. Thus we do 
not believe it is likely that we see Henry et a l/s  fast component while missing 
the slow one due to lack of sensitivity. We assert that the deconvolved 2 to
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5 ps time constant represents the major fraction of the cooling process. We 
conclude that vibrational energy transfer from the chromophore to the pro­
tein matrix is faster than predicted by the simulation or by comparison to the 
PTC/naphthalene system.
2. It is reasonable to expect that the long time component of vibrational cooling 
should closely reflect the relaxation times of individual modes. The decay times 
of the low-lying excited vibrations in a particular mode are given by the time- 
dependence of the anti-Stokes Raman signal for that mode. Figure 4.4 shows 
that the cooling dynamics for heme vibrations of 671, 1424, and 1563 cm-1 
are identical within our time resolution. We do not have experimental access 
to the very low frequency vibrations (<  500 cm -1 ) where bottleneck vibra­
tions may hold internal energy for longer periods of time. However, we have 
argued above that the 2 to 5 ps component of cooling represents the removal 
of most of the excess vibrational energy. This implies that most of the internal 
energy is able to escape through the efficient pathways, leaving little energy 
to hang up in the bottleneck vibrations. The tight heme-pocket coupling (that 
leads to fast heme-to-protein energy transfer) probably lowers the threshold 
for rapid IVR. This allows mechanical energy to exit through the most efficient 
relaxation channels even when the heme internal tem perature is relatively low. 
The 700 cm -1 collision-free IVR threshold value e s t i m a t e d * f o r  porphyrin 
will be lowered by heme-pocket collisions. An additional possibility is that
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the static heme-protein coupling may effectively increase the size of the por­
phyrin; this would result in an increase in the number of low frequency modes 
contributing to the heme vibrational density of states.
3. Henry et al.<SI) see no difference in the rise or decay of heating for the por­
phyrin skeletal modes compared to the side chains. We do find, within our 
uncertainty, that the vinyl mode anti-Stokes transient rises and decays concur­
rently with the skeletal mode anti-Stokes transients. However, it is not clear 
how to compare this to the simulation results. The vinyl modes should be con­
sidered separately from the other side chain modes in terms of coupling to the 
electronic transition. The C = C  double bond of the vinyl substituent group 
conjugates into the porphyrin ring n electron system. Because the Q  absorp­
tion band which we pump at 532 nm is a n —► w* transition, we expect the vinyl 
mode to experience the electronic transition just as those atoms in the skeletal 
7T system. We cannot comment experimentally on the time scale of transfer of 
energy to the other side chain modes.
The simulation of Henry et al. ignores all hydrogen atoms in the system except 
those directly involved in hydrogen bonds between a nitrogen and an oxygen atom. 
The heme-pocket van der Waals contacts will be altered by leaving out the non 
H-bonding hydrogen atoms. This clearly changes the nature of the heme-pocket 
collisions by reducing the size of the heme and increasing the effective radius of 
the pocket. Omitting these hydrogen atoms may be responsible for some of the
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discrepancy between the simulation and the experimental results. The other obvi­
ous reason that the simulation might give a slow cooling rate is the neglect of water 
solvent m olecules/51 * The simulation has been repeated with the inclusion of sol­
vent molecules. Preliminary analysis indicates that the inclusion of solvent has no 
more than a factor of 2 effect on the simulation resu lts /70* Thus the inclusion of 
heme-solvent coupling is probably insufhcent to explain the discrepancy between 
the simulation and experiment.
4.8.1 Role of the Side Chain M odes
The van der Waals contacts between the heme side chains and the pocket are 
expected to deexcite the heme vibrations collisionally/34,51* The two vinyl and two 
propionate side chains of the heme expose both low- and high-frequency vibrational 
modes directly to collisions with the pocket. Both groups have a number of van 
der Waals contacts with the protein pocket and may constitute significant pathways 
for vibrational energy flow out of the pocket. In contrast, the single Fe-histidine 
covalent bond linking the heme to the globin is perpendicular to the plane of the 
ring. Vibrational motion along this bond is expected to be weakly coupled to the 
ring vibrational m odes/34*
The vinyl side chains are the one set of porphyrin side chains amenable to 
resonant Raman study/47* We noted in figure 4.4 above that the vibrational dy­
namics for the vinyl 6 , (= C H 2 ) mode are identical to the dynamics for both low 
and high frequency skeletal modes. Previous work has dem onstrated the coupling 
of a high-frequency vinyl mode to high-frequency porphyrin skeletal modes. Spiro
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and coworkers*47*48* performed a series of IR and resonant Ram an experiments 
in which they deuterated the Ca and Cp carbons of the vinyl side chains in order 
to study the vibrational coupling between the vinyl local modes and the porphyrin 
skeletal modes. Several low (<500 cm -1 ) and high (>1400 cm -1 ) frequency vinyl 
modes were found to be strongly coupled to skeletal modes. Figures 4.12 and 4.4 
dem onstrate that this coupling results in very efficient vibrational communication 
between the skeletal and the vinyl modes.
Tb the degree that the frequency shifts of Figure 4.13 can be ascribed to en­
harmonic coupling to hot low frequency modes, the data of Figure 4.13 illustrate 
that the 6 „ vinyl mode is coupled to low frequency vibrations just like the porphyrin 
skeletal modes. W hatever the cause of shifting, it is clear that the same mecha­
nism which shifts the porphyrin skeletal modes also operates on the vinyl side chain 
modes. Together these experimental observations show the coupling of the vinyl 
modes to low-frequency vibrations and to both medium- and high-frequency skele­
tal modes. This suggests that the heme can very quickly transfer vibrational energy 
to the side chain modes and then out of the protein, even from a mode which is 
seemingly isolated on the porphyrin skeleton.
4.9 Comparison to Previous Experimental Work
Petrich et al.<14* interpret absorption transients of photoexcited heme pro­
teins in terms of electronic relaxation from two different interm ediate states. If 
the branching ratios for deoxyHb are similar to deoxyMb, then two-thirds of the 
the deoxyHb excited electronic population returns to the ground electronic surface
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with 300 fs time constant, and the remaining one-third returns with a 3.2 ps time 
constant. The 2 to 5 ps VER time constant we measure represents the sum of elec­
tronic relaxation and the vibrational dynamics on the ground electronic surface. 
According to the interpretation of Petrich et al., what we observe must be the vi­
brational dynamics of the final one-third which relaxes with 3.2 ps time constant. In 
that case, the V ER time constant we measure is dominated by electronic relaxation, 
and the pure vibrational relaxation time constant might actually be 1 to 2 ps.
The possibility also exists that the slower electronic relaxation of Petrich et 
al. is actually VER. Vibrational excitation within an electronic state is well known 
to produce transients lying to the red of the static, room tem perature absorption 
band.*51* In that experiment, the transient absorption ascribed to the slower inter­
m ediate electronic state indeed lies just to the red of the Soret band,*14* Femtosec­
ond absorption studies of nickel porphyrins lend credence to this suggestion.*71*
Several ultrafast experimenters have approached the question of VER in pho­
toexcited hemes. Genberg et al.*34* studied the picosecond change in the tem per­
ature of the water surrounding heme proteins with a transient grating technique. 
T hat study concluded that the water interface heated up in <20 ps following pho­
toexcitation of the heme chromophore. Thus they concluded that heme-to-protein 
vibrational energy transfer occurs on a time scale faster than 20 ps (which is the 
time resolution of that technique). That experiment points toward our direct Ra­
man determ ination that VER occurs with a 2 to 3 ps time constant.
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Petrich et al.(9) have indirectly studied VER with femtosecond Stokes Raman 
spectroscopy. Central to their interpretation is a theory of vibrational dephasing 
of a  high frequency mode by energy exchange with a  low frequency mode.<72) That 
theory has been calibrated for the N iOEP v1Q band (w 1650 cm-1 ) in the static 
limit by Asher and Murtaugh.<63) Petrich et al.(9) applied the result of Asher and 
M urtaugh to interpret picosecond band shifts of the 1/4 band following photolysis of 
carbonylHb. The first 10 ps of v4 shifting were interpreted as cooling, while further 
shifting up to 95 ps was ascribed to relaxation of the strain energy of cooperativity.
However, Czernuszewicz et a l / 6^  have since dem onstrated that the strong 
tem perature-dependence of the NiOEP io0 band studied by Asher and Murtaugh 
is anomolously high. Dynamical effects which are specific to nickel porphyrin make 
the NiOEP t/ l 0  band a poor predictor of the tem perature dependence of iron 
porphyrin vibrational frequencies.*64* A resonance Ram an study of the deoxyHb 
1/4 band position at tem peratures ranging from 4.2 K to 300 K by Rousseau and 
Friedman*73* has shown that the position of v4 is weakly dependent on tem pera­
ture. This suggests that the 11 cm- , shift observed by Petrich et al. is too large 
to be explained by heating effects alone. Schomacker and Champion*32* have also 
challenged the validity of applying the dephasing theory*72* to the case of porphyrin 
VER. We cannot comment on the subpicosecond dynamics or protein relaxation 
(there is no deligation in our deoxyHb to trigger protein relaxation). However, we 
can say that the Petrich et al. conclusion of substantial cooling of the heme in 10 ps
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seems to be correct. The analysis and interpretation leading to this conclusion are 
nevertheless inconclusive.
Alden et a l / 10,37* have also questioned the work of Petrich et a l / 9) They stud­
ied the ratio of Stokes intensity to anti-Stokes intensity for the i/T mode of deoxyHb 
and concluded that there is no evidence for hot ground state vibrations on the time 
scale of their 30 ps laser pulses. Alden et a l / 57* use a method due to Schomacker 
and Champion to factor out the resonance enhancem ent arising from the compli­
cated electronic structure of an iron porphyrin in an attem pt to extract the pure 
tem perature effect on the Stokes/anti-Stokes ratio.
4.10 Advantages of Transient Anti-Stokes Spectroscopy
Using transient Stokes and anti-Stokes Ram an data in tandem, we can unam­
biguously determ ine the time scale of vibrational cooling in the chromophore. The 
spectral features which characterize VER in transient Raman spectroscopy can be 
easily distinguished from structural changes and electronic relaxation. Unlike pre­
vious Raman studies, this experiment has determ ined the time constant for VER 
with no dependence on the accuracy of our tem perature estimate. The sensitiv­
ity to hot vibrations of Alden et a l / 57* is critically dependent on the ability of the 
Kramers-Kronig transform to yield accurate tem perature information. The same 
can be said of the femtosecond Stokes Raman experiment of Petrich et a l /9) In 
that case, one also must be concerned that shifts due to structural dynamics might 
interfere with shifts due to heating. O n the other hand, Stokes and anti-Stokes
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data together allow vibrational heating to be readily distinguished from conforma­
tional rearrangement. For a given absolute value of Ram an shift, negative Stokes 
transient in tandem  with positive anti-Stokes transient can only be due to transient 
heating.
The ability to measure the dynamics of specific vibrations has yielded infor­
mation on modes with energy from 600 cm - 1  to 1600 cm-1 . Furthermore we see 
that, within our time resolution, these modes have identical VER dynamics. The 
implication that coupling between these modes is strong follows by inspection from 
figure 4.4. This illustrates another distinction between detection of VER in de­
oxyHb in this experiment and the indirect methods employed in previous experi­
ments. The femtosecond data of Petrich et al.(9> is interpreted in terms of anhar- 
monic coupling of a high frequency mode(i/4 at 1358 cm "1) to a low frequency 
mode (528±150 cm-1 ). Spectroscopy of the high frequency mode is used in that 
work to infer information about VER for the low frequency mode. We have directly 
measured VER of both the lower(671 cm -1 ) and higher(1563 cm -1) frequency 
modes.
A distinct advantage of doing a transient Raman experiment at kHz repeti­
tion rates is illustrated by an examination of the peak intensities used in the present 
work and the 10 Hz experiment of Petrich et al.(9> The peak powers in the Petrich 
et al. 10 Hz experiment approach 5x 1012 W/cm2 for the 575 nm pump beam and 
2x 1011 W/cm2 for the 435 nm probe beam. Because we operate at 2 kHz, we are 
able to deliver one order of magnitude higher average power to the sample while
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maintaining a probe peak power almost two orders of magnitude lower than Pet­
rich et al.(9) Clearly, kiloHertz repetition rates present a significant advantage in 
avoiding nonlinear effects such as multiphoton transitions and the type of nonlin­
ear broadening of Ram an bands noted by Alden et al.(10>
4.11 Summary
We have detected the unambiguous spectral signature of V ER in photoex­
cited deoxyHb using picosecond Raman spectroscopy by comparing complemen­
tary Stokes and anti-Stokes dynamics. The time constant for mechanical energy 
transfer from the chromophore to the protein is between 2 and 5 ps. In addition, 
we have estim ated the vibrational tem perature of the porphyrin chromophore in 
deoxyHb within 8  ps after photoexcitation. Analysis of the transient anti-Stokes 
resonant Raman data indicates a tem perature jum p of 36 K above room tem pera­
ture. This represents an average over our 8  ps pump and probe laser pulses. The 
conclusion is drawn that we are observing the latter stages of cooling. A summary 
of major conclusions follows.
1. VER in deoxyHb has been measured directly and unambiguously for the first 
time. Tim e-dependent Stokes and anti-Stokes data directly probe the move­
m ent of vibrational population through excited levels in the ground electronic 
state.
2. The tem perature at time zero, averaged over the convolution of our pump and 
probe laser pulses, is estimated to be fa 36 K above room tem perature.
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3. VER occurs with a 2 to 5 ps time constant. The rate of VER is found to be 
identical within our time resolution for several modes over a wide range of 
frequencies.
4. Fast cooling suggests that there are very efficient conduits for vibrational en­
ergy flow out of the heme into the protein. Previous estimates and MD simu­
lation have not adequately described this.
5. Rapid cooling also implies that vibrational energy within the chrom ophore can 
be rapidly redistributed to the conduit modes, even when the internal energy is 
relatively low. The threshold for dissipative IVR may be lowered by the tight 
coupling to the protein.
6 . The role of the side chains in providing efficient pathways for vibrational en­
ergy flow is emphasized by the picosecond spectroscopy of the vinyl Ram an 
bands.
7. The time scale for VER measured here can be ascertained by visual inspection 
of the data. Previous attempts to measure the time scale for V ER relied on 
indirect analyses. Important contributions have been made by past studies, 
but in no way could they be considered conclusive.
The power of utilizing complementary time-dependent Stokes and anti-Stokes 
spectroscopy to study large molecules of biological significance is dem onstrated 
here. O ne advantage of this technique is direct interpretation of vibrational pop­
ulation transients. We also demonstrate sensitivity of the technique to vibrational 
modes over a wide range of frequencies.
5. VARIOUS USEFUL THINGS RELATING TO SPECTROSCOPY
This chapter contains brief reports of other work I have done. The results of 
these projects are either published*23,25-30* or subm itted /42*
5.1 Resonant Raman Enhancement Calculation for the h X State
O ur first iodine photodissociation experiment observed vibrational relaxation 
in the ground X  electronic state. This is a very beautiful example of the use of 
transient Raman spectroscopy to observe directly a nonequilibrium population dis­
tribution in the vibrational spectrum. A short report was published as “Direct m ea­
surem ent of photodissociation, geminate recombination, and vibrational cooling in 
iodine using picosecond Raman spectroscopy,” Xiaobing Xu, Robert Lingle, Jr., 
Soo-Chang Yu, Y.J. Chang, and J.B. Hopkins, Journal o f Chemical Physics, 92 2106 
(1990). Further experiments have resulted in a detailed study of the mechanisms of 
VER relaxation in the X  state as a function of the solvent.*25*
In this experiment we detect Ram an scattering from I2 ( /Q  levels ranging from 
t> =  0 to 52. The primary transition with which we are resonant utilizing a  probe 
wavelength of 266nm (37,600 cm - 1  photon) is the fully allowed D *—  X  transition. 
The D l E+ is an ion pair s ta te /74* The a potential minimum is at 41,026cm-1 above 
the X  minimum and the well depth is 31,155 cm -1 . The relative postions of the D  
and X  state curves can be seen in figure 1.4.
We calculate the variation of resonant enhancem ent with the initial level in the 
X state, keeping the incident laser wavelength constant. The Raman polarizability
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tensor diagonal elements*18* were calculated by the expression
MJ = | ■ „ </1"><"l*)— i f f .  (51>1 VQ +  Vv ~  vi ~~ VL — DV
where * and /  are labels for the initial and final vibrational levels in the X  state, 
and v  is a label for the vibrational levels of the D  state, v q  , and v i,  are
respectively the energies in cm ' 1 of the D  state minimum, the position within the 
D  state of the vlh vibrational level, the position of the ith vibrational level in the X  
state and the laser frequency. T o describes the homogeneous width of the D state. 
The /i’s are the electronic transition moments evaluated at the r-centroid values of 
the u *—  t and /  4—  1; vibronic transitions. The num erator contains the product 
of vibrational overlap integrals (i.e. the product of square roots of Franck-Condon 
factors) between the relevant X  and D  vibrational levels. We found it necessary 
to sum over the first 300 vibrational levels of the D  state. The X  state vibrational 
wavefunctions do not have significant overlap integrals with D  state wavefunctions 
higher than 300.
We are not interested in absolute Raman cross sections, therefore we do not 
consider laser polarization, the geometry of the experiment, or inhomogeneous 
broadening in this calculation. For diatomic iodine in the nondegenerate D  *£+ 
state, only the above element of the polarizability tensor is nonzero. The i depen­
dence of this quantity is the desired dependence of the Raman scattering on .V state 
vibrational level. The calculated dependence of the resonant enhancem ent on the 
initially populated level in A" is shown in Figure 5.1.
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The potentials used to calculate the overlap integrals and r-centroids include 
both tabulated values from gas phase spectroscopic data and analytical approxima­
tions. The X  state curve is taken from the turning points listed by Coxon*75* and 
the D  state gas phase curve is a modified R ittner potential fit by Tfellinghuisen*74*. 
Some solvent effects on the D  curve can be identified from U V  absorption spectra 
of I2 in relatively inert solvents. Such experiments*76* show that the D  shifts down 
«  1500 cm " 1 with respect to the ground electronic state in n-heptane and cyclohex- 
ane solutions. With this modification taken into consideration, it is reasonable to 
use gas phase potentials in this calculation.
The vibrational wavefunctions were obtained by solving the Schrodinger equa­
tion numerically using a Fortran program based on the Numerov-Cooley method 
with Richardson*77* extrapolation. These wavefunctions are used to calculate the 
vibrational overlap integrals for each transition required in the expression given 
above. The r-centroid for each transition is the normalized expectation value of 
the radial coordinate between the vibrational wavefunctions. The resonant Ram an 
enhancem ent was calculated for the X  initial vibrational levels v =  0, 5, 1 0 ,.. . ,  70. 
For Stokes Ram an scattering from an initial vibrational level i, the fundamental 
band corresponds to scattering through a level v in the D  state and term inating on 
a final level /  =  t +  1 in X .  The result of the calculation is plotted in Figure 5.1. All 
interpolation and numerical integration routines were drawn the book Numerical 
Recipes*78*. T he calculations were carried out on VAX 8800 computer.
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Figure 5.1: Resonant enhancem ent for the X state of I2. Resonant Raman
enhancem ent for X  state vibrational levels detected at 266nm. 
The x-axis are the vibrational quantum numbers in the X  state of 
iodine where Ram an scattering originates. The calculation is for 
Stokes Raman scattering where the initial level is v and the final 
level is u +  1 .
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5.2 Evidence for Gas Phase Photochemistry In a Uquld Jet Sample
We performed experiments'30) to study the photophysics and photochemistry 
of C r(CO ) 6 in cyclohexane solution upon photolysis at 266 nm. A 266 nm photon 
(37,594 cm- 'as 4.7 eV) is energetically capable of removing four CO ligands from 
the hexacarbonyl species.'79'80) In the gas phase, two photon absorption at 266 nm 
is capable of producing Cr atom .'79) However, in the condensed phase, only one 
CO is seen to be ejected, making the photoproduct exclusively C ^ C O js .'80) This is 
thought to be due to rapid internal energy relaxation for the photoproduct in the 
condensed phase. In the gas phase, this relaxation is slow and the energy is released 
alternatively by ejection of additional C O ’s.
In our experiments using a flowing jet for the sample source, we observed what 
appeared to be atomic emission lines in the Raman spectrum. Characteristic of 
atomic emission, these lines were very narrow and strong. Comparison of these data 
with Cr emission spectra showed a perfect match. This species was not expected 
for liquid phase photodissociation experiments. The experiment was repeated in 
a sealed, spinning cell where the laser beam passed through a suprasil fused silica 
window directly into the solution. In this case, the Cr emission lines disappear from 
the Raman spectrum. Energetically, we can see that the production of Cr atoms at 
266nm must require at least two photons.
The flowing jet is a convenient technique for exposing a liquid sample to a 
laser beam. Jets can be made by squeezing glass or metal tube flat, such that the 
opening is a flattened rectangle of dimensions ps 500 /*m x 4 mm. If the width
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of the thin dimension is a bit more narrow in the middle than on the ends, the jet 
stream will flatten out and produce a smooth and thin region in the middle about 
1 cm below the jet. Clearly, the appearance of Cr atom emission in the spectrum 
that we are probing Cr(CO)« which is not in the thin liquid sheet of the jet flow and 
is thus able to lose all of the CO ligands. TWo possibilities exist. First, when the 
stream is flowing out of the jet at m 30 cm/s, a layer of “spray** might be produced 
which comprises micro-droplets of the solution. The micro-droplets which are small 
enough might not be able to function as effectively as bulk solution in accepting the 
internal energy of the photoproduct. This could happen in droplets where there 
was a C r(C O )6  surrounded by a few solvation shells. In that case, the ejection of 
the first CO would probably break up the solvent cage structure resulting in less 
efficient energy transfer. The result would be a Cr(CO )j which is more likely to 
eject another CO.
The other possibility is that the C r(C O )6 in the layer of solvent at the liquid-air 
interface can be completely stripped of all six CO ligands by a two-photon process. 
It is well known that the liquid structure at an interface is very different than that 
in the bulk liquid. The fact that we see Cr atoms which must be produced by a two 
photon process does not necessarily mean that the Raman experiment is being con­
taminated by uncharacterized multi photon excited species. Even at moderate pho­
ton intensity, there is always some cross section for a two-photon process. Because 
atomic emission has a much higher transition probability than Raman scattering,
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a relatively small number of free Cr atoms could dom inate the intensity of Raman 
scattering.
This observation is important to keep in mind when using a flowing jet as a 
technique for studying molecules in solution. The experimentalist should be alert 
to the possibility that gas phase photochemistry is still possible in the volume of 
sample probed, even though the experiment is designed to study condensed phase 
processes. The effects seen here are probably not general. It is likely that the con­
centration of molecules in the “spray" region is so much lower than that in the bulk 
solution that Raman scattering from “spray” region would be very weak compared 
to Raman scattering from solute molecules in the bulk. In our case, we were seeing 
atomic emission from the “spray" region and Raman from the solute in the bulk.
6. CONCLUSION
The purpose of this dissertation has been to discuss the development o f a new 
spectroscopic technique to study condensed phase chemical dynamics on the pi­
cosecond time scale. In the preceeding chapters, we have described experiments 
on three vastly different systems: 12 in solution, C r(C O )6 in solution, and deoxy­
hemoglobin. In the first two cases, the laser is used to photodissociate the solute 
molecule and then to study the time evolution of the photoproducts. The critical 
condensed phase processes of geminate recombination, VER, and electronic relax­
ation are studied with sufficient detail to elucidate the mechanisms by which these 
processes occur. The detailed interactions of the photoproducts with the solvent 
have been discussed for the first time. In addition, thermal relaxation in the solvent 
cage itself is directly probed for I2 in CCI4 .
The study of VER relaxation in deoxyhemoglobin represents the development 
of a powerful new tool in studying chrom ophore-protein interactions. Previous pi­
cosecond Raman studies of biological systems have invariably been unable to probe 
the transient anti-Stokes Raman spectrum. Both the I2 (A ') work and the deoxyHb 
work illustrate the power of comparing the dynamics of the Stokes and anti-Stokes 
signals. This type of analysis is developed as a useful spectroscopic tool in the con­
densed phase for the first time in these experiments.
Future directions for this technique are numerous. I will mention only those 
which are  extensions of the work which has been described in this dissertation. All 
experiments in the previous chapters have been performed with only three colors
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using fixed frequency, solid state lasers. ^inability would allow detailed study of res­
onance Raman overtones in the hC-A') work which might reveal information about 
the potential near the top of the well. In this way, the solvent effects on the dissocia­
tive wing of an electronic potential could be mapped out directly for the first time. 
Faster time resolution might allow study of the geminate recombination process 
itself, a  potential milestone in condensed phase dynamics.
If the time resolution were available to study the details of the geminate re­
combination reaction itself, then an interesting quantum mechanical aspect of the 
recombination process might be revealed. Specifically, it would be interesting to 
compare the initial vibrational distribution produced immediately upon recombina­
tion for the case of a very light and a very heavy diatomic molecule. If the diatomic 
molecule is heavy enough, then it is valid to speak of an internuclear distance and 
of vibrational states of definite energy at the same time. Lighter diatomics must be 
treated quantum mechanically. For this case, when we speak of the atoms being at 
a certain internuclear separation, then we are speaking of a superposition of vibra­
tional energy states. The distribution of initially populated vibrational states might 
be very different for the photodissociation/geminate recombination reaction of the 
lighter versus heavier diatomic.
The deoxyhemogfobin study points to a number of other experiments of bio­
physical interest. First, the VER times should be m easured in other porphyrin sys­
tems to elucidate the nature of the heme-to-protein mechanical coupling. A study 
of VER for Fe(II)-protoporphyrin IX in solution should answer the question of
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how similar heme-pocket coupling is to heme-solvent coupling. It has also been 
suggested that we study a copper porphyrin trapped in a protein pocket.* The cop­
per porphyrin lacks a covalent bond to the proximal histidine, so the porphyrin is 
more free to bounce around in the pocket. Comparison of VER in a protein-bound 
copper porphyrin system to that in deoxyhemoglobin should tell us whether it is 
more valid to think of the heme as a separate molecule which dissipates energy into 
the protein environment or as a subunit undergoing IVR in the composite heme- 
protein system. These experiments will provide further understanding of the VER 
process. Possibly such studies will reveal a stronger role of direct porphyrin-solvent 
energy transfer than we have speculated.
Oxyhemoglobin should be studied with picosecond Raman spectroscopy and 
compared with the deoxyHb results. We presume that heme and protein relaxations 
will accompany photodeligation. Our ability to collect mode-specific data (dem on­
strated in the deoxyHb experiments) might reveal detailed information about heme 
motions on the 8 ps time scale.
Access to the correct wavelengths would also enable exciting studies of the 
photosynthesis process in reaction centers. The initial electron transfer step from 
the special-pair bacteriochlorophyll over a second bacteriochlorophyll to the bacte- 
riopheophytin occurs within a few picoseconds.*81* Several aspects of this electron 
transfer are poorly understood. The detailed information provided by transient 
Ram an spectroscopy might provide a final solution to questions about this age-old
* suggested by G eorge McLendon of the University of Rochester
wonder of creation. The feasibility of studying photosynthetic systems by picosec­
ond Ram an spectroscopy is strongly suggested by the hemoglobin study reported 
here, since the porphyrin chromophore is involved in both systems.
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